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Abstract
This thesis aimed to examine the effects of glucose drink administration on sensorimotor function 
(studies 1 - 3) and declarative memory (study 4). Glucose had no effect on a modified version of the 
Hick task in study 1. However in study 2 we observed that glucose slowed reaction times (RTs) during 
the initial performance of the Eriksen flanker task. One possible reason for this effect is that glucose 
only slows sensorimotor function when a response is weakly associated with a stimulus, such as at 
the beginning of task performance. In study 1 stimulus-response (S-R) associations may have been 
too strong to observe a glucose slowing effect. Here participants performed a greater number of 
training trials and stimuli were arguably mapped more directly to a response compared to study 2. In 
study 3 we tested the hypothesis that glucose slows sensorimotor function when S-R associations 
are weak. Here we used a letter version of the Eriksen flanker task and kept S-R association 
consistently low by changing the stimulus set to a novel pair of letters every 80 trials. W e found that 
glucose constantly slowed RTs for the duration of this task, a result which is congruent with the 
hypothesis that glucose slows sensorimotor function when S-R associations are weak.
In study 4 we focused on the effects of glucose administration on declarative memory 
function and sought to determine whether glucose affected the encoding of stimuli in a word 
recognition task. Here we used ERPs as an online measure of encoding processes. Our findings were  
that glucose enhanced recognition performance, replicating the well established effect that glucose- 
facilitates declarative memory. Furthermore, during encoding, glucose affected ERP components 
associated with early sensory processing, visual word-form generation, lexical/semantic access and 
long-term memory encoding/consolidation. Furthermore there was a correlation between 
recognition performance and the degree to which glucose amplified the N400 component, an ERP 
potential associated with lexical/semantic access. The results of this study therefore indicate that 
glucose modulates encoding processes and that these effects may, at least partially, underlie the 
glucose facilitation of declarative memory.
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Chapter 1: Introduction
1.1. Background to the Brain and Glucose
Glucose is the brain's primary fuel which is required for many cellular processes such as the active 
transport of ions and the generation of neurotransmitters. Furthermore glucose metabolism peaks 
sharply in localised brain regions during cognitive function, as measured by positron emission 
tomography (PET), which uses the injection of radioactive glucose isotopes to image brain activity. 
Large proportions of energy are spent following the generation of action potentials and post- 
synaptic currents to reverse the associated Na+/K+ influx (Attwell and ladecola, 2002), and for the 
clearance of neurotransmitters from the synaptic cleft (Magistretti and Pellerin, 1999). Each of these 
processes requires energy in the form of glucose for the active transport of ions and 
neurotransmitters to maintain the electrochemical gradients that power the brain. Human brains of 
course are very efficient and only require around 20 watts in order to function normally, with this 
rate of energy consumption (the same as a light bulb), the brain can process around 10 quadrillion 
bits per second (Boahen, 2005). By comparison, supercomputers capable of similar information 
processing rates can consume up to 10 megawatts of power, enough to power a city of 40,000  
people (Feng and Cameron, 2007)1 Nevertheless, despite the brain's efficiency, it is still dependent 
on blood borne supplies of glucose for optimal function rather than its own glycogen stores. 
Therefore on this basis it seems plausible that when blood glucose concentrations (BGC) run low, 
that information processing could be impaired compared to when this energy supply is more 
plentiful. This is the typical explanation for glucose administration effects on cognitive performance, 
which is supported by the BGC data in such studies. For example BGC typically falls to the middle- 
lower end of the normal range by 2 hours following breakfast, at which time cognitive testing in such 
experiments often takes place (Sünram-Lea et al., 2001; 2002). In these studies placebo drink 
administration resulted in BGC remaining at mid-lower levels of the normal range during testing, 
whereas if a glucose drink was administered then BGC was elevated above this level for around an
hour. This data therefore suggests that the drop-off in cognitive performance observed following 
even a short fast may be due to a reduction in energy availability to the brain.
1.2. Empirical Research into Glucose Effects on 
Cognitive Function
Despite the necessity of glucose for normal brain function, in popular culture glucose consumption is 
sometimes perceived as producing a deterioration in mental performance. For instance in the last 
decade several reports of schools banning sugary foods have emerged from the media, with the idea 
that sugary drinks make children unable to concentrate or hyperactive being invoked (Park, 2009; 
Radnedge, 2009). While evidence has been found for detrimental effects of very high BGC (>22.2 
m mol/l) on cognitive functioning (Gonder-Frederrick et al., 2009), it is important to note that 
typically BGCs following glucose administration never reach these levels in normal individuals. 
Furthermore under empirical investigation, the administration of glucose to normal individuals, and 
the associated elevation of BGC to the upper normal range, has been shown to facilitate a variety of 
information processing functions such as working memory function (Martin and Benton, 1999; 
Kennedy and Scholey, 2000), declarative memory (Riby, 2004; Messier, 2004) and attention (Messier 
et al. 1997). Based upon the finding that glucose more reliably facilitates declarative memory 
compared to other cognitive function (Riby, 2004) a theory of glucose effects on the brain has been 
proposed called the "Hippocampus Hypothesis" (Riby and Riby, 2006) due to the hippocampus being 
a key structure involved in declarative memory function (for a review see Shastri, 2002).
The Hippocampus Hypothesis however has been challenged by the "Task Difficulty 
Hypothesis" (Kennedy & Scholey, 2000; Scholey, Harper & Kennedy, 2001) which suggests that 
glucose may influence any cognitive process provided the task is difficult enough. This theory is 
based on glucose facilitation of tasks typically thought not to use declarative memory such as the 
serial sevens mental arithmetic task (Kennedy & Scholey, 2000), which is typically used as a task of 
executive function, attention (Messier et al. 1997) and sensorimotor function (Donohoe and Benton,
2000). Such evidence has been contentious due to the possibility that tasks like the serial sevens 
may in fact involve declarative memory, e.g. retrieval of the solution to previous calculations 
(Sünram-Lea et al., 2002). Nevertheless I shall argue that the "Task Difficulty Hypothesis" has strong 
foundations, therefore making it possible that glucose administration might influence sensorimotor 
function. However, I do not discount the possibility that hippocampal function might be particularly 
sensitive to glucose facilitation, compared to other brain regions.
In considering the merits of the Hippocampus Hypothesis versus the Task Difficulty 
Hypothesis I shall first discuss the research that suggests that glucose affects the hippocampus and 
memory processes, especially verbal episodic long-term memory. Long-term memory can be defined 
as the ability to store and recall information even when this information has slipped out of conscious 
thought after the time of encoding. The term episodic refers to the ability to recall information from  
a specific context, i.e. the environment in which information was encoded. This is in contrast with 
semantic memory where information is stored without any reference to contextual details as to 
where or how the information was acquired. Several studies have found that the administration of a 
glucose drink before encoding in a verbal long-term memory task can improve memory performance 
(Foster, Lidder & SUnram, 1998; Sünram-Lea et al., 2001; Sünram-Lea et al., 2002). These studies 
have shown that later recall is facilitated by glucose compared to placebo, however it is not clear 
from such studies if encoding, consolidation or retrieval show selective glucose facilitation. Several 
studies have suggested that glucose administration enhances encoding/consolidation operations.
For example Manning et al., (1998) used an elderly sample in which a 24-hour interval was used 
between encoding and retrieval. Compared to placebo/benefits to recall were observed after 
glucose drinks were administered in separate conditions either before encoding or before retrieval. 
This suggests that glucose can facilitate encoding/consolidation processes and also separate 
processes at recall. A similar finding has been observed in a sample of young adults (Sünram-Lea et 
al., 2002). When a glucose drink was administered before encoding, recall was enhanced compared 
to placebo at 24 hours post-encoding. This suggests that encoding/consolidation processes were
enhanced because BGC were only elevated during the encoding/consolidation phase shortly after 
drink administration. Whereas 24 hour later at recall glucose drinks from the day before would have 
no effect on BGC. Another finding of this study was that memory performance was also enhanced 
when a glucose drink was administered before the recall phase, suggesting that retrieval processes 
can also be enhanced by the administration of a glucose drink.
Several empirical studies support the idea that the hippocampus is particularly well adapted 
to benefit from elevations in BGC. For example an increased number of insulin receptors are found 
on the hippocampus compared to other brain regions (Unger et al., 1989). This is significant for the  
hippocampus hypothesis as arterial insulin levels increase after glucose consumption (Radziuk,
1987). This promotes the neural uptake of glucose from the extracellular fluid through specific 
glucose transporters such as GLUT4 (Messier, 2004), which are present in the hippocampus (Choeiri 
et al., 2002). Therefore a greater number of insulin receptors may allow hippocampal neurons a 
greater sensitivity to extracellular insulin levels, and thereby permit them greater access to 
extracellular glucose following glucose administration. In addition, elevations in extracellular glucose 
concentration can increase pre-synaptic acetylcholine concentrations in the hippocampus, which in 
turn has been linked to improved memory function in rats (Ragozzino et al., 1998). Therefore, 
considering the evidence that glucose affects both the hippocampus and long-term memory, it is not 
surprising that researchers have linked glucose effects on cognition with modulation of hippocampus 
function. Though if glucose exclusively influences the hippocampus then this could suggest that it is 
unlikely for glucose to facilitate non-mnemonic tasks. However, several lines of evidence suggest 
glucose's effects are more wide spread throughout the brain.
The idea that glucose may affect the brain in general, and therefore potentially improve any 
cognitive function, has particular weight once we consider that glucose is essential in producing 
Adensoine Triphosphate (ATP) (Knowles, 1980). ATP is required to produce energy, and is needed by 
all cells in the brain, not just the hippocampus. Therefore at a fundamental level a greater supply of 
extracellular glucose, e.g. as a result of glucose drink consumption, could allow more energy for
neural function in general. This is especially the case if during cognitive activity extracellular glucose 
is consumed to the extent that extracellular glucose concentrations determine the rate at which ATP 
can be synthesised.
Acetylcholine is also widely distributed throughout the brain and is not restricted to the 
hippocampus (lyo, 1997). Therefore we might expect glucose to improve the functioning of more 
than just the hippocampus if glucose facilitates cognition through increasing post-synaptic 
acetylcholine concentrations. Furthermore glucose is also required for the production of other 
widespread neurotransmitters such as glutamate and gamma-aminobutyric acid (GABA) (Kaufman et 
al., 1991; Schousboe et al., 1993).
Glucose has also been shown to facilitate a series of diverse tasks not typically associated 
with memory function. For instance glucose has been shown to enhance mental arithmetic (Kennedy 
& Scholey, 2000), maze solving, which is typically used as a test of "executive" functioning (Donohoe 
and Benton, 1999), and driving simulator performance (KeuI, Huber, Lehman, Berg & Jacob, 1982). 
Due to glucose's effects on such a diverse range of tasks, and the observation that glucose appears 
to preferentially affect more difficult tasks, it has been proposed that glucose can affect any task 
provided it is difficult enough (Kennedy & Scholey, 2000; Scholey, Harper & Kennedy, 2001).
Together the lines of evidence described above suggest that glucose administration may act 
to improve cognitive functioning in general, and that glucose facilitation effects are not limited 
exclusively to the hippocampus. Therefore this leaves open the possibility that glucose 
administration could enhance sensorimotor function, i.e. speeding RTs or decreasing error rates. 
However some of the behavioural measures used to determine whether glucose's effects are 
localised to the hippocampus or are more widespread have proved ambiguous. For instance, one 
task which has been shown to be facilitated by glucose and has been used to support the General 
Facilitation Hypothesis is the serial sevens task (Kennedy and Scholey, 2000). The serial sevens task 
requires counting backwards in sevens from a random number between 900 and 1000, and is 
generally thought of as a measure of executive function as it requires the manipulation of
information within working memory in the form of mathematical computation. After glucose 
administration the serial sevens task can be performed more quickly compared to placebo, with no 
difference in error rates between the two drink conditions. Based on these findings Kennedy and 
Scholey (2000) have suggested that glucose can facilitate non-mnemonic processes that do not 
utilise the hippocampus. This idea is substantiated by functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI) 
studies which have indicated that the dorsolateral prefrontal cortex, but not the hippocampus, is 
involved in arithmetical computation (Burbaud et al., 1999). Such findings have been used to suggest 
that glucose administration may produce a general benefit to any cognitive task, provided it is 
difficult enough (Kennedy and Scholey, 2000; Scholey, Harper & Kennedy. 2001).
However Sünram-Lea et al. (2002) have argued that the serial sevens task may in fact involve 
a long-term memory retrieval component reliant on the hippocampus, rather than being an 
exclusively executive task as considered by Kennedy and Scholey (2000). If true this would render 
the use of tasks such as the serial sevens redundant for supporting the Task Difficulty Hypothesis. 
Specifically Sünram-Lea et al. (2002) have argued that the serial sevens task may involve the retrieval 
of the result of previous calculations from long-term memory using the hippocampus. Although the 
results found by Baurbaud et al. (1999) suggest that the hippocampus is not used in subtraction, 
these authors did not investigate a serial sevens subtraction task, leaving open the possibility that 
the hippocampus is used in this task. This possibility is hard to rule out, and is applicable to many 
other tasks which could otherwise be used to support the idea that glucose improves cognition in 
general.
For instance the Porteus Maze is thought to measure executive function and has also shown 
facilitation after glucose drink administration (Donohoe & Benton, 1999). The Porteus Maze task 
involves navigating through a maze represented on paper in which participants are not allowed to 
backtrack. Donohoe and Benton (1999) interpret the Porteus Maze task as assessing frontal lobe 
function and central executive ability associated with this brain area. However, because the Porteus 
maze disallows back-tracking, performance could be enhanced by memorising the routes of the
8maze which result in dead-ends in order to successfully plot the correct route. Again, it is impossible 
to discount a hippocampus based memory component from this task.
Another task that is facilitated by glucose administration compared to placebo is driving 
simulator performance, with few er errors being made after glucose consumption compared to 
placebo (KeuI et al., 1982). Scholey et al. (2001) use glucose's improvement of driving performance 
to argue that glucose administration effects are not limited to declarative long-term memory. 
However, Scholey et al. (2001), like Donohoe and Benton (1999), do not discuss the idea that these 
tasks could potentially involve a declarative memory component, which glucose could enhance to 
benefit behavioural performance. One possibility is that glucose could enhance the retrieval of 
previously encountered hazardous episodes which could modify their behaviour. For example, by 
remembering a previous near miss with parked cars at a blind summit participants may slow down 
when in a similar situation to avoid a repeat occurrence.
Using behavioural data alone can therefore lead to ambiguous findings making it hard to 
rule out a long-term memory component in some seemingly non-mnemonic tasks. Furthermore this 
is likely to be the case with many cognitive tasks, and is therefore a problem inherent to using 
behavioural data. In order to overcome these problems researchers have used physiological 
measures of brain activity to determine which neural systems are affected by glucose 
administration. For example, using a schizophrenic sample in an fMRI study it has been shown that 
indeed the left parahippocampus is activated to a greater extent after a glucose drink compared to 
placebo during a verbal-declarative memory task (Stone et al. 2005). However, the same study also 
showed that there was a trend for an increase in left dorsolateral prefrontal cortex activity after 
glucose administration, indicating that brain areas other than the hippocampus might be facilitated 
by glucose.
In another study using normal participants the effects of glucose were assessed on the "odd 
ball" task, which is thought to involve the hippocampus (Riby et al. 2008). Simultaneously to task 
performance the electrical activity of the brain was measured using electroencephalography (EEG).
From EEG it is possible to derive event related potentials (ERPs) which are the average of many EEG 
segments recorded over a set time period with respect to an event such as stimulus or response.
Riby et al. (2008) observed that the P3b ERP component, which has been associated with 
hippocampal activity, was found to be decreased in amplitude after glucose administration 
compared to placebo. Yet glucose administration was also found to increase the P2 and P3a 
amplitudes (indicative of frontal lobe function, rather than hippocampal activity) relative to placebo. 
This therefore again indicates that non hippocampal areas might be influenced by glucose 
administration leaving open the possibility that glucose may influence non-hippocampal processes. 
Furthermore recent ERP research has found that glucose enhances both the LP component, related 
to the hippocampal based process of recollection, and FN400 potential, related to the perirhinal 
cortex mediated process of familiarity (Smith, 2009). These ERP findings therefore suggest that 
glucose's effects on the brain are not limited to hippocampal processes.
The evidence above suggests that glucose effects may not be limited to the hippocampus, 
and that glucose may affect a multitude of different neural systems, however this point of view is 
still contentious (Sünram-Lea et al., 2002). Therefore one of our aims was to investigate the effects 
of glucose on non mnemonic processes in the current study and firmly establish whether glucose can 
influence non-hippocampal cognitive processes. Previously it has been shown that the direction of 
change in BGC influences sensorimotor performance (Owens & Benton, 1994), a cognitive domain 
not typically associated with hippocampal function. This study found that when BGC rose during task 
performance that reaction times (RTs) on the Hick task were faster than when BGC decreased. While 
In another study, again using the Hick task, RTs were faster when BGCs were higher than 5.2 
mmol/litre before testing than when BGCs were lower than 4.1 m m ol/litre at the same time point 
(Donohoe & Benton, 2000). To our knowledge these are the only studies that have assessed how 
BGC variation within the normal range ( 4 - 7  mmol/litre) influences sensorimotor function. Other 
studies have shown how reaction times (RTs) on the rapid information processing (RIP) task are 
speeded by glucose administration, though in this task mnemonic processes are required in addition
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to sensorimotor function (Benton, Owens & Parker, 1994). The RIP task involves the rapid 
presentation of odd and even digits and the participants' task is either to press a response button on 
every third presentation of an odd digit or respond every third presentation of an even digit. This 
therefore requires a working memory load to be kept in mind as to how many odd or even digits 
have been presented previously. Consequently it is possible that glucose could facilitate the 
rehearsal of this information in working memory to prevent its decay, or the speed of access to this 
information, rather than sensorimotor function. Therefore studies rigorously examining the 
influence of BGC on sensorimotor function are lacking, and no study to the authors knowledge has 
examined whether sensory or motor processing show preferential facilitation when BGC is elevated.
Previous studies also suggest that glucose is utilised in response inhibition (Fairclough and 
Houston, 2004), a key component of sensorimotor function. Response inhibition is the deactivation 
of motor activity incongruous with task goals in order for a goal-congruent response to be executed. 
For example if a person's goal is to drive safely to a destination and a red light appears at a set of 
traffic lights then motor activity associated with acceleration needs to be inhibited in order for the 
car to stop safely. Previous experiments have shown that BGC are reduced by the inhibition of 
automatic responses when participants perform the incongruent version of the Stroop task 
(Fairclough and Houston, 2004), which requires participants to name the ink colour of a colour word 
(Stroop, 1992). In the incongruent version of this task the colour word and ink colour do not match 
(e.g. the word "RED" written in blue ink), and participants often make errors by reporting the colour 
word rather than the ink colour, therefore correct performance of this task requires the inhibition of 
this automatic response. The incongruent version of the Stroop task was found to reduce BGC 
significantly compared to a control condition of reading the ink colour of a colour word written in a 
congruous ink colour (e.g. the word "RED" written in red ink). This therefore suggests that response 
inhibition in the incongruent condition required more energy than the congruent condition in which 
response conflict was absent, and consequently required the utilisation of more blood glucose. 
Furthermore other studies have shown that the administration of glucose may enhance the
11
inhibition of impulsive behaviour (Gailliot et al. 2007). In this study, compared to a placebo control 
condition, the administration of a glucose drink decreased errors on the incongruent version of the 
Stroop task. This experiment therefore suggests that glucose can enhance response conflict 
inhibition. However, response conflict inhibition can be conceived of comprised of two separate 
processes. Firstly a response conflict needs to be detected (Carter and Van Veen, 2007) and then 
either the incorrect response needs to be deactivated or activation of the correct response needs to 
be enhanced (Gratton, Coles and Donchin, 1992). From Gailliot et al.'s (2007) study it is not clear 
which of these processes are affected therefore we used EEG measures of response conflict 
detection and response modulation processes to investigate this issue. W e can therefore see that a 
rigorous investigation of glucose's effects on sensorimotor and response inhibition functions is 
needed, bellow we will outline the nature of these processes in more detail.
1.3. Glucose and Sensorimotor Function: A 
Neglected Topic
1.3.1. Sensorimotor Function; Purpose and Structure
Nervous systems, such as the human brain, have evolved to allow organisms to respond adaptively 
to their environments and therefore maximise their reproductive success. For example any nervous 
system typically enables the evasion of predators, the capture of prey and the identification of a 
suitable mate. Sensory processing allows the detection and identification of such stimuli, and 
determines the nature of later processing. For instance, if an organism is being chased by a predator 
an automatic response may be generated to avoid capture. Alternatively more considered 
processing may occur if danger is not imminent. For example, in the case of catching prey or 
impressing a potential mate long-term memory (LTM) representations may be retrieved or emotions 
may be evoked prior to planning and executing a movement. However the process of planning and
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executing a response is the final crucial stage in allowing the organism to respond adaptively to the 
environment. Therefore we can see how vital sensorimotor processes for any organism.
Furthermore sensory and motor processes are comprised of several sub processes (Sanders, 
1998, chap. 3), outlined in figure 1.1. Previous researchers have identified three discrete processes 
in stimulus processing. First a stimulus must be detected; this simply involves confirming the 
presence or absence of a stimulus. Next stimulus identification occurs in which a representation of 
the stimulus' distinguishing features is created. Stimulus-response mapping then follows if stimulus- 
response compatibility is low. Subsequently response processing begins. First a response is selected, 
for example a button press with the right hand. The selected response then needs to be 
programmed, which consists of a sequence of operations to be performed on the periphery such as 
which muscles to be moved and the angles that joints need to be moved through. Finally this 
programme is executed to allow a response to occur. Understanding which of these processes are 
affected by elevations in BGC may be an important step in understanding how sensorimotor function 
is affected by the administration of glucose drinks.
Imperative Stimulus
Response Programming
Response Execution
Stimulus Detection
Stimulus identification
Response Selection
Response
Figure 1.1. Information processing stages involved in sensorimotor function from presentation of a stimulus to the 
execution of a response (Jahanshahi et al., 1992).
While the existence of separate stages in sensorimotor function is generally accepted, the nature of 
information flow between stages has proved more controversial. Proponents of the discrete-flow
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view suggest that information at a later stage (e.g. response selection) cannot begin before a 
previous stage (e.g. stimulus identification) is completed. An early form of this model suggested that 
sensorimotor function occurred in a serial fashion (Sternberg, 1969). However this model struggled 
to accommodate empirical data suggesting that response selection began before stimulus analysis 
was fully complete in tasks where responses were based on more than one stimulus feature, e.g. 
size and shape (Miller and Hackley, 1992; Miller, Riehle and Requin, 1992). Therefore a parallel 
asynchronous model was proposed in which separate stimulus features are processed in parallel and 
transmitted asynchronously to response processing stages. In contrast to discrete-flow models, 
continuous flow models (McClelland, 1979) suggest that later stages can begin before a prior stage 
has finished its processing. According to such theories this is because previous stages are constantly 
transmitting partially completed analysis to later stages.
Both the asynchronous discrete-flow (ADF) model and the continuous-flow conception of 
information transmission have been used to successfully explain a variety of findings. However 
several studies have provided findings that favour the ADF model over the continuous flow view. For 
example Sanders (1971) investigated the assumptions of the ADF model with a pre-cuing paradigm 
in which a horizontal arrow cued the location of an imperative stimulus light (left or right) that was 
responded to with a corresponding response key. The results showed that the pre-cue only 
facilitated performance at SOAs > 200ms, but had no effect at shorter SOAs. The results of this study 
therefore suggest that stimulus processing does not gradually output partially completed analysis to 
cue the location of the imperative stimulus, as would be predicted by the continuous flow model. 
Rather this process happens in a discrete "all or nothing" fashion. Furthermore recent cellular 
recording experiments in monkeys suggest that information is transferred in a discrete fashion from  
sensory neural circuits to motor areas (Woodman et al., 2008).
The ADF model is relevant to the study of glucose on response conflict because response 
conflict tasks usually require responses to stimuli comprised of two or more features which are 
processed in a parallel asynchronous discrete fashion by separate processing stages (Stroop, 1992;
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Miller and Hackley, 1992; Miller, Riehle and Requin, 1992; Ridderinkhof et al., 1995; Gratton, Coles 
and Donchin, 1992). For example the arrow flanker task requires participants to respond to a local 
feature in the form of a central arrow and ignore the global feature of surrounding flanker arrows. 
However the global flanker features are nevertheless processed, and at a faster rate than the central 
target (Gratton, Coles and Donchin, 1992). Therefore, because the motor stage receives the output 
from each sensory stage as soon as it is completed, flankers associated with an opposite response to 
the target activate an erroneous response prior to the activation of a correct response by the central 
arrow. Therefore glucose could act in numerous ways to enhance response conflict inhibition. For 
instance, it is possible that glucose could act on selective attention during sensory processing to 
focus on the target and inhibit incongruent global information. Alternatively glucose could act at the 
response processing stage to inhibit erroneous response activation. However from behavioural data 
alone it is difficult to determine the locus of glucose effects between sensory and motor processing 
stages.
To overcome the limitations of behavioural data a measure of the electrical activity of the 
brain known as event-related potentials (ERPs) have been used as an online measure of sensory and 
motor processing. ERPs are derived from the electroencephalogram (EEG) recorded during 
sensorimotor task performance. EEG involves recording the excitatory post-synaptic potentials of 
millions of neurons firing in temporal synchrony which produce a voltage that can be recorded by 
electrodes placed on the scalp. Because an electrical current travels through the brain and scalp 
virtually instantaneously EEG has an extremely good temporal resolution of around 1ms. EEG is 
therefore a useful tool in mental chronometry and superior to functional magnetic resonance 
imaging (fMRI) and positron emission tomography (PET) which have a temporal resolution of several 
seconds. Bellow we will outline how this method can be applied to the study of sensorimotor 
processing.
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1.3.2. Sensorimotor Event-Related Potentials
Figure 1.2 shows the typical ERP for visual stimuli plotted as voltage across time, whereas figure 1.3 
outlines the ERP components associated with each sensorimotor stage.
20 pV
0 200 400 600
Time in milliseconds
800
Figure 1.2. The event related potential (ERP) typically elicited by visually presented stimuli. The ERP components are 
marked on the figure as a "P" or an "N" for positive or negative followed by a number. This number refers to the order in 
which the component of each valence (positive or negative) occurs within the ERP, i.e. P I represents the first positive 
component. Adapted from Luck (2005).
Im perative Stimulus Associated ERPs 
Components
Stimulus Detection Cl, PI
Stimulus identification N 1 ,P 2 ,N 2 , P3
Response Selection LRP Onset
Response Programming LRP Am plitude
Response Execution -----------  LRP Peak Latency
I- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 1
Response
Figure 1.3. The ERPs associated with each processing stage in the Jahanshahi (1992) model of sensorimotor function.
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Activation of a particuiar region of the cortex produces a distinct ERP component with a negative or 
positive voltage depending on the orientation of neurons with respect to the scaip. The name of 
each ERP component is therefore usuaily indicated by a "P" for positive or an "N" for a negative 
voltage. This is then followed by a number indicating the temporai position of the component, for 
example the first major negative deflection is known as the N l, whereas the second major negative 
deflection is known as the N2. In their temporal sequence the components of ERPs for visual stimuli 
are outiined beilow;
Stimulus Detection
Cl - This is the earliest cerebrai ERP component and is thought to reflect activation of the primary 
visual cortex (Di Russo, Martinez & Hillyard, 2003). This component reflects the stimulus detection 
processes outlined in figure 1.3, due to its sensitivity to iow-levei stimulus features such as stimulus 
location (Jeffreys & Axford, 1972) but not to task relevance (Ritter et ai., 1983; 1988).
P I - The P I Component is thought to arise from activation of dorsal extra-striate cortex and the 
fusiform gyrus (Di-Russo et ai., 2002). This component is sensitive to bottom-up qualities such as 
basic stimuius features such as stimuius luminance (Johannes et al., 1995) and size (Busch et ai., 
2004) but not whether the stimuius is task reievant (Ritter et al., 1983; 1988). Therefore this 
component can be seen as a continuation of basic feature extraction during stimuius detection prior 
to stimuius identification. The P I has also been found to be sensitive to spatial attention, if attention  
is paid to a location different from the position of a target stimulus then the P I is reduced compared 
to when attention is paid to the target location (Luck et al., 1994).
Stimuius identificotion
A /1 - Visual stimuli typicaiiy elicit a negative potential 140 -200ms post stimulus onset. This 
component is iarger in amplitude when stimulus identification is required rather than just stimulus 
detection (Ritter et al., 1983; 1988). Therefore the N l is the earliest measurable form of
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discriminative stimulus-processing based on the top-down effects of task requirements, in support 
of this idea, the N l  has been iocalised to occipitai-temporal brain regions implicated in 
discriminative processing (Hopf, Vogei, Woodman, Heinze & Luck, 2002). Furthermore the N l has 
aiso been found to reflect the focusing of attention to a specific visuai iocation (Luck et ai., 1994;
Luck et ai., 2000). This study found that the N l component is larger when attention is focused on a 
target's iocation prior to its appearance than if attention is not focused on any particular location 
before its presentation.
P2 - The P2 wave is thought to reflect top-down stimuius discrimination processes, and iike the N l is 
larger for stimuli containing target features, though in addition the P2 is also enhanced when stimuli 
are infrequent (Luck & Hiliyard, 1994). However the P2 is oniy larger for infrequent target stimuii 
when targets are defined by relatively simple perceptual features like coiour or shape.
N2 - For visual stimuli the N2 component can be subdivided into the N2, N2b and the N2pc (Luck and 
Hiilyard, 1994). The N2 is increased in ampiitude for any divergent stimuius in a repetitive train of 
identicai stimuii, regardiess of whether this deviant stimuius is task reievant or not. The N2 is 
maximai at anterior eiectrode sites and is characterised by a biiaterally distributed topography. 
Whereas the N2b component, which occurs slightly after the N2, is increased in amplitude oniy 
when deviant stimuii are task relevant. The N2pc (N2 posterior contraliaterai) component however is 
not probability sensitive, and is iateraiised to contralaterai hemisphere reiative to the side of space a 
stimulus is presented in. This component is thought to reflect the focusing of spatiai attention to the  
target, and perhaps the inhibition of attention to surrounding stimuii (Eimer, 1996).
P3 - The P3 is often used as a marker of the end point of sensory processing, and as a marker of 
when information becomes availabie to working memory and conscious experience (Vogei & Luck, 
2002). The P3 has two major subcomponents, the frontaily maximal P3a and the parietally maximal
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P3b. The P3b component is simiiar to the P2 in that differences in task-reievant changes in stimuii 
produce a larger P3 amplitude, which are absent when these changes are not task reievant. In 
contrast, modulations in the P3a have been observed for task irrelevant changes in stimulus 
properties.
The P3b is different from the P2 in that it can be used as a measure of stimulus 
discrimination based on obstroct stimulus categories as well as physical stimulus categories. For 
example in a task where a list of names is presented to participants, where each name is oniy 
presented once, and the task is to respond every time a male name is presented, it has been found 
that the P3b is increased in ampiitude as the proportion of maie names becomes smaller. This is 
striking because the modulation of the P3b component cannot be due to physicai stimuius quaiities 
as the experiment involved presenting each name once only, therefore controlling the rarity of each 
physical stimulus. Instead the P3b must reflect the frequency of the abstract property of the gender 
represented by each name. Therefore the P3b can be considered unique as a marker of the 
identification of a stimulus in terms of semantic categories unrelated to the physical properties of 
the stimulus. Importantly the P3b is regarded as the final stage in stimulus processing and can 
therefore be regarded as a marker of the end of perceptuai processing. With respect to terminoiogy 
the term P3 or P300 are typically used to refer to the P3b, and in this thesis the term P3 is used 
synonymousiy with P3b. Therefore the reader shouid assume that P3 means P3b, uniess the term  
P3a is used.
it has also been proposed that the P3 could reflect the consolidation of rapidiy decaying 
perceptual representations of stimuli into more durable working memory representations that can 
be made maintained and made available to conscious experience (Vogei & Luck, 2002). This 
observation comes from an ERP experiment of the attentional blink phenomenon, in this study a 
briefly presented target stimuius (SI) is foliowed by a second stimulus (52) with a short gap between  
the presentation of the two stimuli (i.e. 50ms). Participants are typically unable to report the identity 
of 51 or even if a stimulus has been presented at all. ERP results reveal that the P3 is compieteiy
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suppressed for S I when swiftly followed by another stimulus (S2), indicating that the P3 is an 
important neural correlate of conscious experience. However, perceptual processes as indexed by 
the N l, P2 and even the N400 component in the case of word stimuli, are unaffected for S I if it is 
followed by S2 (Vogel, Luck & Shapiro, 1998). Therefore the ERP results of this study suggest that 
perception is unaffected by the attentional blink, and instead the phenomenon works by preventing 
the consolidation of perceptuai representations of S I into durable working memory representations. 
Therefore it is reasonable to assume that the P3 component is a good measure of the initial 
transition of perceptual representations into working memory representations. At present it is 
unclear exactly what this transition process could involve. One possibility is that the P3 reflects the 
consolidation of existing perceptuai representations to make them more durable representations 
(i.e. neural circuits representing a stimulus become more potentiated), or the transition process 
could involve the creation of qualitatively different working memory representations from  
perceptual representations. At present no research has distinguished the two possibilities, though 
previous researchers often use the term "working memory consolidation" as a means by which the 
transition from perceptual to working memory representation occurs (Joiicceur & Dell'Acqua, 1998; 
Vogel & Luck, 2002), implying the transition process involves consolidation of existing perceptuai 
representations.
Response Selection and Execution 
Lateraiised Readiness-Potential (LRP) - EEG activity as a result of motor cortex activation typicaiiy 
overlaps spatially and temporally with the P3 component. However the brain activity responsible for 
response preparation and execution is typicaiiy localised to the hemisphere contralateral to the limb 
being moved. This makes it possible to subtract the activity in the ipsilateral hemisphere relative to 
the moved limb from that of the contralaterai hemisphere to reveal the motor activity in isolation. 
This process is used in the calculation of the lateraiised readiness potential (LRP). Specifically the LRP 
is calculated by taking an average of the difference between the contralaterai and ipsilateral activity
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relative to a ieft limb response plus the same difference reiative to a right limb response. The 
caicuiation of the LRP is provided by the following equation, LRP = [{contra - ipsi) Left Hand + (contra -
i p s i )  Right Hand] /  2 .
LRP Onset (Response Selection) - The LRP onset reflects the beginning of movement preparation and 
can therefore be used as an indirect marker of when response selection has occurred. The early 
portion of the LRP is thought to be generated by the parietal and anterior M l  cortices which are 
involved in response representation and response programming respectively (Leuthold and Jentzsch 
et al. 2002). However, these areas are in fact downstream from those where response selection is 
thought to occur. Response selection between alternative responses has been shown to take place 
in the prefrontal cortex (Bunge et al, 2002). Response preparation, as measured by the LRP onset, 
then begins in the motor cortex as the selected response is programmed. Therefore the LRP onset 
should be thought of measuring the time by which response selection has occurred and not the 
process of response selection itself.
LRP Peak Amplitude (Response Programming) - The LRP peak ampiitude can be taken as a measure 
of the degree of programming required for a response to occur. Previous research has identified a 
higher ampiitude LRP for more complex movements compared to simpler movements (Hackley and 
Miller, 1995). This is thought to reflect the more complex response preparation process involved 
when larger number of muscle groups need to be activated. Therefore the LRP amplitude may serve 
as a general indicator of the degree of response preparation required to execute a response.
Leuthold and Jetzsch (2002) have localised the beginning of the LRP peak to the primary motor 
cortex, which further validates the LRP peak as a measure of response programming.
LRP Peak iatencv (Response initiation) - The LRP peak latency from the response onset can be taken 
as a measure of the time taken for the motor cortex to execute response programming. Source
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localisation studies have located the latter half of the LRP peak to the primary motor cortex 
(Leuthoid & Jentzsch, 2002) where the iast cortical motor processing occurs before peripheral nerve 
activity.
Response Conflict Processing 
ERP components can offer insights into the nature of giucose effects on response inhibition 
processes. Response inhibition can be subdivided into two processes; first erroneous response 
activation needs to be detected, then secondly this motor activity needs to be deactivated, and/or 
correct motor activation enhanced, to ensure that an erroneous response is not committed 
(Praamstra & Seiss, 2005).
Response conflict detection -  in response conflict tasks (e.g. the flanker task, the Stroop task) The N2 
component is thought to reflect the first of these processes, the detection of incorrect motor 
activation. For instance an enhanced fronto-centrai N2 is found for incongruent compared to 
congruent flanker trials of the Eriksen flanker task (Heil, 2000). This effect appears to be due to 
response conflict processing rather than simply the visual mismatch between target and flanker 
stimuli. For example when incongruent flankers are mapped to the same response as the target or a 
no-go response there is no enhancement of the N2 relative to congruent flanker triais, in addition, 
the N2 is not iateraiised relative to the erroneous motor activity, suggesting this component is 
related to response conflict detection, rather than directly to modulations in response activation. 
Finaiiy, source localisation studies suggest the N2 is generated by the anterior cingulate cortex (Van 
Veen and Carter, 2002). This area is not thought to be involved in motor preparation or execution 
but rather error monitoring (Ridderinkhof et al. 2004), consistent with the view that the N2 reflects 
response conflict detection.
M otor Modulation - The LRP, in contrast to the N2, can be used as a measure of modulations to 
motor and pre-motor areas to correct for the activation of erroneous motor activity. Typicaiiy
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incongruent trials of the flanker task elicit incorrect response activity prior to the preparation of a 
correct response (Gratton, Coles & Donchin, 1992). The incorrect response activation appears as a 
negativity over the ipsilateral hemisphere compared to the contralaterai hemisphere. Therefore 
when ipsilateral activity is subtracted from the contralateral activity in the caicuiation of the LRP a 
small positive deflection known as the incorrect response activation (IRA) is present. This occurs 
shortly before the onset of the negative potential typically related to correct response activation 
which is usually larger than the IRA. Due to the nature of the LRP as a difference waveform, 
modulations in the IRA can be due to either incorrect response inhibition or correct response 
facilitation (an increase in activity). Nevertheless the LRP is still useful for disambiguating the effects 
of giucose on motor activity modulation from conflict detection.
1.4. Declarative Memory
W e were aiso eager to empirically disentangle the effects of glucose on encoding from those on 
consolidation during a declarative memory task, which is difficult to achieve using behavioural 
measures alone. During the encoding of text stimuli there are a series of sensory (Cohen et al., 2000) 
and lexical/semantic (Lau et al., 2008) encoding processes which occur prior to LTM 
encoding/consolidation processes (Olichney et al., 2000). Recent evidence suggests that modulations 
in pre-mnemonic processing can enhance memory performance, for example enhanced semantic 
processing at encoding can facilitate subsequent memory performance (Nittono et al., 2002). 
Furthermore a growing body of literature suggests that even modulations in early sensory 
processing can affect mnemonic processing (Haenschel et ai., 2007). Therefore we were eager to 
investigate whether glucose modulates such early non-mnemonic processes which could affect 
memory performance.
Figure 1.4 represents the information processing stages and related ERP potentials. The first 
potential is the P I which appears to be generated by the dorsal extra-striate cortex and the fusiform
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gyrus in the context of word reading (Di-Russo et ai., 2002; Daie et ai. 2000), and appears to reflect 
the process of generating a visuai representation of a stimuius due to its sensitivity to luminance 
(Johannes et a!., 1995) and stimulus size (Busch et al., 2004). Following this stage is a linguistic 
recoding process, in which the visual representation of the word is replaced by a standardised 
representation known as the visuai word form (VWF). This representation is identical for any single 
word across changes in spatial location, font, and text size, and is indexed by the N l component, a 
negative potential peaking 170 -  220 ms post stimuius onset (Brem et ai., 2006). The N l amplitude 
and topography are invariant in response to where in the visual field the word is presented (Cohen 
et al. 2000), therefore typifying the character of the VWF as a feature-invariant word representation. 
ERP localisation studies further support the interpretation that the N l reflects VWF production by 
localising the N l to an area of the left fusiform gyrus known as the visual word form area (VWFA). 
fMRI and lesion studies have shown that the VWFA is strongly linked to VWF production (McCandiss 
et al., 2003; Martin, 2006). Consequently ERP experiments using low resolution electromagnetic 
tomography (LORETA) have shown that the VMFA is a reliable source of the N l (Brem et ai., 2006). 
Furthermore fMRI measurements in this same study revealed a correlation between the blood- 
oxygen-levei-dependent (BOLD) activation produced by the VWFA and the size of the N l amplitude 
during word reading, further supporting the idea that the VWFA contributes to the generation of the 
N l potential in response to text stimuii.
Following the N l is the N400 component, this potential is a negative deflection peaking at 
around 400 ms post stimulus onset, and is typically measured in a latency range of 300 - 500 ms. The 
N400 has been shown to be an index of the activation of lexical/semantic representations (see Lau, 
2008 for a review). For instance, the N400 ampiitude is larger for concrete compared to abstract 
words (West et al., 2000), suggesting this component represents lexical/semantic access. 
Furthermore semantic priming effects of words are aiso present for the N400 even if the prime is in 
a different sensory modality from the target, e.g. an auditory prime followed by a visual target
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(Olichney et ai. 2000). This therefore supports the idea that the N400 reflects the activation of 
semantic information associated with words, rather than sensory modality specific processing.
During the declarative learning of information an additional hippocampal process of long­
term memory encoding/consolidation occurs. A late positive ERP component (LPC) that is maximal 
over parietal electrode sites with onset latencies of ~500ms appears to be sensitive long-term 
memory encoding/consolidation processes. For example an elevated LPC amplitude is found for 
items that are later recognised compared to forgotten (Paiier, Kutas and Mayes, 1987), furthermore 
the amplitude of this component is positively correlated between participants with individual 
memory ability (Olichney et ai., 2000). Intracranial recordings also support the interpretation that 
the LPC reflects episodic memory formation. Specifically, the LPC is similar to a potential recorded 
from the hippocampus, a structure crucial for LTM encoding, during the word encoding phase of a 
declarative memory task (Friedman & Johnson, 2000). However, at the present time it is unclear 
whether the LPC reflects LTM encoding or both encoding and consolidation due to the fast onset of 
synaptic strengthening processes following stimuius onset (Dudai, 2004).
The ERPs recorded at recognition also contain components sensitive to different retrieval 
processes, such as recollection and familiarity. 300 - 500ms after stimuius onset the ERPs for new 
words not presented during the encoding phase are more negative compared to studied words. This 
negativity has become known as the FN400 (frontal negativity maximal at 400ms) (for a review see 
Rugg and Curran, 2007) and is believed to reflect familiarity based retrieval which is subserved by 
the perirhinal cortex. This modulation occurs at the same time course as the N400 and can therefore  
be thought of as occurring in parallel with lexical semantic access. At a later time point of 400- 800 
ms another component known as the late positivity (LP) is found, which is again more negative to 
new stimuli relative to old stimuli, but reflects recollection processes thought to be mediated by the 
hippocampus (for a review see Rugg and Curran, 2007). Therefore the FN400 and LP components 
can be used to distinguish the effect of giucose on hippocampal and non-hippocampal modes of 
retrieval. Previously it was found that glucose elevated both the FN400 and the LP amplitudes
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relative to placebo (Smith et al., 2009), however this study used adolescent participants aged 
between 13 and 18 (mean age = 14.4, SD = 1.5), therefore we sought to replicate this effect with 
young adults.
Encoding
Early Visual Representation
Visual Word Form Processing
Lexical/Semantic Activation
LTM Encoding/Consolidation
Recognition
Early Visual Representation
Visual Word Form Processing
Recollection
N l
N l
N400FN400
N400
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familiariity Lexical/Semantic Activation
Figure 1.4. The information processing stages involved in encoding and recognition represented by white boxes, and the 
associated ERP components represented by black boxes. The processes of word reading, early visual representation, visual 
word form processing and lexical/semantic activation are present at both encoding and retrieval. Encoding features an 
additional process of long-term memory encoding/consolidation, whereas recognition features the processes of familiarity 
and recollection following visual word form processing.
1.5. Overview of Glucose Literature, Aims of 
Research Programme and Methodology
In summary the previous literature has suggested that glucose drink administration can benefit 
cognitive performance, with episodic memory showing the most consistent enhancement (Riby, 
2004). The preferential facilitation of episodic memory by glucose has led to the Hippocampus 
Hypothesis (Riby and Riby, 2006) which claims that glucose exerts its effects entirely on the 
hippocampus to improve episodic memory. However, glucose administration effects on executive 
function (Kennedy and Scholey, 2000) and working memory (Donohoe and Benton, 1999), suggest
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that the glucose facilitation effect extends beyond episodic memory and the hippocampus. Some 
researchers have even argued that glucose administration can facilitate any task provided it is 
difficult enough (Kennedy & Scholey, 2000; Scholey, Harper & Kennedy, 2001). Certainly, if we 
consider that glucose is an energy source required by the whole brain (Attwell & ladecola, 2002) 
then the task difficulty hypothesis has credibility, making it plausible that glucose administration 
might facilitate sensorimotor function.
Here we sought to investigate in more detail which sensorimotor and declarative memory 
information processing stages are affected by glucose administration. Behavioural measures can 
provide some useful indications as to which sensorimotor and memory processing stages are 
affected by glucose administration though such methods have inherent weaknesses. For example in 
memory and conflict tasks there are numerous ways in which glucose could affect the brain to 
produce the same behavioural outcome. ERPs can overcome this problem, as direct measure of 
neural processing they can provide a reliable measure of the effect of glucose on a particular 
processing stage.
1.6. Overview of Experiments Comprising 
Research Programme
Previous research has indicated that elevated BGC can enhance sensorimotor function (Donohoe 
and Benton, 2000), Therefore we hypothesised that glucose administration, which elevates BGC, 
could improve sensorimotor function, for example by speeding RTs or reducing response errors. 
However, we were also aware that this might not be the case if reports of detrimental effects of 
glucose drinks on cognition from schools were true (Park, 2008; Radnedge, 2009). W e therefore  
conducted a rigorous investigation of this problem using behavioural and ERP techniques to  
determine which of the numerous sub-processes that comprise sensorimotor function are affected 
by glucose administration.
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In study 1 we sought to investigate whether glucose preferentially affected stimulus or 
response processing. To this end we used a modified version of the Hick Task which utilised a button 
box with a central home button surrounded by 10 response buttons in a semicircular arrangement.
In our study the participants kept their finger on the home key until a computer display in front of 
them indicated which response button to press. When this occurred the participant moved their 
finger from the home key and pressed the response button corresponding to the one shown on the 
computer display, and then returned to the home key again. We systematically manipulated 
stimulus and response difficulty across different blocks of the task so as to determine the locus of 
any glucose effects on sensorimotor function. To manipulate stimulus difficulty we changed the 
number of possible locations in which a stimulus could appear while the number of responses 
required in each manipulation was kept constant. In order to manipulate response difficulty we 
changed the number of responses required to stimuli presented while the stimuli across response 
difficulty manipulations were identical. The results of this study suggested that sensorimotor 
function was no different after glucose administration compared to placebo.
In study 2 we conducted an ERP experiment using a choice-reaction time task. W e sought to 
investigate whether the administration of glucose drinks would affect participants' behavioural 
responses (RTs and error rates) or ERPs (P I, N l, P2, N2, P3 and LRP). W e were also interested in how 
glucose drinks would affect the process of response conflict resolution, in which incorrect response 
preparation needs to be inhibited in order for a correct response to be selected and executed. We 
did this using an arrow version of the Eriksen flanker task (Eriksen & Eriksen, 1974), which involves 
the presentation of a central target arrow on each trial which points either left or right and requires 
a response button in the corresponding direction to be pressed. Surrounding the central target 
arrows are flanker arrows which manipulate response conflict. Congruent flankers facilitate correct 
response preparation by pointing in the same direction as the target arrow. Whereas incongruent 
arrows, which point in the opposite direction to the target arrow, prime a wrong response which 
needs to be inhibited in order for a correct response to occur.
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The main finding from study 2 was that when participants were inexperienced at the task, 
on the first block of 120 trials, that glucose slowed RTs down by 50 ms regardless of the response 
conflict manipulation. Our interpretation of this finding was that glucose did not affect response 
conflict resolution processes, but instead exerted a general slowing on sensorimotor processing. 
Furthermore, because this effect was limited to the first block of trials this suggests that some factor 
dependent on the amount of time spent performing the task interacts with the effect of glucose 
administration. W e observed that RTs became faster over successive blocks with no change in error 
rates. This pattern of results suggests that the association between stimulus and response becomes 
strengthened over successive blocks of trials. Therefore because RTs were slowest on the first block 
of trials this suggests that a weak stimulus-response association (S-R association) is necessary to 
demonstrate glucose slowing of RTs.
To test this hypothesis we ran study 3 in which we intended to keep S-R association 
consistently low for the duration of the study. W e kept S-R association weak by using letter stimuli 
that were arbitrary with respect to the responses assigned to them. Furthermore we changed the 
stimuli presented to participants every block of 80 trials to prevent S-R association becoming too 
strong with practise. The results from this study supported our hypothesis that weak S-R 
associations are necessary to demonstrating glucose slowing of RTs. We found that RTs were 
consistently slowed over the duration of the entire experiment as opposed to just in the first block 
as we found in our initial arrow flanker study.
In study 4 we sought to better understand the effects of glucose administration on 
declarative memory. Taking a similar approach to declarative memory as with sensorimotor 
function, we sought to understand how glucose affected the sub-processes that comprise 
declarative memory. Declarative memory can be thought of as comprising three sets of stages, 
encoding, consolidation and retrieval, and our study was designed to assess glucose's effects on 
encoding and retrieval. We used a word recognition paradigm in which participants encoded a series 
of study words followed by a recognition task. In this recognition phase half the words were the
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studied words and the other half were new words not presented in the study phase, the 
participants' task was to decide whether these words were studied or new.
The results of study 4 were that participants administered glucose could distinguish better 
between studied and unstudied words than participants administered a placebo. Furthermore a 
variety of ERP components related to sensory processing (P I, P3), lexical/semantic activation (N400) 
and long-term memory encoding/consolidation (LPC) were modulated at encoding. In addition the  
extent to which glucose increased the N400 amplitude, an ERP potential related to lexical/semantic 
access, was correlated with the degree to which glucose enhanced memory performance. The 
results of this study therefore suggest that glucose might act on the non-hippocampal mechanism of 
lexical/semantic access, which is mediated by the middle posterior temporal lobe, to enhance 
memory performance during encoding. However we also observed that the LPC, related to 
hippocampal encoding processes, was elevated in amplitude compared to placebo, indicating that 
hippocampal mechanisms of long-term memory encoding and consolidation were also enhanced by 
glucose. Furthermore, at recognition, we observed a trend for ERP correlates of both familiarity 
(FN400) and recollection (LP) to be modulated through glucose administration. This suggests that 
glucose might modulate both the hippocampus based process of recollection and the perirhinal 
cortex mediated process of familiarity.
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Chapter 2: Physiological Effects of 
Glucose on the Brain
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2.1. Glucose Absorption into the Blood
Glucose is the primary fuel needed by the brain, without which the nervous system would cease to 
function. While humans can derive energy from a diverse range of foods, such as fats proteins and 
carbohydrates, the nervous system can only gain energy from them if they are first metabolised into 
glucose. In humans and other animals this process begins with an absorptive phase directly after 
feeding where the digestion of carbohydrates, proteins and fats allows the blood to absorb these 
compounds (Toates, 2007, chap. 16). Typically this absorptive phase is the period in which the 
effects of glucose are tested (for a review see Riby, 2004). Capillaries which line the wall of the 
intestine absorb glucose and transport it through the hepatic portal vein to the liver. From the liver 
some glucose caries on directly in the blood stream to the brain, and if the availability of glucose is 
greater than the demand for energy the hormone insulin is released and some glucose is converted 
to fat and stored in adipose tissue around the body, while the rest is stored as glycogen in the liver 
and muscles. Because humans and other animals typically consume food in distinct meals, with 
breaks of several hours in between, digestion cannot provide all the energy requirements of an 
organism. Instead after digestion glucose is derived from the breakdown of intrinsic stores of 
glycogen and fat built up during the absorptive phase, this period is known as the post-absorptive 
phase. In order to keep glucose availability sufficiently high during this phase non-neural cells have a 
preference to utilise fat reserves rather than glucose. This ensures that neurons always have a 
sufficient supply of their primary energy source.
The rate at which glucose can be absorbed from foods by the intestinal tract during the 
absorptive phase varies across foods. Foods such as bean, lentils and bread, are comprised mainly of 
polysaccharides, long chains of glucose molecules, which require the action of enzymes to be broken 
into individual molecules of sugar that can be absorbed into the blood. In contrast glucose is already 
in monosaccharide form (a simple form of carbohydrate) and therefore can be absorbed faster than 
polysaccharides as it does not require the action of enzymes to break it down before it can be
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absorbed. As a consequence the administrations of glucose results in a rapid rise and fall in blood 
glucose concentrations (BGC). Whereas the administration of foods such as beans and lentils 
comprised mostly of complex polysaccharides release glucose at a slower rate and allow glucose to 
be absorbed by the blood over a prolonged period. Furthermore the maximum BGC during the 
absorptive phase is greater for glucose in comparison to foods composed of a higher proportion of 
polysaccharides (Jenkins et al. 1981; Jenkins et al. 1982). Therefore, even though all carbohydrates 
provide the nervous system with glucose, the manner in which polysaccharides do this compared to 
monosaccharides is different. The faster and larger magnitude BGC rise for monosaccharide-rich 
foods may be crucial for the demonstrating glucose facilitation effects on cognition. For example 
energy availability theories suggest that glucose's facilitation of cognition is a result of energy 
availability being increased for processes such as neurotransmitter synthesis. Consequently it is 
possible that only monosaccharide administration can create a rise in BGC large enough to supply 
sufficient glucose to replenish acetylcholine levels during cognition to a large enough extent that 
behavioural performance is affected. Signalling theories on the other hand suggest that glucose is 
detected by the nervous system, which then sends a facilitating signal to the neural circuitry used for 
a particular cognitive task (Messier, 2004). Again the high magnitude rise in BGC may be necessary 
for the generation of a facilitatory signal large enough to enhance cognitive function. Bellow, glucose 
availability and glucose signalling theories will be outlined in greater detail.
2.2. Glucose Transport from the Blood to 
Neurons
Many theories of glucose's enhancement of cognitive function posit that glucose acts centrally 
within the brain. Figure 2.1 shows the first stage of the transfer of glucose from the blood to 
neurons in the brain. First, glucose diffuses from the blood into endothelial cells located on the  
outside of blood vessels. GLUT 1 transporters located on the luminal (blood vessel side) and 
abluminal (brain side) of endothelial cells (Pardridge, Boado & Farrell, 1990) allow the transfer of
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glucose from the blood into the brain by facilitated diffusion (Sato, 1996). There are a greater 
number of GLUTl transporters on the abluminal membrane compared with the luminal membrane 
(Farrell & Pardridge, 1991) thereby maintaining a higher concentration of glucose in blood vessels 
relative to inside endothelial cells. This ensures that glucose always diffuses from the blood into 
endothelial cells along a concentration gradient.
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Figure 2.1. Schematic representation of the transport of glucose from the blood to a neuron. Glucose diffuses from the 
lumen (the inside space) of a blood vessel into a surrounding endothelial cell. From here glucose is either absorbed by glial 
cells or diffuses into the extracellular fluid. Glial cells can store glucose as glycogen which can then be metabolised into 
glucose to provide energy to neurons. Neurons appear to show a preference for glucose supplied from glial cells, however 
they can also absorb glucose from the extracellular fluid (For a more detailed description see Messier, 2004).
A large amount of the glucose that diffuses out of the endothelial cell is absorbed by glial cells. Here 
the glucose absorbed can be stored as glycogen, glial glycogen can be catabolised into glucose and 
absorbed by adjacent neurons at a rate equal to their energy demands. Neurons appear to show a 
preference for glial absorption of glucose rather than obtaining it from the extracellular fluid, 
particularly for energy intensive processes (Fillenz and Lowry, 1998). For example In order for
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neurons to meet their energy demands for neurotransmitter re-uptake they often have glial cells 
with protrusions that cover areas around the synapse (Sokoloff, 1981).
2.3. Neurocognitive Mechanisms for a Glucose 
Facilitation Effect on Cognitive Performance
2.3.1 Glucose Availability
In support of the idea that glucose is used as an energy substrate for cognitive function, it has been 
shown in the literature that extracellular glucose is reduced in brain areas that are active during 
cognitive tasks (McNay, Fries and Gold, 2000; McNay and Gold, 2001). Decreased extracellular 
glucose levels in the rat hippocampus have been observed after five minutes of a maze learning task 
compared to pre-task baseline glucose levels (McNay, Fries and Gold, 2000). This suggests that the 
rat hippocampus utilizes glucose for neural processes involved in spatial learning. Moreover, once 
the rats stopped performing the task extracellular glucose concentrations around the hippocampus 
rapidly returned to normal. Critically, readings taken from other brain areas were not affected, 
suggesting that the decrease found in the hippocampus was specific to that region. For example 
measurements taken from the striatum did not show any decrease in extracellular glucose.
Therefore the extracellular glucose decrease at the hippocampus was likely to be due to the increase 
in metabolic activity associated with spatial memory formation. To test the functional significance of 
glucose, in one manipulation of the experiment a group of rats were given an intraperitoneal (body 
cavity) injection of 250mg/kg of glucose while they performed the task, which kept hippocampal 
extracellular glucose levels during the spatial working memory task steadily at the pre-testing 
baseline level. The rats given the glucose injection outperformed the rats who received a saline 
injection on the spatial working memory task. This suggests that extracellular glucose concentrations 
are a vital resource required by the hippocampus for successful memory encoding, and are a limiting 
factor on cognitive performance. Such findings provide evidence to support the idea that the
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decrease in BGC observed in humans during the performance of demanding tasks is due to an 
increase in glucose metabolism by the brain circuitry required for cognitive processing (Fairclough 
and Houston, 2004; Scholey et al., 2001, 2006).
Increased glucose availability may enhance cognition by providing neurons with a key 
substrate for acetylcholine production, allowing neurons to produce sufficient concentrations of this 
neurotransmitter for optimal neurotransmission during cognitive task performance. Glucose is used 
during the Krebs cycle which produces Acetylcoenzyme A, one of the substrates of Acetylcholine 
(Tucek, Ricny & Dolezal, 1982), and an elevation in extracellular glucose concentrations can enable 
an increase in the production of acetylcholine (Ricny et al., 1992). In this study rats were 
administered a muscarinic antagonist to causes a massive release of acetylcholine from pre-synaptic 
vesicles, depleting its concentration there. The later regeneration of pre-synaptic acetylcholine 
occurred at a faster rate if glucose was injected intraperitoneally (into the body cavity) compared to 
a placebo injection. In another study, Ragozzino et al. (1998) found that during a maze learning task 
acetylcholine production in the rat hippocampus was 96% greater when extracellular glucose was 
elevated (6.6 m M) compared to a low extracellular glucose (3.3 m M ) condition. Furthermore rats 
with high extracellular glucose showed enhanced maze learning compared rats with low 
extracellular glucose. This study consequently shows that elevated extracellular glucose 
concentrations are associated with an increase in acetylcholine synthesis and enhanced memory 
performance. Therefore the studies outlined above provide evidence supporting the idea that 
enhanced extracellular concentrations can facilitate cognitive performance by increasing 
acetylcholine synthesis.
2.3.2. Active Transport
Glucose has a major role in the production of energy for the active transport of neurotransmitters 
and ions across the neural membrane (Magistretti & Pellerin, 1999; M atta et al., 1980; Attwell &  
ladecola, 2002). Indeed most of the total metabolic energy generated by the brain is used to restore
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Na+/K+ ion concentration gradients across the neural membrane after action potentials (Attwell & 
Laughlin, 2001). Furthermore, high frequency action potentials consume more energy than low 
frequency action potentials (Niven, et al. 2007). Therefore it is surprising that the effects of the kind 
of variations in extracellular glucose concentrations normally experienced by humans, or their 
animal analogues, on Na+/K+ ion concentrations have not been investigated in more detail as a 
potential mechanisms through which glucose could affect cognitive function. For instance the rate of 
active transport of Na+/K+ ions across the neural membrane might be increased by an elevation in 
extracellular glucose availability, and an enhancement of this process could allow the restoration of 
the concentration gradients of these ions to occur at a faster rate between action potentials. This 
restoration process is a requirement for optimal nervous system functioning because Na+ and K+ 
diffuse along their concentration gradients during action potentials and become closer to 
equilibrium concentrations either side of the neural membrane. Because the rate of Na+/K+ 
diffusion is slowed the closer they reach equilibrium concentrations, then if the ion gradients are 
restored more fully in between successive action potentials then their diffusion rate during action 
potentials could occur faster. This could potentially speed neural conduction velocity or increase the 
maximum frequency of action potentials if each action potential can occur more quickly.
Neurotransmitter re uptake after neurotransmission is another process which requires 
energy. Indeed synapses often have adjacent glial cells to provide energy for neurotransmitter 
re uptake, and an increase in energy consumption is associated with neurotransmission when many 
neurotransmitter molecules need to be reabsorbed by the pre-synaptic cell (Sokoloff, 1981; 
Magistretti & Pellerin, 1999). Neurotransmitter re-uptake is a vital process to reduce noise in neural 
circuitry resulting from neurotransmitter molecules binding with the post synaptic membrane after 
their initial release. Furthermore this saves neural resources and energy because existing 
neurotransmitter molecules can be recycled instead of the neuron needing to create new  
neurotransmitter molecules to replace the ones released during neurotransmission. Therefore, if an 
increase in glucose availability to re-uptake pumps increases their re-uptake rate, then the amount
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of neurotransmitter molecules released during neurotransmission could be increased over 
successive high-frequency action potentials, thereby decreasing the time taken for 
neurotransmission. Previous research has not investigated whether normal extracellular glucose 
concentration variability can modulate either the rate of active transport to affect Na+/K+ ion 
gradient restoration or neurotransmitter re uptake. However these remain possible mechanisms 
through which a rise in BGC could affect cognitive performance.
2.3.3. Signalling Function of Glucose
Aside from acting as a substrate for acetylcholine synthesis, the mere detection of glucose by 
specific "glucose-sensitive" neurons may be enough to trigger changes in the neural circuitry that 
underlies cognition (Messier, 2004). This "signalling theory" suggests that glucose might not improve 
cognitive function by allowing more energy for a cellular process, or an increase in neurotransmitter 
synthesis perse. Rather glucose-sensitive neurons detect an increase in extracellular glucose 
concentrations, these neurons then communicate this information to the neural circuitry that 
underlies a particular cognitive process to modulate its function and thereby facilitate cognitive 
performance. Such a signalling function could have evolved because it may only be advantageous for 
non-essential cognitive systems to consume limited glucose resources if there is enough glucose for 
the more essential systems to function optimally. For instance if the organism can spare a quantity 
of glucose then episodic memory systems might be activated to a greater extent to encode a higher 
quality episodic memory of an encounter with a predator, but only if it has enough energy for the 
more immediate task of evading the threat, i.e. for sensorimotor function. Furthermore, there might 
be a general preference for organisms to devote energy to sensorimotor function at the expense of 
memory, despite the type of task being performed. Of course in our modern day environment we 
don't often need fast sensorimotor function to evade predators or catch food, but these pressures 
would have been present in our evolutionary past and must have shaped the brain's physiology. 
Therefore it is likely that sensorimotor systems are always supplied with sufficient energy in case
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food or a predator is encountered, even if the cognitive task being performed mainly utilises another 
cognitive system. This is because supplying sensorimotor systems with extra energy only once food 
or a predator has been encountered would be useless, because in the time taken to perceive a 
predator or food and supply the sensorimotor system with extra energy the food may have escaped 
or the predator may have killed the organism.
In support of the idea that non-essential cognitive systems are limited in the energy they 
consume, it has been shown that information processing rates are restricted in species of fruit fly if it 
is not advantageous for the organism to process a large amount of information (Niven et al., 2007). 
Evidence such as this therefore suggests that energy resources are limited in nervous systems, and 
that resources will not be expended on a neural system if they can be spent better on another 
system, either in the brain or elsewhere in the body.
Physiological data has given support to the Signalling Theory of glucose facilitation effects on 
cognitive function. For instance glucose-sensitive neurons that increase their action potential 
frequency in response to extracellular glucose elevations are found in the hypothalamus and 
substantia nigra (Levin, 2002). These cells can detect extracellular glucose elevations by utilising an 
ATP-sensitive potassium channel (Katpchannel), which allows potassium to exit the neuron through 
passive diffusion. When the rate of neuronal respiration is increased by elevations in intracellular 
glucose concentrations the resultant elevation in ATP concentrations inactivates the Katp channels, 
preventing K+ ions from diffusing out of the cell. The accumulation of K+ ions inside the neuron 
raises its resting potential relative to the extracellular fluid closer to the -55 mV threshold needed 
for an action potential. This therefore means that less excitatory post-synaptic potential are needed 
to trigger an action potential, consequently increasing the firing rate of the neuron (Levin, 2002).
The modulation of cognitive performance by glucose-sensitive neurons has received 
empirical support. For instance Katp channel modulators have been shown to affect memory 
performance when administered via micro-dialysis probes to the hippocampus (Stefani and Gold, 
2001). Maze alternation was shown to be increased (performance enhanced) compared to placebo
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in rats who were administered the Katp channel closers glibenclamide (100 pM) and glucose 
(6.6m M ). While for rats administered the Katp opener lemakalim (200pM ) maze alterations were  
decreased (performance worsened) compared to placebo. These data suggest that when the neural 
resting potential is raised by preventing K+ efflux from glucose-sensitive neurons that memory 
performance is enhanced. Whereas when the neural resting potential is lowered by increasing K+ 
efflux, and thereby lowering the propensity of the glucose-sensitive neurons to fire, memory 
performance is worsened. Furthermore, an increase in acetylcholine release compared to baseline 
was observed after glibenclamide (100 pM), glucose (6.6m M ) and lemakalim (200pM) 
administration, and the magnitude of this acetylcholine increase was not significantly different 
between Katp modulators. This suggests that an increase in acetylcholine synthesis cannot account 
for the observed memory facilitation after glibenclamide and glucose administration in comparison 
to lemakalim. However it is possible that Katp and glucose could affect cognition through separate 
routes, i.e. Katp channel openers could affect glucose sensing neurons, while glucose provides an 
increased concentration of acetylcholine precursor. Further experiments are needed to clarify this 
issue by examining whether the closure of Katp channels by glucose is causally related to glucose 
facilitation effects on cognition.
Further evidence for the signalling hypothesis comes from studies showing that the 
detection of high doses of glucose in the periphery or centrally may be enough to facilitate cognitive 
performance. For instance high (2g/kg) doses of glucose have been shown to facilitate cognition by 
acting on the periphery rather than the brain. Evidence for this comes from W hite (1991) who found 
that in rats coeliac ganglion lesions to the liver abolished the effects of high (2g glucose/ kg of 
subject's weight) but not low doses of glucose on memory (lOOmg/kg). This suggests that high doses 
of glucose may affect the periphery while smaller doses affect the central nervous system.
In addition, some studies have shown that the detection of glucose passing through GLUT 
glucose transporters may be enough to improve cognitive function. Evidence from Messier and 
White (1987) shows that methylglucose, which cannot be metabolised for energy, can improve
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memory. Another study showed that administration of a metabolically inactive substance known as 
phlorozin, which has a high affinity for GLUT transporters leads to improvements in memory. This 
occurred without any change in blood glucose concentration, or increased uptake of glucose in brain 
regions such as the septum, cortex or hippocampus (Hall et al., 1992). This data suggests that the 
binding of glucose to GLUT transporters might be enough to facilitate cognition, and that glucose 
facilitation affects on cognition might not be solely due to increasing energy availability to the 
neuron.
2.3.4. Insulin
There is a close correspondence between elevations in BGC and increases in blood insulin 
concentrations, making it possible that the cognition enhancing effects observed after glucose 
administration are actually due to insulin (Radziuk, 1987). This is because several insulin sensitive 
GLUT transporters have been identified in the brain, which control the access these cells have to 
glucose. Therefore it may be the degree of occess neurons have to glucose, which is controlled by 
insulin, that determines whether cognitive facilitation is observed or not, rather than extracellular 
glucose concentrations. In support of this idea, intranasal insulin administration has been shown to 
enhance memory performance (Reger et al., 2006; 2008) without modulating BGC concentration. 
However it is difficult to disentangle the effects of glucose from those of insulin, because current 
techniques for manipulating glucose concentrations require changes in blood insulin concentrations, 
or result in the modulation of insulin production by the body, and vice versa.
2.5. Conclusion
The glucose facilitation theories outlined above all centre on the idea that glucose is a limited 
resource in the brain. According to glucose availability theories, glucose becomes locally scarce 
during cognitive function, so that the rate at which acetylcholine can be generated becomes
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reduced. When glucose availability is increased by administering glucose, neurons are able to 
generate a greater amount of acetylcholine to allow neurotransmission to occur faster and/or with a 
greater signal to noise ratio, thereby enhancing cognitive function. On the other hand signalling 
theories suggest that glucose elevations are detected by specialised glucose sensitive neurons that 
modulate the neural circuitry that underlies the performance of a particular cognitive task. This 
mechanism may have evolved to prevent non-essential cognitive mechanism from becoming 
activated and using up limited glucose that could otherwise be used by more essential systems, 
though this idea has yet to receive empirical support. Finally it is possible that the increase in blood 
insulin following glucose administration may modulate glucose facilitation effects by allowing 
neurons access to glucose rather than the increase in BGC observed after glucose administration. 
However due to the reciprocal relationship between insulin and glucose concentrations in the body 
it is hard separate out their individual affects on cognitive function.
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Chapter 3: Study 1 - Glucose 
Administration Effects on 
Sensorimotor Function, 
Investigations with the Hick Task
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Abstract
Previous research using the Hick paradigm (Hick, 1952) has suggested that elevations in blood 
glucose concentrations (BGC) can enhance sensorimotor performance (Owens and Benton, 1994; 
Donohoe and Benton, 2000). However these studies have not answered whether sensory or 
response preparation processes involved in the task are preferentially facilitated by glucose 
administration. In the present study we used a double-blind placebo-controlled design in which 
participants were administered 3 x 25g glucose drink. Stimulus and response difficulty were 
independently varied to test whether glucose administration lessened the deterioration in cognitive 
performance differentially between the two manipulations as task difficulty was elevated. Despite 
both stimulus and response difficulty successfully slowing reaction time measures and increasing 
error rates, we failed to find an effect of glucose administration. The results of our study are 
discussed as indicating that sensorimotor function is unaffected by glucose administration.
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There remains a common notion perpetuated by the media that glucose consumption worsens 
cognitive function and increases hyperactive and impulsive behaviour (Park, 2008; Radnedge, 2009). 
However the validity of the ideas has been challenged through empirical research. For example 
studies have shown that situational factors co-varying with glucose consumption, such as being 
around other children, are likely to trigger hyper-active behaviour, and thus may explain the 
association between sugar consumption and challenging behaviour in children (Krummel, 1996).
Furthermore empirical evidence shows that glucose administration enhances long-term  
memory (Craft et al., 1994; Foster et al., 1998; Korol & Gold, 1998; Meikle et al.; 2004, 2005; Messier 
& Gagnon, 1996; Sünram-Lea et al., 2001; Riby et al., 2006; for a review see Messier, 2004), 
executive function (Martin & Benton, 1999; Kennedy & Scholey, 2000) and attention (Messier, 
Gagnon & Knott, 1997). However there remains a relative lack of research on glucose's affects on 
sensorimotor function. In fact only the effect of inter-individual fluctuations in BGC, instead of 
glucose administration, on sensorimotor function have been investigated (Owens and Benton, 1994; 
Donohoe and Benton, 2000). Both Owens and Benton (1994) and Donohoe and Benton (2000) used 
the Hick task (Hick, 1952) which utilises a button box with a central home button surrounded by 8 
response buttons arranged in a semi-circle equidistant from each other, with a light next to each 
button. Participants are required to keep the home key pressed until a light is illuminated at which 
point they are required to press the adjacent button and then return to the home key. Relative to 
participants who's BGC declined during testing, those who's BGC rose showed a decrease in the time  
taken to release the home key after light illumination (Owens and Benton, 1994). This study 
therefore suggests that when BGC rises during task performance that sensorimotor performance can 
be enhanced compared to when BGC falls. Such rises and falls in BGC are usual following the 
ingestion of food. BGC typically rises shortly after eating as glucose is absorbed into the blood during 
digestion. This is then followed by a fall in BGC as insulin release triggers the uptake of glucose from  
the blood by the liver and other tissues.
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Another experiment using the Hick task found that stable elevated BGC during testing can 
speed reaction times (RTs). In this study participants were not placed under any specific dietary 
restrictions, though all had consumed breakfast before testing began between 9:00 and 12:00 AM. 
Furthermore participants were not administered glucose, and instead the effect on inter-individual 
variability on sensorimotor performance was assessed. The findings were that those who began the 
Hick task with BGC above 5.2 m m ol/litre had faster decision times than participants who started 
with BGC below 4.1 m m ol/litre, suggesting that higher BGC during task performance lead to faster 
sensorimotor function (Donohoe & Benton, 2000). This study is particularly relevant to the current 
experiment because glucose drinks are typically assumed to enhance cognition by increasing the 
availability of glucose to the brain through stable elevated BGC concentrations, rather than by 
changing BGC during task performance (Messier, 2004).
Unfortunately Donohoe and Benton (2000) did not provide details of BGC central tendency 
or dispersion in their high BGC condition, making it unclear how similar the BGC in this condition was 
to the typical elevation in BGC observed following the administration of 25g of glucose of 7 (S.E. ±1) 
M m ol/litre. This therefore makes it difficult to form predictions about how glucose administration 
may affect sensorimotor function compared to placebo administration. It is possible that glucose 
administration could result in faster RTs compared to placebo if BGC affect RTs in a linear fashion 
within the normal BGC range ( 5 - 7  m m ol/litre). However, an inverted U-shaped function between 
BGC and cognitive performance has been reported previously for memory (Parsons and Gold, 1992). 
Therefore it is possible that glucose administration may result in a slowing of RTs compared to 
placebo.
Typically stable elevations in BGC during task performance have been shown to facilitate 
cognitive function (Riby, 2004), rather than relative fluctuations in BGC (Owens and Benton, 1994). 
Therefore, the current study aimed to test the affect of constant elevations in BGC during task 
performance on sensorimotor function, and was consequently designed to keep BGC at a steady
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elevated level following glucose administration, and at a steady lower level following placebo 
administration.
The findings of Owens and Benton (1994) as well as those of Donohoe and Benton (2000) 
suggest that only the most demanding eight-lamp condition of the Hick task is affected by BGC 
fluctuations. Easier conditions where one of two, four or six lamps has a possibility of being 
illuminated were not affected by BGC, suggesting that that glucose effects primarily occur when task 
demands are high. In the present study we aimed to build on these findings and further investigate 
whether glucose facilitates stimulus and/or response processing. The eight-lamp condition as used 
previously (Owens & Benton, 1994; Donohoe & Benton, 2000) involves both high stimulus and high 
response difficulty, making it impossible to determine whether stimulus or response processing are 
affected by glucose. In terms of stimulus processing the use of eight stimulus locations means that 
attention has to be spread across a larger area than when fewer locations are employed. 
Concurrently response processing demands are also elevated, as the preparation of 8 possible 
responses prior to stimulus onset is arguably more difficult than when fewer responses need to be 
prepared.
In order to separately Isolate the affects of glucose administration on response and stimulus 
processing the following three manipulations were implemented. Firstly, we used an easy-stimulus 
easy-response condition in which both stimulus and response complexity were kept low. To assess 
glucose effects on perceptual processing we compared this condition to a second manipulation 
where response complexity was kept low while stimulus complexity was high, this will be referred to 
as the hard-stimulus easy-response condition. In this manipulation a modulation of the deterioration 
in performance from the easy-stimulus easy-response condition to the hard-stimulus easy-response 
condition by glucose administration would indicate that glucose affects stimulus processing. To 
assess if glucose administration affects response processes we used a third condition with high 
stimulus and high response difficulty, we will call this the hard-stimulus hard-response condition. In 
this manipulation a modulation of the deterioration in performance from the hard-stimulus easy-
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response condition to the hard-stimulus hard-response by glucose administration would indicate that 
glucose affects response processing. The design of our manipulations therefore allowed us to control 
for response processing demands while we manipulated stimulus difficulty, and vice versa.
Method
Design
A counter-balanced double-blind placebo-controlled within-partlcipants design was used. There 
were three factors, DRINK (placebo versus glucose), SENSORY DIFFICULTY (high versus low) and 
RESPONSE DIFFICULTY (high versus low). Participants attended two sessions and received placebo in 
one session and glucose in another, in a counterbalanced fashion. The order in which difficulty 
manipulations were performed was also counterbalanced between participants in a pseudo random 
order.
Participants
12 right-handed participants (8 Females, mean age 20.7 (S.D. 3.0) years) were tested under glucose 
and placebo conditions. 11 participants were right handed (HQ: 86.42 ±4.81) and one was left 
handed (HQ: -44.44) as assessed by the Edinburgh Handedness Inventory (Oldfield, 1971). 
Assessment of circadian rhythm by the Morningness-Eveningness Questionnaire (MEQ) (Horne & 
Ostberg, 1976) showed that five participants were moderate evening types (38.6 ±0.51) and the 
remaining seven were intermediate types (51.71 ±2.09). Participants had normal levels of anxiety 
(5.58 ±0.70) and depression (1.5 ±0.40) as determined by the Hospital Anxiety and Depression Scale 
(Zigmond and Snaith, 1983). Participants were reimbursed with £20 paid after completion of the 2"  ^
session. None of the participants reported suffering from diabetes or any other gluco-regulatory 
problems. The protocol was approved by the University of Surrey Ethics Committee and all 
participants gave their written consent prior to the experiment.
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Materials
Disposable Unistick 3 Comfort (Owen Mumford, Ltd.) Blood Sampling devices were used to obtain a 
sample of blood from the participants' index finger. A Hemocue 201+ Blood Glucose M eter was used 
to measure blood glucose concentrations.
The experimental set-up used a response apparatus consisting of a 200 x 120 x 25 mm 
plastic box equipped with ten 7x7mm square response buttons sitting approximately 0.5 mm above 
the surface of the button box (Figure 3.1). The response buttons were arranged in a semicircular 
formation equidistant from each other above a central "home key" in the centre. The distance from 
the centre of the home key to the centre of each response button was 50 mm.
Figure 3.1. Hick response box, the home key Is in the centre and surrounded by response buttons. Participants were 
required to keep their finger on the central home key until an imperative stimulus cued them to press a response button.
Hick Choice Reaction Time Task - A modified version of the Hick choice reaction time task (Hick, 
1952) was used. Each trial of this task started with participants keeping a home key pressed with 
their index finger (which had to be kept pressed until presentation of the target stimulus) which 
cued a warning tone of 500 Hz lasting for 100 ms. Simultaneously a computer screen displayed a 
representation of the button box (Figure 3.2.). This consisted of 10 black circles (1° in diameter) 
arranged in a semi-circular formation equidistant from each other above a central green fixation dot 
in the centre (0.2° in diameter). The centre of each black circle was 80° from the centre of the green 
fixation dot. This display was presented continuously for a random delay of 1000 to 4000 ms from
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the start of the presentation of the warning tone. After this time one of the black circles turned red 
for 100 ms and then turned black again, which served as the target stimulus. This signalled that the 
participant had to release the home key and press an appropriate response button as indicated on 
the screen. If a response was provided within 3000 ms of stimulus onset then another time window  
of 3000ms directly after response onset was then provided for participants to return to the home 
key. Once the home key was pressed again there was an inter trial interval of 1500ms. However, if a 
response key press or home key press did not occur within their respective time windows then 
feedback was provided to instruct participants to release and repress the home key, once this was 
done an inter-trial interval of 1500ms was then presented and the next trial commenced.
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Figure 3.2. Diagram of the display presented to participants during each trial, which represented the button box used to 
make responses. Each black circle corresponded to a button on the response box, illumination of one of these button 
stimuli in red indicated that the participant should release the home key and press a response button. In the easy-stimulus 
easy-response condition only the left and rightmost stimuli could be illuminated, and required a response to the same 
response button illuminated. Whereas in the hard- stimulus easy-response condition any stimulus could be illuminated, 
however only one of two responses either to the leftmost of rightmost response button was required, dependent on 
whether the illuminated button was in the left or right side of the display, respectively. Finally, in the hard-stimulus hard- 
response condition any stimulus could be illuminated, and a response was required to the same response button 
illuminated.
The experiment was run in a dimly lit and sound attenuated experimental booth. 
Participants sat 85 cm from the screen and were instructed to keep their eyes fixated on the central 
green circle presented in the centre of the computer display for the duration of the experiment, and 
to only blink after a response was made to a target stimulus. Instructions were given to respond as 
fast and as accurately as possible prior to each block of trials.
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Figure 3.3. Representation of the button box viewed by participants during the Hick task, numbers indicate 
stimulus/response button position (note: button numbers were not presented to participants).
Stimulus/Response Manipulations - The task was comprised of three experimental manipulations 
with each condition being presented in a separate block of trials; the three manipulations were easy- 
stimulus easy-response condition, hard-stimulus easy-response and hard-stimulus hard-response. The 
schematic in figure 3.3 provides the spatial locations of each of the stimulus/response buttons. In 
the easy-stimulus easy-response condition either stimulus at position 2 or 9 could be illuminated and 
required a response to the same button position. Whereas in the hard-stimulus easy-response 
condition any stimulus at position through 1 - 1 0  could be illuminated, an illuminated stimulus at 
position 1 -5 required a button 2 response, whereas a stimulus at position 6 -10 required a button 9 
response. Finally, in the hard-stimulus hard-response condition any stimulus at position 1 - 1 0  could 
be illuminated, and required a button response at the same position as the illuminated stimulus.
Pre-Experiment Blood Glucose Control - In order to control for nutritional intake participants were 
asked to fast on the testing day from midnight to 8:00 A.M., when a standardised breakfast was to 
be consumed. During the fasting period participants were only allowed to consume water. Following 
the procedure used by Sünram-lea et al. (2001), the standardised breakfast comprised 1 New York 
Bakery Co. Plain Bagel ® (Toasted), Tesco Value Soft Cheese ® (spread thinly over the bagel) and 1 
Yeo Valley Organic Yogurt ® (150g). This was provided to participants free of charge. On the days
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prior to testing participants were further instructed to abstain from alcohol and caffeine, long 
periods of exercise and excessively large or small evening meals.
Drinks - Glucose/Placebo was administered to participants in drink format. Each type of drink 
(Glucose/Placebo) consisted of 100 ml of water and 100ml of freshly squeezed lemon juice to 
disguise the taste difference between glucose and placebo. The difference between drink types was 
that glucose drinks contained 25g of glucose whereas placebo drinks contained 2mg of saccharin.
Procedure
Training Session - Participants were pre-trained on the task prior to the main experiment. Using the 
task set-up described above participants were asked to respond as accurately as possible and to take 
as long as they wanted to respond. Each practice block consisted of 30 trials, out of which 
participants had to respond correctly to 80% in order to proceed to the next block. The first block 
consisted of hard-stimulus hard response trials performed by the participant's dominant hand, in 
which participants were free to look at their hand and the button box while performing the task. 
Participants then performed the task while their eyes were fixated on the central green fixation dot 
and the button box was concealed from view with a white box. Under these conditions participants 
then performed two blocks of each stimulus/response manipulation, where the first block was 
performed with the dominant hand, then the second with the non-dominant hand. Responses for 
dominant and non-dominant hands were later combined together for analysis. The stimulus- 
response manipulations were performed in the following order, easy-stimulus easy-response, hard- 
stimulus easy-response then finally hard-stimulus hard-response. Feedback of the percentage correct 
and mean reaction time was given at the end of each block to participants.
Assessment Sessions - Figure 3.4 depicts an assessment session. These sessions were conducted the 
day after the training session. Participants arrived in the lab at 9.30 a.m. for each assessment
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session, which began with the measurement of BGC. If BGC was < 5.5 mmol/litre then the 
participant was administrated the first drink of the session (Glucose or Placebo). Otherwise if BGC 
was > 5.5 m m ol/litre then BGC measurements were taken in 15 minute intervals until a reading of < 
5.5 m m ol/litre was obtained and then the first drink was administered. A total of 2 more drinks were 
then administered at 30 minute intervals, BGC measurements were also recorded prior to each drink 
administration and at 15 minute intervals in between drink administration during breaks in task 
performance (see figure 3.4). The aim of this protocol was to raise BGC to a stable elevated level of 
around 7 m m ol/litre during task performance in the glucose condition. After administration of the 
first drink, participants were given a battery of questionnaires including the Hospital Anxiety and 
Depression Inventory (Zigmond & Snaith, 1983), The Edinburgh Handedness Inventory (Oldfield, 
1971) and the Horne and Ostberg Morningness-Eveningness Questionnaire (Horne and Ostberg, 
1976). Assessment trials started 45 minutes after the administration of the first drink. To monitor 
potential glucose effects on subjective state sleepiness we also administered The Karolinska 
Sleepiness Scale (Âkerstedt & Gillberg, 1990) before and after the assessment trials.
For each of the three experimental conditions {easy-stimulus easy-response, hard-stimulus 
easy-response and hard-stimulus hard-response) participants performed a block of 20 warm-up 
trials, then 50 assessment trials with their dominant hand. There was then a 1 minute break for 
participants to relax. This was followed by 20 warm-up trials, then 50 assessment trials with their 
non-dominant hand. Responses from both hands were later pooled together for analysis. Feedback 
of the percentage correct and mean reaction time was given at the end of each block. Data 
collection for each condition took approximately 15 minutes. 4 minute breaks were inserted 
between blocks to record BGC and administer drinks.
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Figure 3.4. Schematic representation of the sequence of events during the experiment. Drinks were administered at 30 
minute intervals, while BGC was measured at each drink administration for the first two drinks then at 15 minute intervals
onwards. -  blood sample - = drink administration.
Data Pre-Processing
Reaction Time measures - Two reaction time measures were obtained from the data, decision times 
and movement times. Decision times were calculated as the time taken to release the home key 
from the onset of target stimulus presentation, and movement times were calculated as the time 
taken to press the response button from the onset of target stimulus presentation. Any decision 
times or movement times that were greater than 3 S.D.s from their respective mean values were 
excluded from analysis. The remaining median decision and movement times were then used for 
analysis. The mean number of trials used for analysis are displayed in table 3.1.
Table 3.1. The mean number of trials used for analysis per participant. ES -  ER = easy stimulus -  easy response, HS-ER = 
hard stimulus -  easy response, HS -  HR = hard stimulus -  hard response.
Decision Times
Placebo Glucose
ES-ER HS-ER HS-HR ES-ER HS- ES H S - H R
Mean 98.50 97.08 98.42 98.50 98.08 99.00
St Dev 0.90 3.03 1.08 1.17 1.17 0.85
M ovem ent Times
Placebo Glucose
ES-ER HS-ER HS-HR ES-ER HS-ES H S - H R
Mean 96.33 95.5 96.58 96.00 95.50 97.33
St Dev 1.56 2.58 2.11 1.71 1.87 1.30
Error Analysis - The validity of responses were sorted into three categories, correct, incorrect, or void 
responses. Correct trials were those where the participant performed the procedure correctly, i.e.
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the target stimulus was presented, then the home key was lifted and the appropriate response 
button was pressed. Trials were classified as error trials if they performed the same as correct trials 
except the incorrect response button was pressed. Trials were classed as void if the participant 
performed the procedure incorrectly, for example after the target stimulus was presented they 
released the home key then repressed the home key.
Statistical analysis
Blood Glucose - Baseline BGC measurements in placebo and glucose conditions were analysed using 
a paired samples t-test to ensure they were not significantly different from each other. To test 
whether glucose significantly elevated BGC during Hick Task performance relative to placebo a 2 x 4 
repeated measures ANOVA was conducted on the factors DRINK (Glucose vs. Placebo) and TIME 
POINT (45, 60, 75 and 90 minutes).
/CSS Scores- KSS scores were analysed in a 2 x 2  repeated measures ANOVA with the factors DRINK 
and time point (pre versus post experiment).
Behavioural Data - To answer our central question of whether stimulus or response processing are 
most affected by glucose administration two sets of analyses were conducted, one for the stimulus 
difficulty manipulation and another for the response difficulty manipulation. W e performed the 
following analyses on the median decision times, median movement times and error rates (%). The 
median was used as the measure of central tendency based on the analyses conducted by Owens 
and Benton (1994).
Stimulus D ifficu lty- Error rates (%), median decision times and median movement times were 
analysed in a 2 x 2 repeated measures ANOVA with the factors DRINK (Glucose vs. Placebo) and 
STIMULUS DIFFICULTY (Easy Stimulus -  Easy Response vs. Hard Stimulus - Easy Response).
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Response Difficulty - Median decision times, movement times and error rates were analysed in a 2 x 
2 Repeated measures ANOVA with the factors DRINK (Glucose vs. Placebo) and RESPONSE 
DIFFICULTY (Hard Stimulus -  Easy Response vs. Hard Stimulus Hard Response).
Difference Measures - Difference measures for stimulus and response difficulty manipulations were 
calculated for each dependent variable (decision time, movement time and error rates) to compare 
glucose effects on the two difficulty manipulations (sensory versus motor difficulty) and identify any 
differences that could not be detected from the previous analyses. Difference measures for both 
stimulus and response difficulty manipulations were calculated by subtracting performance on the 
easy difficulty level from performance on the hard difficulty level. These difference measures were 
then subjected to a 2 x 2  repeated measures ANOVA for the factors DIFFERENCE (Stimulus vs. 
Response) and DRINK (Placebo vs. Glucose).
Results
Blood Glucose Concentration
Figure 3.5 shows that at baseline, prior to drink administration, BGCs were almost identical between 
drink conditions (t (11) = 0.29, p = 0.78). However during the assessment period of the Hick task 
BGCs were substantially elevated after glucose administration compared to placebo (F (1 ,1 1 ) = 
19.32, p < 0.01, r)p^= 0.64. BGC (mean (S.E.)) in the glucose condition (5.9 (±0.2) M m ol/litre) were 
higher than in the placebo condition (5.0 (±0.1) M m ol/litre) during performance of the Hick task.
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Figure 3.5. Mean BGC recorded across the duration of the experiment for the placebo condition (blue) and the glucose 
condition (red). The duration in which the Hick task was performed is represented by the blue shaded area. Error bars 
represent the standard error of the mean.
KSS Scores
We observed that participants became sleepier after taking part in the experiment (4.42 ±0.38) than 
directly before the study (5.38 ±0.28), evidenced by a main effect of TIME POINT F (1 ,11 ) = 9.91, p = 
0.01, tip^= 0.47. However there was no effect main effect of DRINK, F (1 ,11) = 2.69, p = 0.13, rip^  = 
0.20, and no DRINK x TIME POINT interaction, F (1 ,11) = 0.10, p = 0.76, rip^= 0.01.
Behavioural Results
Stimulus Difficulty Manipulation 
Decision Time - Figure 3.6 indicates that decision times were slower when stimulus difficulty was 
hard compared to easy, this was validated by a main effect of STIMULUS DIFFICULTY F(l, 11) = 24.29 
, p < 0.01, rip^= 0.69. Decision times for the Easy Stimulus- Easy Response condition (222 (20) ms) 
were faster than for the Hard Stimulus -  Easy Response condition (262 (25) ms). However there was
no effect of DRINK on decision times F (1 ,11 ) = 0.39, p = 0.55, r|p^= 0.03. Furthermore the effect of
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glucose did not change depending on the level of stimulus difficulty. This was confirmed by a non 
significant DRINK x STIMULUS DIFFICULTY interaction, F (1 ,11) = 0.35, p = 0.57, Rp^= 0.03.
Movement Time - Figure 3.6 shows that movement times were slowed as STIMULUS DIFFICULTY was 
increased, which was supported by a main effect of stimulus difficulty F (1 ,11 ) = 14.87, p < 0.01, rip^
= 0.58. Movement times for the Easy Stimulus- Easy Response condition (453 (44) ms) were faster 
than for the Hard Stimuius -  Easy Response condition (503 (48) ms). However there was no 
modulation of movement times by glucose, there was no main effect of DRINK, F (1 ,1 1 ) = 0.21, p = 
0.66, rip^= 0.02 and no significant DRINK x STIMULUS DIFFICULTY interaction, F (1 ,11 ) = 0.04, p = 
0.85, Hp^< 0.01.
Errors Rates - Figure 3.6 suggests that error rates were elevated as stimuius difficulty was increased, 
this was supported by a main effect of STIMULUS DIFFICULTY, F (1 ,11 ) = 4.71, p = 0.05, Pp^  = 0.30. 
More errors were made in the Hard Stimulus -  Easy Response condition (0.54 (0.1) %) than in the 
Easy Stimulus -  Easy Response condition (0.29 (0.13) %). However the type of drink administered 
had no effect on error rates, there was no main effect of DRINK, F (1 ,11 ) = 1.16, p = 0.31, rip^= 0.10, 
or DRINK x STIMULUS DIFFICULTY interaction, F (1 ,11 ) = 1.44, p = 0.26, rip^= 0.12.
Response Difficulty Manipulation 
Decision Time - Figure 3.6 suggests that increasing response difficulty had the effect of slowing 
decision times, this was confirmed by a main effect of RESPONSE DIFFICULTY, F (1 ,1 1 ) = 7.02, p = 
0.02, Hp^= 0.39. Decision times in the Hard Stim ulus-Easy Response condition (262 (25) ms) were 
faster than in the Hard Stimulus -  Hard Response condition (294 (22) ms). However there was no 
effect of DRINK, F (1 ,11) = 0.02, p = 0.89, rip^< 0.01. Furthermore the effect of glucose was not 
modulated by the response difficulty level, which was confirmed by a non-significant DRINK x 
RESPONSE DIFFICULTY interaction, F (1 ,11 ) = 0.21, p = 0.65, Pp^=0.02.
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Movement r/m e-Increasing  response difficulty slowed movement times, as shown in figure 3.6, this 
was supported by a main effect of RESPONSE DIFFICULTY, F (1 ,11 ) = 44.34, p < 0.01, rip^= 0.80. 
Movement time for the Hard Stimuius -  Easy response condition (503 (48) ms) were faster than for 
the Hard Stimulus -  Hard Response condition (711 (63) ms). However there was no effect of DRINK,
F (1 ,11 ) = 0.24, p = 0.64, Hp^= 0.02 and there was no DRINK x RESPONSE DIFFICULTY interaction, F
(1 ,11 ) = 2.01, p = 0.18, Hp^  = 0.16.
Error Rates- Figure 3.6 Suggests that as response difficulty is increased so were error rates, in 
support of this observation a main effect of RESPONSE DIFFICULTY was found F (1 ,1 1 ) = 50.74, p < 
0.01, r|p^= 0.82. More errors were made in the Hard Stimuius -  Hard Response manipulation (10 
(1.32) %) than the Hard Stimulus -  Easy Response condition (0.54 (0.1) %). However there was no 
main effect of DRINK, F (1 ,11 ) = <0.01, p = 0.96, Rp^< 0.01 and no DRINK x RESPONSE DIFFICULTY 
interaction, F (1 ,11) = 0.38, p = 0.55, = 0.03.
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Figure 3.6. Mean decision times, movement times and error rates (%) across stimulus difficulty (top) and response 
difficulty (bottom) manipulations in the placebo (blue) and glucose (red) conditions. Error bars represent the standard 
error of the mean.
Difference Measures
Decision Times - Figure 3.7 suggests that the difficulty differences (high minus low difficulty) were 
the same for both stimulus and response difficulty manipulations. This was supported by the lack of 
a main effect of DIFFERENCE TYPE, F (1 ,11) = 0.26, p = 0.62, r|p^= 0.02. Also there appears to be no 
differences between drink conditions, an observation confirmed by the lack of a significant effect of 
DRINK, F (1 ,11) = 0.98, p = 0.34, r]p^= 0.08. Furthermore, there was no modulation of glucose effects
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by the type of difficulty (stimulus vs. response) manipulated, a DRINK x DIFFICULTY TYPE was not 
significant, F (1 ,1 1 ) = 0.01, p =0.93, rip^< 0.01.
Movement Times - A greater magnitude of difficulty difference (high minus low difficulty) is shown 
for response difficulty than for stimulus difficulty in figure 3.7. Statistical analysis verified this by a 
main effect of DIFFICULTY TYPE, F (1 ,11 ) = 17.42, p < 0.01, r|p^= 0.61. The difference between 
difficulty levels in the stimulus manipulation (50 (13) ms) was smaller than that for the response 
manipulation (208 (31) ms). However, there was no effect of glucose, supported by the failure to 
find a significant main effect of Drink Type, F (1 ,11 ) = 2.03, p = 0.18, Pp^  = 0.16. In addition there was 
no DRINK x DIFFICULTY TYPE interaction, F (1 ,11 ) = 0.93, p = 0.36, Pp^= 0.08.
Error Rates - In a similar fashion to movement times we can see from figure 3.7 that there is a 
greater magnitude of difficulty difference in error rates for the response difficulty manipulation 
compared to the stimulus difficulty manipulation. This was confirmed by a main effect of DIFFICULTY 
TYPE, F (1 ,11) = 47.49, p < 0.01, Pp^  = 0.81. The difference in difficulty levels was smaller for the 
stimulus manipulation (0.25 (0.12) %) than for the response manipulation (9.46 (1.33) %). However 
there was no effect of glucose, F (1 ,11 ) = 0.07, p = 0.79, Pp^< 0.01. In addition there was no DRINK x 
DIFFICULTY TYPE interaction, F (1 ,11 ) 0.81, p = 0.39, pp^= 0.07.
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Discussion
The aim of this study was to investigate whether glucose administration affects stimulus or response 
processing preferentially during a sensorimotor task. We did this by independently manipulating 
stimulus and response difficulty, which successfully impaired performance when task difficulty was 
high compared to low. Both stimulus and response difficulty manipulations slowed both decision 
times and movement times, and increased error rates, when difficulty was high compared to low. 
However we found no significant effects of glucose administration on these measures. This is 
perhaps surprising given that previous studies (Owens and Benton, 1994; Donohoe and Benton, 
2000) have reported effects of BGC on decision time using the same task.
The lack of an effect of glucose administration in the current experiment can be explained 
by methodological differences between the current study and previous experiments (Donohoe and
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Benton, 2000). For instance the current experiment had a sample size of only 12, compared with 46 
in Donohoe and Benton's (2000) study. Therefore the current study may have lacked sufficient 
power to detect the effects of glucose.
However the finding from the present study that RTs were not modulated by glucose may 
have been due to our placebo condition failing to reduce BGC sufficiently to limit glucose's 
availability to the brain, in Donohoe and Benton's (2000) study their low BGC was <4.1 m m ol/litre, 
which is at the lower limit of normal BGC (4-7 m m oi/litre), whereas in the current study placebo BGC 
was ~5 m mol/litre. The idea that brain regions might be dependent on the availability of glucose for 
the rate at which cognition dependent processes, such as neurotransmitter synthesis, can occur has 
received empirical support. For example Ricny et al. (1992) found evidence showing that elevated 
glucose concentrations can increase the rate of acetylcholine synthesis, in this study rats were 
administered a muscarinic antagonist to causes a massive release of acetylcholine from pre-synaptic 
vesicles, thereby depleting pre-synaptic acetylcholine concentrations. They found that the later 
regeneration of pre-synaptic acetylcholine occurred at a faster rate if glucose was injected 
intraperitoneaiiy (into the body cavity) compared to a placebo injection. This evidence supports the 
idea that elevated glucose concentrations can increase pre-synaptic acetylcholine concentrations, 
thereby potentially decreasing the time taken for neurotransmission to occur or enhancing the 
signal-to-noise ratio during neurotransmission. Such a mechanism could determine the effectiveness 
of brain regions that underlie cognitive processing, and has been suggested as a possible mechanism 
through which BGC can affect memory (for a review see Messier, 2004). Therefore because 
acetylcholine is distributed throughout the brain (iyo et al., 1997), a sufficient reduction in BGC could 
reduce the rate of acetylcholine synthesis to such an extent that sensorimotor function is degraded 
by BGC of < 4.1 M m ol/litre compared to > 5.2 M m oi/iitre in Donohe and Benton's (2000) study. 
However, because the placebo BGC level in the current study was higher than the low BGC condition 
in Donohe and Benton's (2000) study we may have failed to limit glucose's availability sufficiently to 
limit acetylcholine production.
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The lack of an effect of glucose administration on sensorimotor function may therefore  
indicate that sensorimotor function is less sensitive to BGC fluctuations than other cognitive 
functions such as declarative memory. This is an especially salient point due to the similarities in 
breakfast administration and glucose dose in the current study to previous investigations which have 
shown glucose facilitation effects on declarative memory (Sünram-Lea et al, 2001). Furthermore we 
obtained comparable BGC results following glucose and placebo administration to these previous 
studies, suggesting our study was successful in manipulating BGC. However we failed to observe an 
effect of glucose administration on sensorimotor function. The findings of the current study could 
therefore be taken as evidence to support the view that sensorimotor function can operate 
optimally on a lower availability of glucose compared to declarative memory. For instance perhaps 
the neural systems that are subservient to sensorimotor function require lower quantities of 
acetylcholine to function optimally compared to those involved in declarative memory.
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Chapter 4: Study 2 - Glucose 
Administration Slows Reaction 
Times when Individuals are 
Unpractised at the Arrow Flanker
Task
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Abstract
Using ERPs we assessed how oral glucose administration affected sensorimotor function and 
response inhibition. Participant were presented with an arrow version of the Eriksen Flanker task 
(Eriksen & Eriksen, 1979) while drinks of either glucose (25g) or placebo (saccharin) were 
administered in a double-blind counterbalanced fashion. Reaction times (RTs) were slowed by the 
administration of glucose compared to placebo when participants were inexperienced at the Flanker 
Task. However, after a prolonged duration of task performance RTs for glucose and placebo became 
non-significantly different from each other. Analysis of the ERP data revealed that glucose 
administration reduced the motor-evoked potential, a measure of haptic sensation following 
response execution. Furthermore glucose reduced the variability in incorrect response activity as 
measured by the iateralised readiness potential on incongruent trials, suggesting glucose 
administration may reduce variability in the activation of conflicting responses.
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In the media sugar consumption is sometimes portrayed as producing a decrement in executive 
function, causing children in school to become more impulsive and impairing their cognitive ability in 
general. One school in North America went so far as to ban food which is high in sugar, such as ice 
cream and cookies, from their menu (Park, 2008). The Head teacher of the school said that:
"In the first six months of the sugar ban, disciplinary incidents went down 23 percent, 
counselling referrals decreased 30 percent, and in the first years of standardized test scores, 
reading scores improved 15 percent... (cited in Park, 2008)"
Similar reports have been made about schools in England banning energy drinks containing glucose 
(Radnedge, 2009). The overall consensus in such reports is that glucose consumption causes a deficit 
in cognitive function.
Extreme changes in blood glucose concentration (BGC) have been shown to impede 
cognitive function. For example in a sample of diabetic children Gonder-Frederik et al. (2009) found 
that relative to a normal BGC (4.3-9.9 m m ol/litre) both abnormally low BGC (<3.0 m m ol/litre) and 
abnormally high BGC (>22.2 mmol/litre) slowed the completion time of maths problems. However 
the high and low BGCs in Gonder-Frederik et al.'s study are never experienced by healthy people 
following glucose administration, which typically elevate BGC to the upper end of the normal range 
(~7M m ol/litre) (Messier, 2004). In fact there is a well established scientific literature showing that 
the administration of drinks containing 25-50g of glucose enhances cognitive functions such as long­
term memory (Messier, 2004) and executive function (Kennedy & Scholey, 2000; Riby, 2004). The 
biological mechanisms behind such effects have been linked to increased neurotransmitter 
synthesis, such as acetylcholine (Durkin et al., 1992), and enhanced brain activity in the 
hippocampus (Riby & Riby, 2006).
However, In contrast to the vast majority of research on memory and executive function (for 
extensive reviews see Riby, 2004; Messier, 2004; Smith et al. 2011), sensorimotor function remains
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under researched despite its importance to human life. Previously it has been shown that both rising 
and elevated BGC within the normal range ( 4 - 7  m m ol/litre) are associated with faster sensorimotor 
function (Owens & Benton, 1994; Donohoe & Benton, 2000). However these studies have not 
assessed the effects of glucose administration however, and instead have simply measured the 
effects of inter-individual variability in BGC on participants free from dietary restrictions. 
Nevertheless, these studies are still relevant to the investigation of the effect of glucose drink 
administration on sensorimotor function as typically it is assumed that glucose administration affects 
cognition through an elevation of BGC thereby increasing the brain's supply of glucose (Messier, 
2004). Both Owens and Benton (1994) and Donohoe and Benton (2000) used the Hick task (Hick, 
1952). This task utilises a button box with a central home button surrounded by 8 response buttons 
arranged in a semi-circle equidistant from each other, with a light next to each button. On each trial 
one of the lights is illuminated as an imperative stimulus to indicate that a response should be made 
to the adjacent button. Participants are required to keep the central home key pressed until the 
onset of the stimulus, and once a response had been made to return back to the home key again. 
Owens and Benton (1994) found that, relative to participants who's BGC decreased by 0.5 
M m ol/litre during testing, those who's BGC increased by 1 M m ol/litre during testing were faster to 
release the home key after a stimulus was illuminated, a time interval known as the decision time. 
This experiment therefore suggests that when BGC increase during task performance that 
sensorimotor function is faster than when BGC decrease.
Another experiment using the same paradigm found that absolute BGC elevations, i.e. 
higher BGCs compared to lower BGC, can speed reaction times (Donohoe and Benton, 2000). In this 
study participants were not under any specific dietary restrictions, though all had consumed 
breakfast before testing began between 9:00 and 12:00 AM. Furthermore participants were not 
administered glucose, and instead the effect on inter-individual variability on sensorimotor 
performance was assessed. The findings were that those who began the Hick task with BGC above 
5.2 mmol/litre had faster decision times than participants who started with BGC below 4.1
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mmol/litre, suggesting that elevated BGC during task performance might lead to faster sensorimotor 
function (Donohoe & Benton, 2000). However, Donohoe and Benton (2000) did not provide details 
of the central tendency or dispersion for their high BGC condition, making it unclear how similar the 
BGC in this condition was to the typical elevation in BGC observed following the administration of 
25g of glucose (7 +S.E. 1 M m ol/litre). This therefore makes it difficult to form predictions about how 
glucose administration may affect sensorimotor function compared to placebo administration that 
typically keeps BGC ~ 5 M m ol/litre, the usual BGC in healthy participants 2 hours following breakfast. 
Glucose administration could possibly result in faster RTs compared to placebo if BGC speeds RTs in 
a linear fashion within the normal BGC range ( 4 - 7  m m ol/litre). However, an inverted U-shaped 
function between BGC and cognitive performance has been reported previously for memory 
(Parsons and Gold, 1992). Therefore it is possible that glucose administration may result in a slowing 
of RTs compared to placebo, due to the resultant elevations in BGC near the upper limit of the 
normal BGC range.
In the current study we investigated the effects of glucose drinks on sensorimotor function 
to build on the existing literature indicating that rising or elevated BGCs can speed RTs (Owens &  
Benton, 1884; Donohoe & Benton, 2000), and also add to the debate over whether glucose drinks 
facilitate or worsen cognitive performance (Park, 2008). Typically steady elevations in BGC during 
task performance have been found to affect cognition (Riby, 2004), rather than BGC change during 
task performance (Owens and Benton, 1994). Therefore we sought to determine if a similar effect 
could be found for sensorimotor function. Consequently we designed our study to keep BGC at a 
constant level for both glucose and placebo administration conditions in order to exclude any 
influence from BGC fluctuations during task performance. This was achieved in the glucose condition 
by administering a total of three drinks throughout the experiment in order to keep BGCs at an 
elevated plateau. Furthermore we were interested in examining the interaction between absolute 
BGC and factors that vary with the time spent performing a sensorimotor task. For instance 
stimulus-response association, which is the degree to which a stimulus automatically activates a
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response, can become stronger the more a task is practiced (Yin & Knowlton, 2006). Therefore we 
only assessed sensorimotor performance from 30 minutes post drink administration, and not before, 
so as not to confound the effects of practice (or rather lack of practice) with the effects of rising BGC 
concentrations, which have been shown to affect sensorimotor performance (Owens and Benton, 
1994).
Simultaneously with sensorimotor task performance electroencephalography (EEG) was 
recorded in the current study. From the EEG recordings event related potentials (ERPS) were 
derived, which provide a series of negative and positive deflections across the time course of a trial 
that can be used as electrophysiological markers of sensory and motor processing. Consequently ERP 
components can determine whether glucose effects are restricted to either sensory or motor 
processing, or whether each of these processes is affected (Such an approach has been used before 
successfully to assess the effects of hypoglycaemia on sensorimotor function by Smid et al., 1997). 
For instance the N l, P2 and P3 ERP components were used to index stimulus processing, while 
another component known as the lateralised readiness potential (LRP) was used as a measure of 
response selection, preparation and execution. The LRP peaks over the motor cortex as a negative 
potential around 300 ms post stimulus onset in typical choice reaction time tasks (for a review see 
Miller & Hackley, 1992). In order to isolate electrophysiological activity associated with movement 
preparation and execution the LRP is calculated by subtracting the activity of the ipsilateral cortex, 
relative to a response, from the activity over the contralateral cortex. In addition, as a measure of 
post-response haptic (touch) sensory feedback, we assessed the motor-evoked potential (MEP). This 
component can be seen in lateralised ERPs and is thought to be generated by the primary sensory 
cortex when response execution causes a change in haptic sensation (Okada et al., 1982).
Previous studies also suggest that glucose is utilised in response inhibition, a key component 
of sensorimotor function (Fairclough and Houston, 2004). Response inhibition is the deactivation of 
m otor activity incongruous with task goals in order for a goal-congruent response to be executed.
For example if a person's goal is to drive safely to a destination and a red light appears at a set of
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traffic lights then motor activity associated with acceleration needs to be inhibited in order for the 
car to stop safely. Previous experiments have shown that BGC are reduced by the inhibition of 
automatic responses when participants perform the incongruent version of the Stroop task 
(Fairclough and Houston, 2004). The incongruent version of the Stroop task requires the naming of 
the ink a colour word is written in when the word and ink colour are incongruous ("RED" written in 
blue ink), participants consequently have to inhibit the automatic response to name the word rather 
than the ink colour. This version of the Stroop task was found to reduce BGC significantly compared 
to a control condition of reading the ink colour of a colour word written in a congruous ink colour 
("RED" written in red ink). This therefore suggests that response inhibition in the incongruent 
condition required more energy than the congruent condition in which response conflict was absent, 
and consequently required the utilisation of more blood glucose. Furthermore the administration of 
glucose may enhance the inhibition of impulsive behaviour. In another study, compared to a placebo 
control condition, glucose administration decreased the errors made on the incongruent version of 
the Stroop task (Gailliot et al. 2007). This study suggests that glucose administration may replenish 
energy levels available to the brain areas that inhibit erroneous responses, which would otherwise 
run bellow optimal levels. However, response conflict processing is comprised of at least two  
separate processes. Firstly response conflict needs to be detected (Carter, 2007) and then either the 
incorrect response needs to be deactivated or activation of the correct response needs to be 
enhanced (Gratton, Coles and Donchin, 1992). From Gailliot et al.'s (2007) study it is not clear which 
of these processes are affected by glucose administration.
In the current study we sought to expand upon existing research (Gailliot et al. 2007) by 
examining the effects of glucose on ERP potentials related to response conflict detection and 
response modulation. Here we used the flanker task, which can be used to study response conflict 
processing during sensorimotor performance. This task involves the presentation of a central target 
arrow which points either left or right and requires a button to be pressed on the corresponding side 
of space. Surrounding the central arrow are either congruent flanking arrows, facing the same way
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as the central arrow, neutral arrows, consisting of only an arrow stem with no head to indicate a 
direction, or incongruent arrows pointing the opposite direction to the central arrow. Relative to 
neutral flankers, congruent flankers decrease reaction times and error rates, while incongruent 
flankers increase reaction times and error rates (Ridderinkhof et al., 1995). ERP evidence shows that 
incongruent flankers automatically trigger motor preparation of the wrong response before 
preparation of the correct response (Gratton, Coles and Donchin, 1992). Because deactivation of the 
erroneous response is necessary for successful task performance, the flanker task is useful for 
assessing glucose's affects on response inhibition.
To clarify which response conflict processing mechanisms are affected by glucose 
administration we used the N2 potential as a measure of response conflict detection, and the LRP as 
a measure of response modulation. In flanker tasks The N2 component is thought to reflect the first 
of these processes, the detection of incorrect motor activation. For instance an enhanced fronto- 
central N2 is found for incongruent compared to congruent flanker trials of the Eriksen flanker task 
(Hell et al., 2000). This effect appears to be due to response conflict processing rather than simply 
the visual mismatch between target and flanker stimuli. For example when incongruent flankers are 
mapped to the same response as the target or a no-go response there is no enhancement of the N2 
relative to congruent flanker trials. The N2 is not lateralised relative to the erroneous motor activity, 
suggesting this component is related to response conflict detection, rather than deactivation of the 
incorrect response. Furthermore source localisation studies suggest the N2 is generated by the 
anterior cingulate cortex (Van Veen and Carter, 2002). This area is not thought to be involved in 
motor preparation or execution but rather error monitoring (Riddernikhoff et al. 2004), consistent 
with the view that the N2 reflect response conflict detection.
The LRP on the other hand can be used as a measure of modulations to m otor and pre­
motor areas to correct for the activation of erroneous motor activity. Typically incongruent trials 
elicit incorrect response activation prior to the preparation of a correct response. The incorrect 
response activation appears as a negativity over the ipsilateral hemisphere compared to the
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contralateral hemisphere relative to the correct response hand. Therefore when ipsilateral activity is 
subtracted from the contralateral activity in the calculation of the LRP a small positive deflection 
known as the incorrect response activation (IRA) is present. This occurs shortly before the onset of 
the negative potential typically related to correct response activation which is usually larger than the 
IRA. Due to the nature of the LRP as a difference waveform, modulations in the IRA can be due to 
either incorrect response inhibition or correct response facilitation (an increase in correct response 
activity). Nevertheless the LRP is still useful for disambiguating the effects of glucose on motor 
activity modulation from other response inhibition processes such as response conflict detection.
In summary, previous behavioural studies have suggested that elevated BGC due to inter­
individual variation following breakfast in participants free from glucose administration and dietary 
restrictions can speed reaction times on sensorimotor tasks (Donohoe and Benton, 2000). Oral 
administration of glucose also has the effect of elevating BGC, suggesting glucose administration 
may speed sensorimotor function. In the current study we tested the effects of glucose 
administration on flanker task performance while EEG was recorded. From the EEG data we derived 
ERPs which could be used to identify the effects of glucose on sensory and motor processes.
Previous research has also suggested that response inhibition, a key component of sensory motor 
function, may be enhanced by glucose administration (Gailliot et al., 2007), though it is not clear 
which response inhibition mechanisms were affected by glucose administration. In the current study 
we used ERP measures to disambiguate glucose's effects on response inhibition. Here the N2 and 
IRA ERP components were used as measures of response conflict detection and motor modulation 
processes respectively, that are involved in response inhibition.
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Method
Participants
12 participants (6 Males, 6 Females, mean age 25.1 ± 2.1 years) took part in the study. 11 
participants were right handed (HQ: 0.79 ± 0.05) and one was left handed (HQ: -0.67), as assessed by 
the Edinburgh Handedness Inventory (Oldfield, 1971). All participants had normal or corrected-to- 
normal vision. Assessment of circadian rhythm by the Morningness-Eveningness Questionnaire 
(MEQ) (Horne & Ostberg, 1976) showed that 3 of the participants were moderate morning types 
(62.7 ± 1.6), 8 were intermediate types (48.5 ± 1.1) and 1 was a moderate evening type (38). None of 
the participants were diabetic or had any other glucoregulatory problems as assessed by self-report. 
This experiment was given a favourable opinion by the University of Surrey Ethics Committee. All 
participants gave informed consent and were paid £7.50 per hour.
Design
A double-blind within-participants placebo-controlled design was used in which each participant 
was tested in two sessions, receiving glucose in one session and placebo in another, in a 
counterbalanced fashion. The experimenter and participant were both blind to the BGC 
measurements taken during the study.
Materials
Breakfast - To control for initial BGC at the start of the experiment participants were asked to fast 
from midnight prior to the study and eat a standardised breakfast at 8.00 a.m. prior to testing, which 
was provided to them free of charge. The standardised breakfast was similar to the one used by 
Sünram-Lea et al. (2001) and consisted of;
i) 1 New York Bakery Co. Plain Bagel ® (toasted)
ii) Tesco Value Soft Cheese ® (spread thinly over the bagel)
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iii) 1 Yeo Valley Organic Yogurt ® (150g)
Drinks - Glucose/Placebo was administered to participants in drink format. Each type of drink 
(Glucose/Placebo) consisted of 100 ml of water and 100ml of freshly squeezed lemon juice to 
disguise the taste difference between glucose and placebo drinks. Glucose drinks also contained 25g 
of glucose powder whereas placebo drinks instead contained 2mg of saccharin.
Blood Glucose Measurements - Blood samples were obtained using disposable Unistick 3 Comfort 
(Owen Mumford, Ltd.) safety lancets. The blood glucose concentration of these samples was 
assessed using an Ascensia Contour blood glucose m eter (Ascensia Ltd.).
Questionnaires - Prior to the performance of the Flanker task, a set of questionnaires were given to 
participants for completion, comprising; i) The Beck Depression Inventory (BDI) (Beck et al., 1961), ii) 
The Edinburgh Handedness Inventory (Oldfield, 1971) and iii) Horne and Ostberg Morningness- 
Eveningness Questionnaire (Horne and Ostberg, 1976).
Flanker Task -  Figure 4.1 shows a schematic of the trial structure of the flanker task. Each trial 
consisted of the presentation of a fixation dot for 1000ms. This was followed by an array of arrows 
for 100ms and then the presentation of a fixation dot in the centre of the screen for 900ms, in which 
time a response could be made. All stimuli were white and presented against a grey background. 
Arrow arrays consisted of a central target arrow, pointing either left or right, surrounded by flanking 
arrows, see figure 4.1 for an example. Flankers were either congruent arrows, which pointed in the 
same direction as the target arrow, incongruent arrows, which pointed in the opposite direction to 
the target arrow, or neutral flankers, which were arrow stems with no head. Arrows were 0.7° long, 
and had a stem 0.1° wide. The arrow heads were 0.2° long and 0.3° wide. Neutral Flankers were 0.7° 
long, and had a stem 0.1° wide. Participants were required to press a response button on their right
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side of space with their right hand if a right pointing central target arrow was presented, or press a 
button on their left side of space with their left hand if a left pointing central target arrow was 
presented. Instructions were given to respond as fast and as accurately as possible. Participants 
were positioned 85 cm from the screen. The task was arranged into eight 8 blocks of 120 trials, with 
a mandatory 2 minute break between blocks, see figure 4.2 for a schematic representation. Within 
each block there were 40 of each of the 3 possible trials types (congruent, neutral and incongruent), 
presented in a random order.
Fixation Stimulus Response Window
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Figure 4.1. Trial structure of the flanker task. A central fixation dot was presented for 1000ms, followed by an arrow array 
for 100ms then finally a central fixation dot was presented for 900 ms.
Training
Block
\i f = drink
= blood glucose measurem ent
Tim e (M in u tes )
Figure 4.2. Schematic representation of a testing session, Glucose/Placebo drinks were administered at 30 minute 
intervals, while BGC measurements were taken every 15 minutes. The flanker task was performed after administration of 
the second drink in 8 blocks, represented by numbered blue bars.
Procedure
Figure 4.2 provides a graphical illustration of the experimental protocol. Upon arrival at the 
laboratory at 9.30 a.m. participants signed a consent form and the experimenters began setting up 
the EEG (taking around 60 minutes). At ~ 10.30 A.M. a blood glucose measurement was taken, if the
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reading was < 5.5 mmol/litre the first drink was administered and further BGC measurements were 
taken in 15 minute intervals, and 2 more drinks were administered at 30 minute intervals. When an 
initial BGC reading was > 5.5 mmol/litre the experimenter took the readings again in 15 minute 
intervals until a BGC < 5.5 mmol/litre was reached. After administration of the first drink, 
participants were then given the set of questionnaires to complete. 15 minutes after administration 
of the first drink participants performed a training block of the flanker task, which consisted of 30 
practice trials. The flanker task was then performed after administration of the second drink.
EEG Recording - EEG was recorded from Ag/AgCI electrodes based on the International 10-20 System 
(Jasper, 1958) relative to an average reference. The montage consisted of the following sites: Fpl, 
Fp2, Fpz, F7, F8, F3, F4, Fz, FC5, FC6, FCl, FC2, FCz, T7, T8, C3, C4, CP5, CP6, CPI, CP2, Cz, P7, P8, P3, 
P4, Pz, P07, P08, 0 1 , 0 2  and Oz (Impedances were below 5 KO; sampling rate 500Hz). Recordings 
from the left and right earlobe were also taken for offline re-referencing as well as HEOG and VEOG 
from bipolar electrodes.
Data Pre-Processing
ERP Analysis - The data were segmented into trial type (congruent, neutral and incongruent) specific 
stimulus-locked epochs o f -100 pre to 800ms post stimulus onset, and response locked epochs o f - 
600 pre to 200 ms post response. Stimulus-locked epochs were used for N l, P2, N2 and P300 
analysis. These segments were then baseline corrected. Trials with eye blinks (VEOG exceeding 80 
pV), horizontal eye movements (HEOG exceeding 40 pV), or other artefacts based on visual 
inspection were removed. The stimulus-locked and response-locked segments of each participant 
were then averaged into stimulus-locked and response-locked ERPs, respectively. The stimulus- 
locked and response-locked ERPs were used to yield stimulus and response-locked LRPs respectively
using the formula, LRP = [(contra - ipsi) Left Response +  (contra -  ipsi) Right Response] /  2.
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Statistical Analysis
Blood Glucose Concentrations (BGC) - The difference between the first (baseline) BGC in the glucose 
condition and placebo condition was analysed in a paired samples t-test. Assessment of drink effects 
on BGC levels during performance of the flanker was assessed by analysing the BGC 
measurements in a DRINK TYPE x BGC MEASURMENT TIME repeated measures ANOVA. Throughout 
our analysis the Greenhouse-Geisser correction was applied to any violations of sphericity.
Behavioural Data  - Reaction times and error rates (%) were used as behavioural measures. Any 
responses <100 or >1000 ms were discarded from analysis. Errors were defined as incorrect 
responses. Error rates (%) and reaction times (RTs) were separately analysed in mixed ANOVAs 
comprising the within-participant factors DRINK TYPE (glucose, vs. placebo), TRIAL TYPE (congruent, 
vs. neutral, vs. incongruent), BLOCK (1 -  8) and the between-participant factor DRINK ORDER 
(placebo 1^  ^/  glucose 2"'*, vs. glucose 1®^ /  placebo 2"^).
Sequence effect analyses were also performed to investigate how the factor TRIAL TYPE was 
influenced by the TRIAL TYPE of the previous trial. We define the trials for which RTs were analysed 
as "current trials" and trials directly previous (n - 1 )  to these as "previous trials". W e analysed RTs 
collected over the entire experiment using the following factors; DRINK TYPE (placebo vs. glucose), 
PREVIOUS TRIAL TYPE (Congruent vs. Incongruent), CURRENT TRIAL TYPE (Congruent vs.
Incongruent), BLOCK (1 -  8) and DRINK ORDER (placebo 1*^  /  glucose 2"^ vs. glucose 1*^  /  placebo 
2"').
Stimulus-locked ERPs-Tim e  windows for amplitude analysis of the N l, P2 and P3 potentials were 
selected based on visual inspection of the grand average ERPs, see Figure 4.7. The N l amplitude was 
measured in the time window of 160 -1 9 0  ms at posterior electrode sites (P07, 01 , Oz, 0 2  and 
P08). The P2 amplitude was measured in a 210 - 240 ms time window at fronto-central midline 
electrode sites (Fz and Cz). Finally, the P3 amplitude was measured in the time window of 300 - 450
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ms at posterior electrode sites (CPI, P3, Pz, P4 and CP2). For each potential the mean voltages in 
their respective windows were analysed in a mixed ANOVA with the factors DRINK TYPE, TRIAL TYPE, 
ELECTRODE and DRINK TEST ORDER.
Stimulus and response-locked LRPs - The jack-knife procedure was applied to the LRP data in order to 
increase the signal-to-noise ratio of our data for measuring onset latencies. This involves analyses on 
subsamples of the data created by iteratively leaving out one participant, this creates n subsets each 
with n - 1  participants. For an introduction to this approach see Miller, Patterson and Ulrich (1998). 
Stimulus-locked LRP onset latencies were measured as the time point at which 50% of the LRP peak 
amplitude was reached, a criterion recommended by Miller, Patterson and Ulrich (1998). Analysis 
was performed on ELECTRODE PAIRS C3/4, C P l/2  and CP5/6. The response-locked LRP onset latency 
was chosen as the time point at which 90% of the peak amplitude was recorded, this criterion was 
based on the recommendations of Miller, Patterson and Ulrich (1998). The response-locked LRP 
amplitude was measured in the time window of -60 to -20 ms for all trial types at ELECTRODE PAIRS 
C3/4, C P l/2  and CP5/6. Stimulus and response-locked LRP onset latencies and amplitudes were 
separately analysed in a mixed ANOVA comprised of the factors DRINK TYPE, TRIAL TYPE,
ELECTRODE PAIR and DRINK ORDER.
MEP - MEP amplitudes were measured in a 20-50 ms time window of the response-locked LRP at 
ELECTRODE PAIRS C P l/2 , CP5/6 and P3/4. Mean voltages were then analysed in a mixed ANOVA 
comprised of the factors DRINK TYPE, TRIAL TYPE, ELECTRODE and DRINK TEST ORDER.
N2 - The N2 amplitude was measured in a 270-300 ms time window at frontocentral electrode sites 
(Fpz, Fz and FCz) of the stimulus-locked ERP. The mean voltage of the N2 was analysed in a mixed 
ANOVA comprising the factors DRINK TYPE, TRIAL TYPE, ELECTRODE and DRINK TEST ORDER.
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IRA - The amplitude of the IRA was analysed in a 225 -  275ms time window of the stimulus-locked 
LRP for incongruent trials at ELECTRODE PAIRS C3/4, C P l/2  and CP5/6. However this revealed 
outlying values for one participant of more than 2.5 standard deviations in the placebo condition on 
each of the ELECTRODE PAIRS. Consequently this participant was removed from the analyses. Once 
this value was removed visual inspection of the stimulus-locked LRP showed that the IRA peak was 
shifted to a different latency range and mean voltage was analysed in a 230 to 260ms time window  
again at ELECTRODE PAIRS C3/4, C P l/2  and CP5/6. To confirm the presence of the IRA a comparison 
between baseline (-100 to 0ms) and the IRA peak amplitude was made. Specifically mean voltages 
were then analysed in a mixed ANOVA which comprised of the factors DRINK TYPE, TIME W INDOW  (- 
100 to 0 ms, 230 to 260 ms), ELECTRODE PAIR and DRINK ORDER.
Additionally as a measure of whether the IRA voltage was significantly different in both drink 
conditions from baseline (-100 to 0 ms) we conducted separate mixed ANOVAs for each drink 
condition comprised of the factors ELECTRODE PAIR (C3/4, C P l/2 , CP5/6) and TIME W INDOW  (-100 
to 0 ms and 230 to 260 ms).
Results
Blood Glucose Concentrations
Figure 4.3 suggests that initial blood glucose concentrations for both placebo and glucose conditions 
were no different from each other (placebo mean 5.1 ±S.E. 0.2 M m ol/litre; glucose 5.3 ±0.2 
M m ol/litre). This was confirmed by a paired samples t-test which found no-significant difference 
between groups, t (11) = 1.17, p = 0.27. Furthermore BGC in the period of flanker task performance 
(30 -  90 minutes) were significantly elevated in the glucose condition (6.9 ±0.2 M m ol/litre) 
compared to the placebo (5.0 ±0.2 M m ol/litre). Statistical analysis confirmed this with a main effect 
of DRINK TYPE, F (1 ,10 ) = 78.12, p < 0.01, = 0.89.
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Figure 4.3. Mean Blood glucose concentrations at 15 minute intervals across the experiment for placebo (blue lines) and 
glucose (red lines). The grey shaded area indicates the time period in which flanker task was performed. Error bars 
represent the standard error of the mean.
Behavioural Measures
Reaction Times - Figure 4.4 shows the usual effect that incongruent trials slowed RTs compared to 
congruent and neutral trials. Statistical analysis verified this with a main effect of TRIAL TYPE, F (2, 
20) = 259.35, p < 0.01, r|p^= 0.96. Bonferroni adjusted pairwise comparisons showed that RTs on 
incongruent trials (428 ±10 ms) were slowed significantly compared to congruent trials (376 ±10 ms) 
and neutral trials (376 ±9 ms), p < 0.01. However, and importantly for the current study, drink 
administration did not affect RTs, statistical analysis confirmed that there was no main effect of 
DRINK TYPE, F (1 ,10) = 0.60, p = 0.46, Pp^= 0.06, or interaction between DRINK TYPE and TRIAL TYPE, 
F (2, 20) = 0.96, p = 0.40, 0.09.
Error Rates - Incongruent trials elicited more errors than congruent or neutral trials, as shown in 
figure 4.4. This produced a significant effect of TRIAL TYPE F (2, 20) = 21.27, p < 0.01, r)p^  = 0.68  
bonferroni adjusted pairwise comparisons showed that more errors occurred on incongruent trials 
(5.08 ±0.98 %), compared to congruent (0.52 ±0.13 %) and neutral (0.44 ±0.13 %) trials, p < 0.01. 
However, there was no effect of DRINK TYPE, F (1 ,10) = 1.92, p = 0.20, Pp^  = 0.16 and no DRINK x
TRIAL TYPE interaction, F (2, 20) = 0.79, p = 0.92, Pp^= 0.01.
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Figure 4.4. Mean Reaction times (lines) and error percentage rates (bars) on congruent, neutral and incongruent flanker 
trials for placebo (blue) and glucose (red). Error bars represent the standard error or the mean.
Block Effects - Figure 4.5 demonstrates how RTs became faster over successive blocks of the 
experiment. This was confirmed statistically with a main effect of BLOCK F (7, 70) = 11.47, p < 0.01, 
Pp^= 0.53. Furthermore when glucose was administered in session 1 and placebo in session 2, we see 
that RTs on block 1 were initially slowed by glucose administration compared to placebo, though not 
on successive blocks. Yet this effect was not present when placebo was administered in session 1 
and glucose in session 2, where RTs were not modulated by the type of drink administered. This 
observation was supported statistically by a significant DRINK TYPE x DRINK ORDER x BLOCK 
interaction, F (7, 70) = 2.17, p = 0.05, 0.18. Post hoc analysis of block 1 using a 2 x 2 mixed ANOVA 
comprised of the factors DRINK TYPE and DRINK ORDER revealed a significant main effect of DRINK 
TYPE, F (1 ,10) = 6.71, p = 0.03, Pp^  = 0.40 and a highly significant DRINK TYPE x DRINK ORDER 
interaction, F (1 ,10) = 9.65, p = 0.01, Pp^= 0.49. Bonferroni adjusted paired samples t-tests revealed 
a significant slowing by glucose (436 ±24 ms) compared to placebo (384 ±26 ms), t (5) = 3.32, p =
0.21, when glucose was administered in the first session and placebo in the second. Whereas when 
placebo was administered in the first session and glucose in the second, RTs in the glucose condition 
(407 ±10 ms) were not significantly different from placebo (412 ±9 ms), t (5) = 0.50, p = 0.64.
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Figure 4.5 shows that error rates remain constant across successive blocks of the flanker 
task, this observation was supported by the lack of a main effect of BLOCK, F (7, 70) = 1.68, p = 0.13, 
Hp^  = 0.14. Furthermore errors for both glucose and placebo administration appear highly similar to 
each other, which was verified statistically by the lack of a main effect of DRINK TYPE (1,10) = 1.92, p 
= 0.20, rip^= 0.16. In addition DRINK TYPE did not interact with any other factors (p > 0.05).
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Figure 4.5. Mean reaction time (lines) and percentage error rates (bars) across successive blocks of the flanker task for 
glucose (red) and placebo (blue) administration. Data points are the mean of all trial types, error bars are represent the 
standard error of the mean.
Sequential Effects
Reaction Times - Figure 4.6 shows the usual sequence effect that when trials are preceded by the 
same trial type that RTs are faster than when preceded by the opposite trial type. This was 
supported statistically by a PREVIOUS TRIAL x CURRENT TRIAL interaction, F (1,10) = 18.58, p < 0.01, 
Hp^  = 0.65. For each current trial type (congruent and incongruent) the difference in RTs between 
when the previous trial was congruent and when the previous trial was incongruent were calculated 
(previous congruent minus previous incongruent). Negative difference values therefore indicate that 
previous incongruent trials slow current trial RTs relative to previous congruent trials, whereas 
positive difference values show previous incongruent trials speed current trial RTs relative to 
previous congruent trials. We observed a negative difference value for congruent current trials (-5 
±2 ms) and a positive difference value for incongruent current trials (4 ±2 ms), indicating that both
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types of trials were responded to more quickly when preceded by the same trial type. The difference 
between these values was found to be significant, t (11) = 4.15, p <0.01. However drink 
administration failed to modulate the observed sequence effect, confirmed statistically by a non­
significant DRINK TYPE x PREVIOUS TRIAL x CURRENT TRIAL interaction, F (1 ,10) = 0.54, p = 0.48,
= 0.05.
Error Rates Analysis - Sequence effects are also apparent for error rates in figure 4.6, trials preceded 
by the same trial type elicited fewer errors than when preceded by the opposite trial type. This was 
confirmed by a significant PREVIOUS TRIAL x CURRENT TRIAL interaction, F (1 ,10) = 6.90, p = 0.03,
= 0.41. For each current trial type (congruent and incongruent) the difference in error rates 
between when the previous trial was congruent versus incongruent (previous trial congruent minus 
previous trial incongruent) was calculated. Congruent current trials (-0.35 ±0.24 %) produced a 
negative mean difference whereas a positive mean difference value was found for incongruent 
current trials (1.74 ±0.77 %), the difference between these two values was found to be significant, t 
(11) = 2.88, p = 0.02. However there was no DRINK x PREVIOUS TRIAL x CURRENT TRIAL interaction, 
F ( l ,  10) = 1.26, p = 0.29, Hp'=0.11.
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Figure 4.6. Mean RTs (lines) and error rates (bars) for congruent (grey) and Incongruent (white) trials as a function of the 
preceding trial type (congruent or incongruent). Error bars represent standard error.
Block Effects - The null effect of drink administration on sequence effects was ubiquitous throughout 
all blocks of the task for RTs and errors. We observed a non-significant DRINK TYPE x PREVIOUS 
TRAIL X CURRENT TRIAL x BLOCK interaction for RTs, F (7 ,7 0 ) = 0.80, p = 0.59, rip^= 0.07 and error 
rates, F (7 ,70 ) = 1.02, p = 0.43, Pp^  = 0.09.
Electrophysiological Data
Sensory Processing (Visuol-Evoked Potentials) - Figure 4.7 suggests that glucose administration did 
not affect the amplitude of any of the sensory-evoked potentials. This was confirmed by the lack of a 
main effect of DRINK TYPE on the amplitudes of the N l, F (1 ,10 ) = 3.22, p = 0.10, Pp^  = 0.24, P2, F (1,
10) = 0.59, p = 0.46, Pp^= 0.05 and P3, F (1 ,10) = 0.52, p = 0.49, Pp^= 0.05.
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Figure 4.7. Stimulus-locked grand average ERPs calculated from all trial types for placebo (blue) and glucose (red). The time 
window for ERP analysis are indicated with grey bars for the N l (analysed at electrode sites P07, 01 , Oz, 02  and P08), P2 
(analysed at electrode sites Fz and Cz), N2 (analysed at electrode sites Fpz, Fz and FCz) and the P3 (analyzed at electrode 
sites CPI, P3, Pz, P4 and CP2).
Response Selection Latency (Stimulus-lockecI LRP onset) - Figure 4 .BA indicates that the onset latency 
of the LRP was delayed for incongruent trials. Statistical analysis confirmed a main effect of TRIAL 
TYPE, F (2, 20) = 156.52, p < 0.01. Bonferroni corrected pair-wise comparisons showed that onset 
latencies in the incongruent condition (318 ±0.42 ms) were indeed delayed relative to the neutral 
condition (248 ±0.37 ms), p < 0.01, and congruent condition (240 ±0.44 ms), p < 0 .0 1 . However 
there was no effect of DRINK TYPE, F (1 ,10) = 2.13, p = 0.18.
M otor Preparation Latency (Response-Locked LRP onset) - Figure 4.8B shows that there was no effect 
of glucose on the response locked LRP onset latencies. This was confirmed by the absence of a main 
effect of DRINK TYPE, F (1 ,10) = 0.232, p = 0.64.
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M otor Programming (Response-locked LRP amplitude) - Figure 4.SB suggests that there was no 
influence of glucose administration on the response-locked LRP amplitude. This was confirmed by 
statistical analysis, as there was no significant main effect of the factor DRINK TYPE on the response- 
locked LRP amplitude, F (1 ,10 ) = 0.55, p = 0.48, = 0.05. However there was a main effect of TRIAL
TYPE, F (2, 20) = 17.35, p < 0.01, rip^= 0.63. Pairwise comparisons revealed this difference to be due 
to an amplitude reduction on both congruent (-2.02 ±0.26 pV) and neutral (-2.01 ±0.25 pV) trials 
relative to incongruent trials (-2.71 ±0.27 pV), p < 0.01.
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Figure 4.8. LRPs (pooled C3/4, CP5/6, C P l/2 ) on congruent, neutral and incongruent trials for placebo (blue) and glucose 
(red). The grey bars indicate the time period window used for amplitude analysis. Box A contains the stimulus-locked LRPs 
(indicative of response selection), whereas Box B contains the response-locked LRPs (which index response programming).
Post-Response Haptic Processing - Figure 4.9 shows that higher MEP amplitudes were recorded in 
the placebo (1.30 ±0.30 pV) compared to the glucose condition (0.97 ±0.32 pV). This observation 
was supported by statistical analysis which found a significant main effect of DRINK TYPE, F (1 ,1 0 ) =
12.66, p < 0.01, r|p = 0.56.
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Figure 4.9. Motor-evoked potential collapsed across trial types (congruent, neutral and incongruent) and pooled across 
electrode-pairs C P l/2 , CP5/6 and P3/4 for placebo (blue) and glucose (red). The grey bar indicates the time window used 
for amplitude analysis.
Response Conflict Processing 
Response Conflict Detection (N2) - Examination of figure 4.7 shows there is no difference in N2 
amplitude between drink conditions. This was supported by the lack of a main effect of DRINK TYPE 
(F (1 ,10) = 0.33, p = 0.58, rip^= 0.03. However, we did observe an effect of TRIAL TYPE, F (2, 20) = 
9.82, p < 0.01, r|p^= 0.50. Bonferroni corrected multiple comparisons revealed that the N2 amplitude 
on incongruent trials was more negative (-1.50 ±0.87 pV) than on congruent trials (-0.11 ±1.11 pV), p 
= 0.01, but not neutral trials (-0.84 ±0.88 pV), p = 0.11.
M otor Modulation (IRA) - Figure 4.10 indicates that the IRA appears present in both placebo and 
glucose conditions, where the outlying participant's values have been removed. This was confirmed 
with a main effect of TIME WINDOW , F (1, 9) = 12.20, p < 0.01, r|p^= 0.58, the amplitude of the IRA 
(0.35 ±0.1 pV) was higher than baseline activity (0 ±0 pV). Furthermore there was a non-significant 
DRINK TYPE x TIME W INDOW interaction, F (1, 9) = 1.28, p = 0.29, 0.12.
However Figure 4.11 shows the distribution of the placebo IRA amplitudes across 
participants are equally both positive and negative in polarity. In contrast, the glucose IRA 
amplitudes are mostly positive. This was confirmed statistically, in the glucose condition the IRA 
amplitude was significantly greater compared to baseline, F (1, 9) = 15.12, p < 0.01, = 0.63. In
contrast, the IRA amplitude failed to be significantly different from baseline in the placebo condition, 
F ( l ,  9) = 2.78, p = 0.13, np^=0.24.
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Figure 4.10. Stimulus-locked grand-average LRP pooled across electrodes C3/4, C p l/2  and Cp5/6 on incongruent trials for 
placebo (blue) and glucose (red). The time windows used for analysis are indicated by grey bars. ERPs for the participants 
with outlying IRA values have been excluded from the grand-average LRP in this figure.
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activation for electrodes pairs C3/4, CP 1/2 and CP5/6 for placebo (blue) and glucose (red).
Discussion
This study aimed to investigate whether glucose administration could affect sensorimotor processing 
and if so whether sensory or motor processing were preferentially affected. We failed to find any 
statistically significant effects of glucose administration on RTs or error rates when we analysed data 
from the whole duration of our study. However post-hoc analyses showed that glucose 
unexpectedly slowed down RTs relative to placebo in the first block of our task to the same 
magnitude across all trial types. Furthermore the session in which glucose was administered
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interacted with the slowing effects of glucose. For the participants who were administered glucose 
in the first session and placebo in the second session the slowing effect of glucose was present. 
Despite the low sample size involved in this analysis we observed a large effect size for this 
phenomenon. When the order of drink administration was reversed the glucose slowing effect 
disappeared. Error rates were also decreased in the glucose condition on the first block, possibly 
indicating that a speed accuracy trade off occurred, however this effect was not statistically 
significant. These results may therefore indicate that glucose slows sensorimotor function when 
participants are inexperienced at a particular task, where stimulus-response mapping may be less 
habitual (Yin, 2006). In support of this explanation we found that RTs were speeded across 
successive blocks, suggesting that some form of learning occurred during the task, potentially an 
enhancement of stimulus-response associations. The finding that glucose affected RTs at the start of 
the experiment where RTs were slowest, and arguably participants found the task most difficult, fits 
with previous work showing high task difficulty to be a prerequisite for finding glucose effects on 
cognition (Kennedy and Scholey, 2000).
The precise physiological mechanisms through which glucose administration slows RTs can 
only be tentatively postulated at the current time. One of the best candidates may be the slowing of 
neural conduction velocity by changes in the Na+ ion channels involved in neural impulse 
transduction along the axon of neurons. Excess glucose metabolism can lead to oxidative stress 
through an increase in the production of free radicals. This in turn can lead to the activation of the 
MAP kinase p38, which docks with Na^l.S, the predominant Na+ channel at nodes of Ranvier. 
Docking of p38 with Na^ , 1.6 can result in a reduction in Na+ influx current density during action 
potentials, thereby slowing nerve conduction velocity. Therefore the slowing of RTs in the current 
study as a consequence of glucose administration could be due to the effects of oxidative stress on 
neural conduction velocity (for a review of glucose neurotoxicity see Tomlinson and Gardiner, 2008). 
Previously it has been reported that nerve conduction velocity slowing starts to appear two to three  
weeks after diabetes onset (Eliasson, 1964). However it is possible that transient slowing of nerve
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conduction velocity may occur after much shorter periods of BGC elevation, though further research 
is needed in order to confirm whether such transient changes can occur.
In conjunction with previous studies the current experiment expands our knowledge of the 
effects of BGC on sensorimotor function. Previously it has been observed that participants with > 
mid-range BGC (> 5.1 M m ol/litre) had faster RTs than participants with lower BGC (< 4.1 M m ol/litre) 
(Donohoe & Benton, 2000). The current study suggests that BGC at the upper limit of the normal 
range (7 M m ol/litre) can also slow RTs compared to mid range levels (5 M m ol/litre). Therefore there 
may be an inverted-U shaped function between sensorimotor function and BGC, in which 
sensorimotor function performs optimally at mid-range BGC (5 M m ol/litre), though may start to 
suffer if BGC falls below or rises above this level. Previously an inverted-U shaped function has been 
reported between glucose dose size and memory performance, suggesting that an inverted-U 
shaped function between BGC and cognitive performance may be a general property of glucose's 
effects on mental functioning (Parsons and Gold, 1992).
Unfortunately an ERP analysis restricted to the time range of the glucose slowing effect was 
impossible due to a limited number of trials. Nevertheless we analysed ERPs derived from all 
artefact-free trials in each session in case glucose exerted any effects on sensorimotor processes 
that were undetectable from behavioural measures. However we failed to find any effect of glucose 
on ERPs related to sensory (N l, P2, P3) or motor processing (LRP), which could determine the locus 
of glucose's effects on sensorimotor processing. Future experiments should keep S-R association low 
for the entire duration of an experiment, perhaps by using novel stimuli on each block, in order to 
determine which sensory and/or motor components are affected by glucose administration.
Despite the lack of glucose effects on visual-evoked potentials or the LRP, we did find that a 
potential indicative of post-response haptic perception known as the M otor Evoked Potential (MEP) 
was reduced in amplitude by glucose compared to placebo. The MEP is thought to be generated by 
activation of the somatsosensory cortex following the appliance of pressure to the fingers during 
response execution (Okada et al., 1992). However, because no behavioural measures of haptic
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perception were recorded, it is impossibie to be certain of the functional significance of giucose's 
effect on the MEP.
Another aim of the current study was to investigate the effect of glucose administration on 
response inhibition processes. Previously it has been reported that giucose administration can 
enhance response inhibition (Gailiiot et ai. 2007). However, because the giucose slowing effect was 
the same magnitude across trials types, the results of the current study suggest that glucose does 
not affect response inhibition, instead a more piausibie explanation is that glucose slowed the same 
sensorimotor processes common to aii three trial types. Our ERP analysis confirmed this 
interpretation. For instance there was no difference in the N2 amplitude, an eiectrophysioiogicai 
marker of response conflict detection (Neil et ai., 2000), or on the iRA component an index of motor 
moduiation in response to detected response conflict (Gratton, Coies and Donchin, 1992).
However, while glucose did not enhance or impair response inhibition, our ERP data indicate 
that giucose may have reduced the variabiiity of erroneous response activation. Specificaiiy, we 
observed that glucose reduces the variability of the IRA amplitude. This reduction meant the iRA 
activation after giucose administration was consistentiy above baseline, however this was not so for 
the placebo condition. Our results may therefore suggest that glucose reduces the variance in the 
excitability of the motor cortex so that flanker stimuli can consistently produce the same level of 
activation, whereas this is not the case for placebo administration. Aiternatively it may be that that 
response inhibition mechanisms that modulate motor preparation activity are iess variabie after 
giucose administration compared to placebo.
In summary, our main findings are that glucose administration slowed sensorimotor 
processing when participants were inexperienced at a sensorimotor task. Unfortunately, due to the 
limited number of trials on which the giucose slowing effect was found, it was impossibie to use 
ERPs to determine which sensorimotor processes were affected. Nevertheiess, an analysis of ERPs 
generated from triais recorded across the duration of the task revealed that glucose affected haptic 
and motor processes, though these effects appear to be unreiated to the RT slowing effect of
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glucose. Firstly the MEP was decreased by glucose administration, suggesting that glucose 
modulates post-response haptic perception. In addition, IRA amplitude variabiiity was reduced after 
glucose administration compared to piacebo. Foilowing glucose administration the IRA was 
consistently above baseline, whereas after placebo administration this was not the case. One 
expianation for this effect is that giucose administration reduced the variation motor cortex 
excitability so that flanker stimuii consistentiy produced a similar degree of activation between 
individuals, whereas after placebo administration this was not the case. Aiternatively it may be that 
response inhibition mechanisms were more variabie following piacebo administration relative to the 
giucose condition.
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Chapter 5: Study 3 - Glucose 
Administration Slows Reaction 
Times in a Flanker Task with 
Arbitrary Stimulus-Response
Mapping
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Abstract
Two divergent views are currently held about the effect of glucose drinks on cognitive performance. 
On one side, empirical evidence suggests that giucose drinks can faciiitate any sufficiently difficult 
cognitive task (Kennedy & Schoiey, 2000; Schoiey, Harper & Kennedy, 2001). On the other side, 
reports from schools suggest that glucose consumption can worsen cognitive performance (Park, 
2008; Radnedge, 2009). However, these giucose siowing effects have never been demonstrated 
experimentaily. Study 2 indicated that reaction times (RTs) are siowed when participants are 
unfamiliar with a sensorimotor task. In the current study we tested the hypothesis that low stimulus 
response association (S-R association) couid be necessary to demonstrate a giucose siowing effect 
on RTs. Here, in a double-biind between-participants design, 24 participants (12 per group) 
performed a modified version of the Erisken Flanker task (Eriksen & Eriksen, 1974) while receiving 
either giucose or placebo drinks. In this version of the task the mapping between stimuius and 
response type was arbitrary and was changed every 80 trials. This manipulation was designed to 
keep S-R association consistentiy iow for the duration of the study. Our findings were that the 
administration of giucose drinks siowed RTs across the entire duration of the task while leaving error 
rates unaffected. Fianker compatibiiity effects were also not altered by glucose administration. W e  
argue that the giucose slowing effect observed in the current study supports the hypothesis that 
giucose slows the mapping o la  response to a stimulus when S-R association is low.
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In popular culture sugary drinks are often portrayed as having negative effects on concentration and 
other cognitive functions. One school in North America has banned foods high in sugar on these 
grounds, with an apparent improvement in the behaviour of the pupils (Park, 2008). Similar stories 
have been reported in the United Kingdom (Radnedge, 2009). Furthermore study 2 showed that RTs 
were siowed by glucose administration compared to placebo when participants were unpractised at 
an arrow version of the fianker task.
However a potential glucose impairment effect is in contrast to the majority of empirical 
studies suggesting that glucose enhances cognitive function (Riby, 2004; Messier, 2004). The 
discrepancy in the supposed effects of glucose on cognition between empirical studies, typically 
using young aduits, and the reports from schools could be due to the many reasons, e.g. age 
differences between undergraduate students and younger schooi pupils. However, to the author's 
knowledge, no previous experimental study outside of our laboratory has demonstrated a decline in 
cognitive performance after giucose administration reiative to piacebo in adults or children. One 
explanation is that situationai factors which co-vary with glucose consumption, for instance children 
may drink giucose when socialising with other children, which may be the cause hyperactive 
behaviour (Krummel et al., 1996). However, an alternative explanation is that glucose administration 
alone can worsen cognitive performance and that empirical studies have not used the appropriate 
drink dose or cognitive task to demonstrate this effect.
Reviewing the neuropsychological literature however, it is puzzling why giucose should 
worsen cognitive performance as a direct consequence of drink administration. Most expianations 
for giucose faciiitation effects start with the fact that information processing in the brain is energy 
dependent, and requires glucose as a primary energy substrate (Messier, 2004). Furthermore the 
brain receives almost all supplies of its giucose from the blood and has limited reserves of its own 
(ibrahim, 1975; W ender et al., 1975). Therefore it seems iikely that if energy avaiiability runs low 
then the rate of glucose dependent processes necessary for cognitive function, for example 
neurotransmitter synthesis or ion transport, may be reduced, and thereby limit cognitive function.
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Consequently, if giucose availability to the brain is increased through elevations in BGC by the 
administration of a giucose drink/cognitive activity might be enhanced by increasing the rate at 
which giucose dependent processes can operate. With this explanation we would expect children's 
cognitive functioning to be improved just as in young aduits used in psychological studies that have 
found giucose facilitation effects in declarative and working memory tasks. There therefore exists a 
discrepancy between the view that the consumption of giucose drinks results in poorer cognitive 
performance and those of scientists who find facilitation of cognitive processes after the 
consumption of a glucose drink.
Empirical data on a possible "glucose impairment" effect on cognitive function are therefore 
lacking. Previous studies have demonstrated reliably that declarative memory and executive 
function (Riby, 2004) are enhanced by glucose administration, however it may be that other 
cognitive tasks show different effects in response to giucose. in the present study we therefore  
sought to investigate the glucose slowing effect on RTs that we observed in study 2. We felt this 
research was necessary because both sensory and motor functions are essential to human life. 
Sensory information forms the input to all cognitive faculties, while motor responses can be thought 
of as the output of the brain, which all other cognitive operations are designed to influence. In 
addition there is a clear practical aspect to this work because sensorimotor function is of particular 
importance for sports persons and military personnel who rely on fast and accurate reactions for 
successful performance of their roles.
Empirical studies reveal that RTs are faster after glucose administration compared to 
placebo on tasks such as visual-search and memory-search (Meikle, Riby and Stoliery, 2004). 
However such tasks involve working memory and long-term retrieval processes, which have been 
found to be facilitated by giucose (for reviews see Messier, 2004; Riby, 2004). Therefore from these 
studies it is difficult to determine whether sensorimotor function is facilitated by giucose, or simply 
the memory components of these tasks. In other studies however the effect of giucose 
administration on sensorimotor function has been studied in more isolation from other processes.
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One study did this using the Hick Task and found that giucose drinks had no effect on RTs compared 
to piacebo (Benton and Donohoe, 2004). However when glucose was given in conjunction with a 
dietary supplement designed to increase acetylcholine synthesis, choice RTs were faster than 
placebo. Unfortunately in this study details of the size of the giucose dose given to participants were 
not given and therefore it is impossible to draw conclusions about the appropriate dose that could 
influence RT performance.
Other research has looked at how BGC can influence sensorimotor function without glucose 
drink administration. One experiment using the Hick task found that pre-task elevations in BGC can 
speed RTs. in this study participants were not placed under any specific dietary restrictions, though 
aii had consumed breakfast before testing began between 9:00 and 12:00 AM. Furthermore 
participants were not administered giucose, and instead the effect on inter-individuai variability on 
sensorimotor performance was assessed. The findings were that those who began the Hick task with 
BGC above 5.2 m m oi/iitre had faster decision times than participants who started with BGC below  
4.1 mm ol/iitre, suggesting that elevated BGC during task performance lead to faster sensorimotor 
function (Donohoe & Benton, 2000).
Unfortunately Donohoe and Benton (2000) did not provide details of the central tendency or 
dispersion of BGC for their high BGC condition, making it unclear how similar the BGC in this 
condition was to the typical elevations in BGC observed following the administration of 25g of 
giucose of 7 (S.E. ±1) M m ol/iitre. This therefore makes it difficult to form predictions about how  
giucose administration may affect sensorimotor function compared to placebo administration. It is 
possible that glucose administration could result in faster RTs compared to placebo if BGC affect RTs 
in a linear fashion within the normal BGC range ( 5 - 7  m m ol/litre). However, an inverted U-shaped 
function between BGC and declarative memory performance has been reported previously (Parsons 
and Gold, 1992). Therefore it is possible that glucose administration may result in a slowing of RTs 
compared to placebo.
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W e can therefore see that the existing research has substantial problems in answering the 
question of how giucose administration affects sensorimotor function. The findings of study 2 were 
that RTs were slowed on the Eriksen Flanker Task to the same extent across trial types (congruent, 
neutral and incongruent flanking arrows) after giucose administration compared to piacebo when 
participants were unpractised (during the first 120 out of a total of 960 trials) on the first session.
We hypothesise that a weak S-R association may have been present during the eariy stages of task 
performance (Yin, 2006), and therefore giucose may slow the process of consciously mapping a 
response to a stimuius prior to sub-cortical brain regions subsuming this process (Bayley, Frascino & 
Squire, 2005). Indeed, in study 2 we observed a speeding of RTs over successive blocks of the task 
with no detrim ent to error rates, suggesting that S-R association may have been strengthened across 
the duration of each session. However this study used a within-participants design in which 
participants attended two sessions, receiving placebo in one session and giucose in another in a 
counterbalanced fashion. Therefore half of participants received giucose in the first session then 
placebo in the other session and vice versa for the other half of participants. Consequently we 
needed to adopt a between-participants analysis to analyse the effects of glucose at the beginning of 
testing. However this halved our sample size to an n of 6, hampering our ability to make reliable 
conclusions.
In the current study we sought to keep S-R association consistently low (non-automatic) for 
the entire task duration (30 minutes). W e aimed at achieving low S-R association by using letter 
stimuli that were highly arbitrary with regard to the response they were assigned to and changing 
the stimuli used across successive blocks of 80 trials. W e also used a between-participants design so 
as to exclude session effects from our analysis. We hypothesised that glucose would slow RTs for the 
duration of the current study based on the results of our first experiment.
Furthermore previous studies have suggested that response inhibition may be enhanced by 
giucose administration relative to piacebo (Gailiiot et al. 2007) therefore we aimed to replicate this 
finding by using a letter version of the Eriksen Flanker Task. Our paradigm was similar to Gratton,
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Coles and Donchin (1992). Essentially the participant's task is to responds to stimuii comprised of a 
central target letter which is flanked by two letters either side that are either congruent ("SSSSS", 
"HHHHH") or incongruent ("HHSHH", "SSHSS") to the central target. As shown in the examples, 
stimuii are constructed from combinations of letters pairs, where one response is assigned to one 
target letter and another response to the other target letter. The aim of this manipulation is to cause 
response facilitation/conflict in the congruent/incongruent conditions, respectively. Based on the 
previous studies (Gailiiot et ai. 2007) we anticipated that in the glucose condition there would be an 
interaction between trial type and drink administration for RTs. Specificaiiy the siowing of RTs by 
glucose administration relative to placebo on incongruent trials might be less than that on congruent 
trials if glucose facilitates the inhibition of erroneous responses. Such an effect of giucose on 
response inhibition also leads to the prediction that error rates would be reduced on incongruent 
trials in the glucose condition relative to placebo.
Methods
Participants
24 right-handed undergraduate students (20.1 ± 0.7 years; 21 females) with normal or corrected-to- 
normal vision took part in this study. The handedness scores of the placebo and glucose group did 
not significantly differ (HQ (placebo): 0.8 ± 0.1; HQ (glucose): 0.92 ± 0.03; t (22) = 1.1, p = 0.29. 
Glucose and placebo groups were also matched for levels of anxiety and depression using the 
Hospital Anxiety and Depression Scale (HADS; Zigmond and Snaith, 1983) ratings as a measure. 
Anxiety ratings were similar for the placebo (6.9 ± 0.95) and the glucose group (6.6 ± 0.88), t  (22) = 
0.26, p = 0.80). Similarly, depression ratings did not differ significantly between the piacebo (3.0 ± 
0.88) and glucose group (2.5 ± 0.5; t (22) = 0.49, p = 0.63. There was also no significant difference in 
the Morningness-Eveningness scores between the placebo (44.1 ± 2.23) and glucose group (48.5 ±
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1.86, t (22) = 1.52, p = 0.14. This experiment was approved by the Ethics Committee of the University 
of Surrey. All participants gave informed consent and were paid £7.50 per hour.
Design
A double-blind between participants design was used in which participants attended one session and 
were administered either giucose or placebo drinks. The experimenter and participant were both 
blind to the BGC measurements taken during the study.
Materials
Breakfast - To control for initiai BGC at the start of the experiment participants were asked to fast 
from midnight prior to the study and eat a standardised breakfast at 8.00 A.M. prior to testing, 
which was provided to them free of charge. The standardised breakfast was similar to the one used 
by Sünram-Lea et ai. (2001) and consisted of;
i) 1 New York Bakery Co. Plain Bagel ® (toasted)
ii) Tesco Value Soft Cheese ® (spread thinly over the bagel) 
ill) l Y e o  Valley Organic Yogurt ® (150g)
iv) No more than 100ml of water
Drinks - Glucose/Placebo was administered to participants in drink format. Each type of drink 
(Glucose/Placebo) consisted of 100 ml of water and 100ml of freshly squeezed lemon juice to 
disguise the taste difference between glucose and placebo. The difference between drink types was 
that giucose drinks contained 25g of glucose powder whereas placebo drinks contained 2mg of 
saccharin.
Blood Glucose Measurements -  Blood giucose concentration (BGC) was measured throughout 
performance of the memory task, and was taken prior to drink administration to ensure that aii
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participants began the experiment with a BGC of < 5.5 m m ol/iitre. Blood samples were obtained 
using disposable Unistick 3 Comfort (Owen Mumford, Ltd.) safety iancets. The BGC of these samples 
was assessed using a Hemocue 201+ blood giucose m eter (Hemocue Ltd.).
Procedure
Study Protoco l- From midnight before the start of the study participants were required to fast, and 
were only allowed to drink water if they became thirsty. On the morning of the study at 8.00 A.M. 
participants ate the standardised breakfast. After eating this breakfast they were allowed to drink 
water if thirsty until they arrived at the laboratory at 9.30 A.M.
Figure 5.1 provides a schematic representation of the sequence and duration of events 
during the study. Upon arrival at the laboratory the participant's blood giucose concentration (BGC) 
level was measured, if the BGC was < 5.5 m m ol/iitre, participants were administered their first drink. 
If their initial BGC was > 5.5 m m ol/litre then BGC measures were taken at 15 minute intervals until 
BGC became < 5.5 mmol/litre, and then administered their first drink. After BGC measurement and 
drink administration, participants completed the following questionnaires in order to assess possible 
confounding variables such as handedness, anxiety and depression: Edinburgh Handedness 
Inventory (Oldfield, 1971), Beck Depression Inventory (Beck et al., 1961), Hospital Anxiety and 
Depression Scale (Zigmond & Snaith, 1981). Participants then performed a training block of the 
experimental task. The second drink was given 30 minutes after the first one and another BGC 
measurement was recorded, in addition, participants completed the Karoiinska Sleepiness Scale 
(KSS) (Akerstedt & Giiiberg, 1990) and Daily Fatigue Impact Scale (D-FIS) (Fisk & Doble, 2002) 
questionnaire. The fianker task began 30 minutes after the initial drink administration. BGC readings 
were taken at 15 minutes intervals following administration of the second drink. At the end o f the 
experiment, the KSS and D-FIS questionnaires were completed again.
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Figure 5.1. Schematic representation of the procedure. L  = drink administration, ♦  = blood glucose measurement and
D a block of trials. Drinks were administered 30 minutes apart.
Flanker Task - This experiment was a modified version of the Erkisen flanker task (Eriksen & Eriksen, 
1974). Stimuii appeared on a computer screen in white in the fixed-width font "Courier New" against 
a grey background under dimmed-light conditions. Participants had a viewing distance of 85 cm.
Each trial began with the presentation of a five-letter stimulus array (e.g. "SSSSS"; size: 0.5° x 2.5°; 
similar to Gratton, Coles and Donchin, 1992) for 100ms. Directly following letter array presentation 
the central fixation dot (size: 0.05°) was displayed for 1900ms, allowing a period of time in which 
participants could press the response button corresponding to the target.
The five-letter stimulus arrays contained one out of two possible central target letters (e.g. 
"H" or "S") to which participants were instructed to respond with the left or right index finger 
according to the instructed stimulus (target letter)-response mapping. The remaining flanking letters 
were all either congruent to the target (e.g. "SSSSS"), or incongruent to the target, i.e. the letter 
associated with the opposite response to the target (e.g. "SSHSS"). In this way the flanking stimuli 
induced response facilitation in the congruent condition and a response conflict in the incongruent 
condition. Within each experimental block, each of the 4 possible target-flanker letter configurations 
(e.g. HHHHH, SSSSS, SSHSS and HHSHH) were presented equiprobably and in randomised order. 
Participants were asked to respond to the central target letter with the according left or right hand 
response. Stimulus-response mapping was counterbalanced across participants.
Each o f the six experimental blocks of the experiment used a different pair of letters from
which stimuii were constructed ("S" & "H", "X" & "U", " Z" & "D", "E" & "Y", "T" & "G" and "0" &
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"F"). Participants iearnt which response corresponded to which centrai target ietter at the beginning 
of each block in an S-R mapping training phase. This phase required participants to respond correctly 
to ten consecutive trials consisting of only a target letter without any flanking stimuii. Five trials 
were comprised of one target ietter and another five of the other target letter, presented in a 
random order. If participants pressed the wrong response button, responded too late (RT > 1000ms) 
or not at all, error feedback was given, i.e. "wrong response" or "too slow", and the S-R mapping 
training began again. During this phase participants were instructed to respond as accurately as 
possible.
After the S-R mapping training phase, participants then performed a block of 80 assessment 
trials. Initially 4 warm up trials were presented prior to the assessment trials, which included one of 
each type of congruent and incongruent array. Directly foilowing these trials 20 of each type of letter 
array configuration (i.e. each type of congruent and incongruent array) were presented in a random 
order for later analysis. During this assessment phase participants were instructed to keep the index 
finger of each hand on the corresponding buttons throughout the performance of the task, and to 
respond as fast and accurately as possible. There were 6 blocks of assessment trials, with each block 
utilizing a different letter-pair. Each block lasted 3 minutes and a 1 minute break was programmed 
between blocks.
A practice block was presented to participants prior to the 6 experimental blocks, it was 
similar to the experimental blocks, except for the following alterations. Firstly, the letter pair "P" & 
"K" was used to create the 4 possible flanker-target configurations. Secondly, participants were 
presented only 12 fianker trials (3 x each of the 4 flanker-target configurations) that couid be 
constructed from the letter pair "P" & "K", presented consecutively in a random order, and had to 
respond correctly to each of them before this phase terminated. Thirdly, error feedback was given 
throughout the block. And finally participants were instructed to respond as accurately as possible, 
rather than as fast and as accurately as possible.
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Data Analysis
Blood Glucose Concentrations - BGC were analysed in a 2 x 3 mixed-design ANOVA with the between 
participant factor DRINK (placebo vs. giucose) and the within-participant factor TIME POINT (30min 
vs. 45min vs. 60 min.post administration). These time points were chosen for analysis because they 
covered the period in which participants performed the experimental task.
Sleepiness Questionnaire (KSS) - The sleepiness ratings were assessed with a 2 x 2 mixed ANOVA with 
the factors TIME (pre vs. post experiment) and DRINK TYPE (placebo vs. glucose).
Flanker Task Behavioural Measures - Initially trials were discarded from further analysis if responses 
occurred <100ms (early responses) or > 1000ms post stimulus onset (late responses). Mean RTs and 
error rates (choice errors) were analysed in a 2 x 2 x 6 mixed-design ANOVA with the between- 
participant factor DRINK TYPE (placebo vs. glucose) and the within-participant factors TRIAL TYPE 
(congruent vs. incongruent condition) and BLOCK (1, 2, 3 ,4 , 5 vs. 6). Significant interactions from the 
ANOVAs were followed up with post-hoc t-tests and Bonferroni corrections were applied where 
necessary.
Results
Blood Glucose Concentrations
In Figure 5.2 we can see that BGC are clearly elevated for the duration of the flanker task when 
glucose was administered (mean 6.30, S.E. (0.15) M m ol/litre) compared to placebo (4.88 (0.15) 
M m ol/litre). This observation was supported by a highly significant main effect of DRINK TYPE, F (1, 
22) = 45.3, p < 0.01, Hp^= 0.67. BGC did not fluctuate significantly throughout the fianker task period 
for either drink condition, evidenced by the lack of a main effect of TIME POINT, F (2 ,44 ) = 0.39, p =
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0.68, Hp^= 0.02, and a non-significant DRINK TYPE x TIME POINT interaction, F (2, 44) = 1.27, p = 0.29, 
rip^= 0.05.
KSS scores
We observed that participants were more sleepy following the experiment (4.5 ±0.3) than before the 
experiment (3.8 ±0.3), F (1, 22) = 7.33, p = 0.01, Pp^  = 0.25. However there was no effect of DRINK 
TYPE on sleepiness levels, F (1, 22) = 0.11, p = 0.74, rip^= 0.01 and no interaction between the factors 
DRINK TYPE and TIME, F (1, 22) = 3.26, p = 0.09, rip^= 0.13.
placebo
glucose
30  45
T im e Point (m inu tes)
Figure 5.2. Mean BGC (M m ol/iitre) across the duration of the experiment for placebo (blue) and glucose (red) 
administration. The grey shaded area is the period in which participants performed the flanker task. Error bars represent 
standard error of the mean.
Behavioural Data
RTs - Figure 5.3 shows the mean RTs for placebo and glucose administration across congruent and 
incongruent trial types. We replicated the usual effect that RTs for incongruent trials (436 (9) ms) 
were slowed compared to congruent trials (398 (10) ms), with a highly significant main effect of 
TRIAL TYPE, F (1, 22) = 130.92, p < 0.01, r|p^  = 0.86. Similar to study 2 we observed that mean RTs for 
the glucose condition (437 (13) ms) were significantly slower than those in the placebo condition
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(397 (13) ms), with a main effect of DRINK, F (1, 22) = 4.52, p < 0.05, r|p^= 0.17. The size and direction 
of the RT difference between placebo and glucose conditions did not differ depending on whether 
the TRIAL TYPE was congruent (placebo = 379 (14) ms, glucose = 418 (14) ms) or incongruent 
(placebo = 415 (13) ms, glucose = 457 (13) ms), an observation supported by a non-significant DRINK 
X  TRIAL TYPE interaction, F (1, 22) = 0.47, p = 0.50, = 0.02.
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Figure 5.3. Mean RTs in the placebo (blue) and glucose (red) conditions for congruent and Incongruent trials. Error bars 
represent standard error of the mean.
Error Rates - The error rates (%) are plotted in Figure 5.4. Here we again see the typical flanker 
congruency effect that errors for congruent trials (3.09 (0.39) %) were lower than those for 
incongruent trials (9.11 (1.19) %), which produced a highly significant effect of TRIAL TYPE, F = (1, 22) 
40.04, p < 0.01, r)p^= 0.65. However, there was no effect of DRINK, F (1, 22) = 0.57, p = 0.46, r|p^  =
0.03 and no DRINK x TRIAL TYPE interaction, F (1, 22) = 2.18, p = 0.15, Pp^  = 0.09.
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Figure 5.4. Error Rates (%) after placebo (blue) and glucose (red) for congruent and incongruent trials. Error bars represent 
standard error of the mean.
Block Series RTs - Figure 5.5 shows the mean RTs over successive blocks of the Flanker Task. RTs 
became faster as participants performed more blocks, creating a main effect of BLOCK, F (5 ,110 ) = 
2.43, p = 0.04, r\p^= 0.1. Furthermore the RT slowing in the glucose condition was consistent 
throughout each block, supported statistically by a non-significant DRINK x BLOCK interaction, F (5,
110) = 0.80, p = 0.55, rip^= 0.04. In addition TRIAL TYPE did not modulate this interaction, the DRINK 
X TRIAL TYPEx BLOCK interaction was not significant, F (5 ,110) = 0.72, p = 0.61, r)p^  = 0.03.
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Figure 5.5. Mean RTs after placebo (blue) and glucose (red) administration across successive blocks of trials. RTs for 
congruent trials are plotted on the left, while RTs for incongruent trials are plotted on the right. Error bars are standard 
error of the mean.
Block Series Errors -  Error rates across successive blocks are plotted in figure 5.6. W e can see that 
the error rates for the placebo condition are fairly constant across blocks, whereas in the glucose
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condition there appears to be higher error rates on the first block than on successive blocks.
However upon statistical analysis a DRINK x BLOCK interaction failed to reach to reach significance, F 
(5 ,110) = 2.09, p = 0.07, = 0.09. A main effect of BLOCK was also absent, F (5 ,110) = 2.03, p =
0.08, IIp^  = 0.08, as was a DRINK x TRIAL TYPE x BLOCK interaction, F (5 ,110) = 0.10, p = 0.99, Pp^  = 
0.01.
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Figure 5.6. Errors rates (%) over successive blocks of the flanker task after placebo (blue) and glucose (red) administration 
for congruent (right) and incongruent (left) trials. Error bars are standard error of the mean.
Discussion
The aim of the present study was to investigate how the administration of glucose drinks would 
affect sensorimotor function when the association between stimulus and response is kept 
consistently low during task performance. Our findings were that after glucose administration 
sensorimotor function was consistently slowed for the entire duration of task performance (30 
minutes) by 40ms compared to placebo, with no alteration in response accuracy. This is the first 
time to the authors' knowledge that glucose drinks have been shown to have a detrimental effect on 
cognitive function.
The current experiment favours the hypothesis that glucose impairs the process of mapping 
a response to a stimulus when S-R association is low. On each block of 80 trials participants were 
required to respond to a novel set of stimuli thus keeping S-R association consistently weak. Using
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this method we found a prolonged slowing of RTs across all blocks of our task by glucose relative to 
placebo. Whereas in study 2, in which the same stimuli were used for the entire duration of the 
experiment, we only found slowing of RT by glucose on the first block of trials relative to placebo. 
This suggests that in study 2 S-R associations may have been low enough in the first block to show 
slowing of RTs by glucose. However, after this time S-R association may have become higher 
resulting in automatic response selection.
One of the neural circuits that link stimuli to appropriate responses appears to reside in the 
parietal cortex (Fogassi & Luppino, 2005). This is particularly so for novel stimuli, for instance 
patients with damage to the posterior parietal cortex lesions have difficulty in grasping for unfamiliar 
objects accurately, though are able to accurately indicate the size of objects and accurately grasp 
familiar objects (Jeannerod, Decety & Michel, 1994). Therefore these patients appear to have intact 
sensory and motor capabilities, but lack the neural substrate to associate the two together in 
response to novel stimuli - the posterior parietal cortex. Furthermore, fMRI studies of the letter 
version of the flanker task have also shown have that S-R associations are likely to be located in the 
parietal cortex (Bunge et al., 2002). In the congruent trials, flanker and target letters were different 
but each was mapped to the same response, whereas in neutral trials flankers were not mapped to 
any response. The congruent trials were associated with greater activity in the parietal cortex 
relative to neutral trials, and therefore because congruent trials had a greater number of S-R 
associations than neutral trials, this finding supports of the idea that the parietal cortex stores S-R 
associations. Therefore in our current study it may be that glucose slows the circuitry in the parietal 
cortex that enables an appropriate response to be activated in response to a stimulus. It is not clear 
why glucose appears to selectively affect weak S-R associations. However it appears that the basal 
ganglia may subsume S-R association functions in a habitual manner for stimuli that are repeatedly 
paired with a response (Yin & Knowlton, 2006; Attallah et al., 2007; Toni et al., 2001). Therefore it 
may be that glucose selectively slows the action of the parietal cortex in associating a response to a
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stimulus, and therefore once S-R association functions begin to be taken over by the basal ganglia 
the glucose slowing effect disappears.
The manipulation of changing the stimulus-set every 80 trials may also have affected sensory 
processing. For instance it has been shown that the repeated exposure of similar stimuli results in 
tonic hyperpolarization of the neural membrane of cells in the visual cortex, raising the threshold for 
action potentials, and thereby acting as a gain control for sensory stimuli (Carandini & Ferster, 1997). 
Therefore by changing the stimulus-set every 80 trials in the current study this process could have 
been reduced relative to study 2, where the same stimuli were repeatedly presented over the entire 
duration of the task. It is possible therefore, that the glucose effects present in the current study 
across the entirety of the task could be due to a reduction of hyperpolarisation in the visual cortex.
The precise physiological mechanisms through which glucose administration can slow RT can 
only tentatively be postulated at the current time. One of the best candidates may be the slowing of 
neural conduction velocity by changes in the Na+ ion channels involved in neural impulse 
transduction along the axon of neurons. Excess glucose metabolism can lead to oxidative stress 
through an increase in the production of free radicals. Oxidative stress in turn can lead to the 
activation of the MAP kinase p38, which dock with Na^ 1.6, the predominate Na+ channel at nodes of 
Ranvier. Docking of p38 with Na  ^1.6 can result in a reduction in the current density during Na+ influx 
through these channels during an action potential, which can slow nerve conduction velocity, 
providing a potential mechanism through which glucose administration could slow RTs { for a review  
of glucose neurotoxicity see Tomlinson & Gardiner, 2008).
Finally, there are perhaps two major factors in terms of the nature in which we administered 
drinks which could contribute to the slowing of RTs we observed in our experiment after glucose 
administration. Firstly the dosage of glucose may be important. W e administered 2 x 25g doses to 
participants spaced 30 minutes apart with the second dose immediately before task performance. 
While this dose is not particularly large, 50g of glucose is present in a 500ml bottle of Lucozade for 
instance, many studies that find glucose facilitation of cognitive processes use a single dose of
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glucose, typically of 25g (Sünram-Lea et al. 2001). The combined dose used in the present study is 
therefore larger than that used in other studies. Another factor that may be of importance is the 
timing of the performance of the sensorimotor task relative to drink administration. Many studies 
investigating glucose effects on memory have timed their task so that it occurs 10-15 minutes after 
the start of drink administration (Smith et al., 2009; Sünram-Lea et al., 2002), instead of the 30 
minute interval used in the present study. Perhaps this timing is crucial to give time for changes in 
neural physiology due to oxidative effects from excess glucose metabolism. Future studies that 
systematically manipulate the dosage and timing of glucose drink administration relative to 
sensorimotor task performance would be useful to clarify which of these two factors are important 
for demonstrating glucose's slowing of RTs.
In addition to sensorimotor processing our current study was also designed to investigate 
the process of response inhibition. Our task appears to have successfully induced response conflict 
in the incongruent flanker condition as intended. Both RTs and error rates were increased on 
incongruent relative to congruent trials. However our findings show there was no interaction 
between the type of drink (glucose or placebo) administered to participants and the amount of 
response conflict (flankers congruent or incongruent to the target). Indeed we demonstrated almost 
perfect additivity between the type of drink administered and flanker congruency. In the congruent 
flanker condition glucose slowed RTs by 39ms, while in the incongruent condition glucose slowed 
RTs by 42ms. This pattern of results suggests that glucose's slowing effects on sensorimotor function 
were added on to the effects of response conflict without affecting the response inhibition process.
In summary, the findings of the current study suggest that when S-R association is low glucose 
administration slows RTs while having no effect on error rates. This is the first time, to the author's 
knowledge, that a detrimental effect of glucose administration to cognitive performance has been 
observed. Contrary to previous findings showing that glucose administration may enhance response 
inhibition, we found that glucose administration effects were identical for congruent and
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incongruent trials of the flanker task. Such a finding suggests that glucose administration effects 
were isolated to sensorimotor processing.
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Chapter 6: Study 4 - Glucose 
Modulates Mnemonic and Non- 
Mnemonic Mechanisms related to 
Declarative Memory Encoding
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Abstract
The glucose facilitation of verbal declarative memory is well established (Messier, 2004), yet the 
precise mechanisms through which this effect occurs remain elusive. Frequently the glucose 
facilitation of declarative memory is attributed to an effect on the hippocampus. However, verbal 
declarative memory processes are built on separate sensory and lexical/semantic processes which 
are unrelated to hippocampal function, a modulation of which could also enhance declarative 
memory function. In the current study we investigated this issue by recording ERP measures of 
sensory, lexical/semantic and declarative memory processes during a word recognition task at both 
encoding and retrieval phases. Prior to and during testing drinks of either placebo or glucose were 
administered in a double-blind within-participants fashion. W e observed the usual glucose 
facilitation effect on memory performance, and that at encoding glucose increased the amplitude of 
the late positive component, an ERP related partly to hippocampal LTM encoding/consolidation. 
Furthermore ERPs related non-mnemonic functions such as early sensory processing (P I) and 
lexical/semantic access (N400) were also affected by glucose administration at encoding. In addition 
the degree to which glucose increased the N400 amplitude was correlated with memory 
performance. These results therefore suggest that glucose may enhance hippocampal 
encoding/consolidation processes and also earlier non-hippocampal lexical/semantic processing 
upon which declarative memory representations are based.
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The glucose facilitation effect on cognitive performance is well established (see Messier, 2004; Riby, 
2004 for recent reviews). Both the administration of a glucose drink and BGC elevations have been 
shown to benefit sensorimotor performance (Owen & Benton 1994; Donohoe & Benton, 2000), 
working memory function (Martin & Benton, 1999; Kennedy & Schoiey, 2000) and attention  
(Messier, Gagnon & Knott, 1997). However, declarative long-term memory (LTM) has been shown to 
be the most reliably facilitated cognitive function (Riby, 2004). Over the last 20 years a series of 
studies have verified this effect (Craft et al., 1994; Foster et al., 1998; Korol & Gold, 1998; Meikle et 
al.; 2004, 2005; Messier & Gagnon, 1996; Sünram-Lea et al., 2001; Riby et al., 2006; for a review see 
Messier, 2004).
The hippocampus is widely accepted to be a crucial structure for episodic memory (Shashtri, 
2002). Consequently the observation that declarative long-term memory is the most robustly 
facilitated cognitive function (Riby, 2004) has lead to the proposal that glucose may act 
preferentially on the hippocampus to facilitate cognition, a notion known as the "Hippocampus 
Hypothesis" (Riby and Riby, 2006). In support of this idea a wealth of evidence has suggested that 
glucose acts on the hippocampus in order to facilitate memory performance by increasing 
acetylcholine synthesis in this brain region (for a review see Messier, 2004). Specifically the 
metabolism of glucose produces acetyl coenzyme A, which combines with choline during 
acetylcholine synthesis (Tucek, Ricny & Dolezal, 1982).
Recently the focus of research has been to elucidate the nature of the glucose 
administration effect on declarative memory. Previous work has sought to clarify whether processes 
at encoding or retrieval are facilitated by glucose administration (Sünram-Lea et al., 2002; Manning 
et al. 1998). Declarative memory encoding can be defined as the initial generation of a long-term 
memory trace, whereas retrieval is the reactivation of a long-term memory trace, either by an 
external cue in the case of recognition or by intrinsic mechanisms in the case of recall. Importantly 
encoding and recollection (a form of retrieval in which the spatiotemporal contextual details of an 
event are recalled) are both associated with hippocampal function (Shashtri, 2002), and may be
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enhanced by glucose administration. For instance in healthy elderly people the administration of a 
glucose drink either before encoding or before recall (24 hours post-encoding) both increased the 
amount of information remembered relative to placebo (Manning et al., 1998). Similarly in young 
adults it has been demonstrated that the administration of a glucose drink either 15 minutes prior to 
encoding or shortly before recall both increased the number of words recalled on a test of verbal 
memory compared to a placebo drink (Sünram-Lea et al, 2002). Such findings are congruent with the 
idea that glucose facilitates declarative encoding/consolidation and retrieval processes.
However verbal declarative memory encoding and retrieval are built upon separate sensory 
and lexical/semantic processes, meaning glucose could also affect these processes to facilitate 
declarative memory performance. Sensory processing is of course the initial stage in the processing 
of text stimuli, without which declarative memory for text stimuli could not function. Furthermore, 
studies on false memory effects also suggest that declarative memories are built around a semantic 
representation of text. For instance Roediger and McDermott (1995) presented participants with 
words based around a theme, for example "awake", "tired", "dream" etc. based on the theme  
"sleep". However the theme word was omitted from the list. Despite this recognition rates for the 
theme word were equally as high as for actually presented items. This finding therefore supports the 
notion that declarative memories for text are based at least in part on the meaning of words rather 
than just the text's physical properties, and that when a similar semantic representation is 
encountered at recognition these memories are then reactivated.
Several lines of evidence suggest that sensory, semantic and declarative memory encoding 
processes are functionally distinct from each other. For instance studies of anterograde amnesia 
patients show that declarative memory encoding can be impaired, while sensory processing and the  
understanding of word meanings are unaffected (Olichney et al., 2000). Sensory, semantic and 
declarative memory encoding processes also have distinct time courses and rely on different neural 
substrates. Electrophysiological evidence suggests that early sensory processing required to 
indentify a stimulus occurs within 200ms post stimulus onset (Ritter et al., 1983; 1988) and relies on
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occipital/temporal lobe structures (Hopf et al., 2002). Semantic processing appears to follow this 
process between 300 -  500 ms post stimulus onset and is subserved by the posterior middle 
temporal cortex (Lau, Phillips & Poeppel, 2008). Then declarative memory encoding appears to begin 
~500ms post stimulus onset and relies upon the hippocampus. Intracranial recordings from this area 
show that activity in this area diverges at around ~500ms for later recognised compared to later 
forgotten Items, suggesting that activity around this time point reflects declarative memory 
encoding (Friedman & Johnson, 2000). Similarly, at retrieval recollection also appears to rely on 
hippocampal processes, and appears to occur around 400 -  800 ms post stimulus onset, while 
familiarity relies on perirhinal cortex structures and appears to occur 300 -  500 ms post stimulus 
onset (for a review see Rugg and Curran, 2007).
Recent evidence suggests that modulations in semantic processing at encoding can facilitate 
subsequent memory performance (Nittono et al., 2002). Furthermore a growing body of literature 
suggests that even modulations in early sensory processing can affect higher order processing such 
as working memory and affective processing (Haenschel et al., 2007). Therefore we were eager to 
investigate whether glucose modulates such early non-mnemonic processes which could affect 
memory performance. Such an approach could elucidate the nature of the hippocampus hypothesis 
in terms of declarative memory encoding, i.e. does glucose solely affect the hippocampus at 
encoding, or are upstream processes also affected which could have knock-on effects on mnemonic 
processes. It Is conceivable that sensory and semantic processing modulations could also affect 
retrieval processing, though empirical evidence data to support this idea is lacking.
In order to overcome the weakness of behavioural studies, in the present experiment we 
used electroencephalography (EEG) to derive event-related potentials (ERPs) which can be used to 
determine the affects of glucose on encoding and recognition processes. Previously in chapter 2 
ERPs were used to investigate which processes in the stimulus-response cascade are affected by 
glucose administration. ERPs are the averaged brain activity recorded over a series of trials with 
respect to an event such as a stimulus or a behavioural response. Typically an ERP consists of a series
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of positive and negative voltage deflections, known as components, which are produced as a result 
of the brain's information processing operations. Because ERPs allow the direct measurement of 
encoding processes they overcome the ambiguity of previous behavioural studies. The high temporal 
precision of ERPs can reliably distinguish between sensory, lexical/semantic and declarative memory 
encoding processes at encoding and between sensory, lexical/semantic, recollection and familiarity 
processes at recognition. There are numerous models of how words are encoded, essentially the 
debate is between "direct access theories", which propose word reading can occur solely through 
visual representations of words, and "phonological access theories" which propose that visual 
representation have to be converted in to a phonological code. Recent work has suggested that both 
mechanisms can contribute to the understanding of text (Harm & Seidenberg, 2004) but that the 
faster visual route is primarily used by adults (Brem et al., 2006.). Therefore, we will focus on 
explanations linked to the faster "direct access theories" in this study.
The information processing stages involved in declarative memory encoding and retrieval 
processes are outlined in figure 6.1. The first stage in text reading is the generation of a visual 
representation of a word. This process is reflected by the P I and N1 ERP potentials, which have been 
reliably linked to early sensory processing. The P I appears to be generated by the dorsal extra- 
striate cortex and the fusiform gyrus (Di-Russo et al., 2002; Dale et al. 2000), and in the context of 
word reading appears to reflect the process of generating a visual representation of a stimulus due 
to its sensitivity to visual contrast, luminance and size (Johannes et al., 1995; Busch et al., 2004). 
Following this stage is a linguistic recoding process, in which the high fidelity visual representation is 
replaced by standardised representation of the word known as the visual word form (VWF). This 
representation is identical for any single word across changes in spatial location, font, and text size, 
and is indexed by the N1 component, a negative potential peaking 170 -  220 ms post stimulus onset 
(Brem et al., 2006). The N I amplitude and topography are invariant in response to where in the 
visual field the word is presented (Cohen et al. 2000), therefore typifying the character of the VWF 
as a feature-invariant word representation. ERP localisation studies further support the
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interpretation that the N1 reflects VWF production by localising the N1 to an area of the left 
fusiform gyrus known as the visual word form area (VWFA). fMRI and lesion studies have shown that 
the VWFA is strongly linked to VWF production (McCandiss et al., 2003; Martin, 2006). Consequent 
to these studies. It was reported in EEG studies that used low resolution electromagnetic 
tomography (LORETA) that the VMFA is a reliable source of the N1 (Brem et al., 2006). Furthermore 
this same study found a significant correlation between the blood-oxygen-level-dependent (BOLD) 
activation from the VWFA recorded during fMRI and N1 amplitude.
Following VWF generation, semantic information must become activated in order for text to 
be understood. The N400 ERP potential has been shown to be an index of the activation of 
lexical/semantic representations (see Lau, 2008 for a review), this potential is a negative deflection 
peaking at 400 ms post stimulus onset, and typically measured in a latency range of 300 -  500 ms.
For instance a larger N400 is found for concrete compared to abstract words (West & Holcomb, 
2000), and for low frequency relative to high frequency words (Van Petten & Kutas, 1990). Semantic 
priming effects of words are also present for the N400 even if the prime is in a different sensory 
modality from the target, e.g. an auditory prime followed by a visual target (Olichney et al. 2000). 
These studies therefore support the idea that the N400 reflects the activation of semantic 
information associated with words, rather than perceptual priming.
During the learning of information an additional hippocampal process of long-term memory 
encoding and consolidation occurs. A late positive component (LPC) that is maximal over parietal 
electrode sites with an onset of ~500ms appears to be sensitive to long-term memory encoding 
and/or consolidation processes. At the present time it is unclear whether the LPC reflects LTM 
encoding and consolidation, or just one of these processes, due to the fast onset of synaptic 
strengthening processes following stimulus onset (Dudai, 2004). Several findings support the idea 
that the LPC reflects declarative memory encoding/consolidation processes, for example an elevated 
LPC amplitude is found for items that are later recognised compared to forgotten (Palier, Kutas and 
Mayes, 1987). Furthermore the amplitude of this component is positively correlated with individual
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memory ability (Olichney et al., 2000). In addition this same study found that medial temporal 
lesions abolished the typical effect that repetition of word stimuli decreased the LPC amplitude 
during a word learning task. Intracranial recordings also support this interpretation that the LPC 
reflect episodic memory formation. Specifically, the LPC has similar characteristics to a potential 
recorded from the hippocampus (Friedman & Johnson, 2000), a structure crucial for declarative 
memory encoding and consolidation.
The ERPs recorded at recognition also contain components sensitive to retrieval processes, 
such as recollection and familiarity, i.e. the retrieval of a long-term memory without any information 
of the associated spatiotemporal context at encoding. Between 300 - 500ms the ERPs for new words 
not presented during the encoding phase are more negative compared to studied words. This 
negativity has become known as the FN400 (frontal negativity maximal at 400ms) and is believed to 
reflect familiarity based retrieval which is subserved by the perirhinal cortex. This modulation occurs 
at the same time course as the N400 and can therefore be thought of as occurring in parallel with 
lexical semantic access. At a later time point of 400 - 800 ms another component known as the late 
positivity (LP) is found, which is again more negative to new stimuli relative to old stimuli, but 
reflects recollection processes thought to be subserved by the hippocampus. Therefore the FN400 
and LP components can be used to distinguish the effect of glucose on hippocampal and non- 
hippocampal modes of retrieval. Previously it was found that glucose elevated both the FN400 and 
the LP amplitudes relative to placebo (Smith et al., 2009), however this study used adolescent 
participants aged between 13 and 18 (mean age = 14.4, SD = 1.5), therefore we sought to replicate 
this effect with young adults. In addition we also measured the effect of glucose on the P I, N1 and 
N400 potentials in the recognition phase in case there was a modulation in these potentials that 
could affect retrieval performance.
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Figure 6.1. The information processing stages involved in encoding and recognition represented by white boxes, and the 
associated ERP components represented in black boxes. The processes associated with word reading, early visual 
representation, visual word form processing and lexical/semantic activation are present at both encoding and retrieval. 
Encoding features an additional process of long-term memory encoding/consolidation, whereas recognition features the 
processes of familiarity and recollection following visual word form processing.
The aims of the current study can be summarised as a detailed decomposition of the effects 
of glucose on the various sub-processes required for encoding and retrieval. Using ERPs we were 
able to measure the effects of glucose on the hippocampal processes of declarative memory 
encoding and recollection as well as the non-hippocampal sensory, lexical/semantic processing and 
familiarity processing.
Method
Participants
16 participants (4 males, mean age 20.3 years S.E. ±0.4) took part in the study and received £40 as 
compensation for their time. None of the participants were diabetic or had any other gluco- 
regulatory problems as assessed by self-report. All participants were right handed (HQ: 74.37 ±4.56),
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as assessed by the Edinburgh Handedness Inventory (Oldfield, 1971). Assessment of circadian 
rhythm by the Morningness-Eveningness Questionnaire (MEQ) (Horne & Ostberg, 1976) showed that 
one participant was a definite evening type (28), seven participants were moderate evening types 
(38 ±1.56), and eight participants were intermediate types (49.25 ±2.09). The Hopsital Anxiety and 
Depression scale (Zigmond and Snaith, 1983) revealed normal levels of Anxiety (5.88 ±0.84) and 
depression (2.06 ±0.59). The procedure was given a favourable opinion by the University of Surrey 
ethics committee and participants gave their written informed consent prior to participation.
Design
A placebo controlled double-blind within-participants design was employed in which participants 
came to two sessions spaced seven days apart and were given glucose drinks in one session and 
placebo drinks in another, in a counterbalanced fashion. The experimenter and participant were 
blind to the blood glucose measurements taken during the study.
Materials
B reakfast-\n  order to control for baseline BGC at the start of the experiment participants were 
asked to fast from midnight prior to the study and eat a standardised breakfast at 8.00 A.M . prior to 
testing, which was provided free of charge. The standardised breakfast was similar to the one used 
by Sünram-Lea et al. (2001) and consisted of:
i) 1 New York Bakery Co. Plain Bagel ® (Toasted)
ii) Tesco Value Soft Cheese ® (spread thinly over the bagel)
ill) 1 Yeo Valley Organic Yogurt ® (150g)
Drinks - Glucose/Placebo was administered to participants in drink format. Both types of drinks 
(Glucose/Placebo) consisted of 100 ml of water and 100ml of freshly squeezed lemon juice to
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disguise the taste difference between glucose and placebo. Glucose drinks also contained 25g of 
glucose powder whereas 2mg of saccharin was added to the placebo drinks.
Blood Glucose Measurements -  Blood glucose concentration (BGC) was measured throughout 
performance of the memory task and also prior to drink administration to ensure that all 
participants began the experiment with a BGC of < 5.5 mmol/litre. Blood samples were obtained 
using disposable Unistick 3 Comfort (Owen Mumford, Ltd.) safety lancets. The BGC of these samples 
was assessed using a Hemocue 201+ blood glucose meter (Hemocue Ltd.).
Word Recognition Task - The word recognition task was comprised of three phases, a study phase, a 
consolidation phase, and a recognition phase. The study phase required participants to memorise 
words presented one at a time on a computer monitor. This was followed by the consolidation 
phase in which participants had to sub-vocally rehearse the words they had just seen. After 
consolidation the recognition phase was performed, here half of the presented words had been 
previously studied during encoding, while the other half of the words were new. Both studied and 
new words were presented in a random order. The participant's task was to indicate via a response 
button press whether they recognised the presented word or not. Afterwards participants provided 
a confidence rating of their response. In previous studies, similar procedures have been used to 
study recognition memory (Smith et al., 2009). The three phases of the word recognition task, i.e. 
encoding, consolidation and recognition, are displayed in Figure 6.2 and will be discussed in more 
detail in the following sections.
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Figure 6.2. Schematic representation of the word recognition task. The task was presented in three phases; each with its 
unique trial structure. In encoding trials (upper panel), a central fixation dot was presented for 2000ms, followed by a 
study word for 2000ms. The consolidation trials (middle panel) consisted of the presentation of a central black fixation dot 
for 5000ms followed by a red fixation dot for 2000ms, the whole trial took a total of 7000ms. Participants were allowed to 
blink when the red fixation dot was displayed. Recognition trials (lower panel) started with a black fixation dot for 1000ms, 
then a studied or new word was presented for 2000ms, followed by a study/new categorisation screen for 2500ms in 
which the participant's task was to indicate whether they thought the word had been presented in the study phase or not. 
Subsequently the participants indicated how confident they were in their response on a traffic light system (red - 
"guessing", orange - "fairly sure", green - "very sure"). This traffic light screen was presented for 2500ms.
Encoding Phase - During the encoding phase 320 trials were presented in 16 blocks, which appeared 
to the participant continuously with nothing to indicate they were separate from each other. The
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words in each block were standardised to each other for word length, Thorndike-Lorge written  
frequency, familiarity, concreteness and imagability. Each trial took the following format; a black 
central fixation dot was shown for 2000ms, followed by the presentation of the fixation dot plus the 
study word for 2000ms (see Figure 6.2; upper panel). All stimuli were displayed on a grey coloured 
background. The fixation dot was black and subtended a visual angle of 0.2°. Words were written in 
white and displayed in the "courier new" font in a font size of 20. Four letter words were 1.2° wide 
and each five letter was 1.6° wide, the height of each word was 0.3°. Participants were given explicit 
instructions to try to memorise each word during the encoding (study) phase by trying to relate the 
words to something important and meaningful to them.
Consolidation Phase - Following the study phase 40 consolidation trials were presented. Each 
consolidation trial consisted of the presentation of a black fixation dot identical to the one presented 
during the study phase for 5000ms, which after this time turned red in colour for 2000ms (see Figure 
6.2; middle panel). The participants' task during the consolidation phase was to try to rehearse the 
previously viewed words when the black fixation dot was present, and to blink only when the dot 
turned red.
Recognition Phase - The recognition phase required participants to judge whether words presented 
to them had been studied during the encoding phase or if they were new, i.e. not previously studied, 
words. This phase involved presenting the words from the encoding phase in exactly the same order, 
except 10 words in each block were replaced with new words. This was done in a systematic way by 
first dividing each study block into pairs of words based on their temporal sequence at encoding, so 
that the 1*^  and 2"*^  words presented would be paired together, then the 3'^ and 4^ ,^ and so on. One 
word in each pair was then randomly selected and replaced with another word from a new word 
block. In this way the time period between corresponding study and recognition trials was matched.
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Each recognition trial (see Figure 6.2, lower panel) consisted of the following events; a black 
central fixation dot was presented for 1000ms, followed by a word for 2000ms, the properties of the 
words such as angular size, font and colour were identical to those in the encoding phase. 
Participants were then presented with the letters "S" and "N" 0.4° apart from each other in the 
centre of the screen, each letter was 0.4° wide x 0.5° high. On half the trials the letter "5" was on the 
left of the screen and the letter "N" was on the right, while on the other half the letter position was 
reversed. The letter positioning was randomised across trials. The participants' task was to press the 
response button on the same side as the letter "S" if they thought the word just presented was 
studied in the encoding phase, whereas they should press the response button on the same side as 
the letter "N" if they thought the word just presented was new. The "S" and "N" letters were 
displayed for 2500ms; in this time a response had to be provided or otherwise a missing response 
was recorded. Following this a confidence rating screen was presented. This consisted of a "traffic 
light" system, comprised of a red, an orange and a green square. Participants were instructed that 
this system was used to indicate their confidence of their previous "studied vs. new" decision. The 
red square was used to represent a guess or incorrect response, while the orange square was used 
to indicate a fairly confident response, whereas the green square indicated a very confident 
response. A white rectangle, which initially surrounded the red square, was used to indicate their 
confidence judgement. This white rectangle could be moved to each of the coloured squares using 
the response keys. The traffic light stimuli were displayed for 2500ms and whichever square was 
highlighted last was taken as the participant's confidence judgement. The traffic lights were 
positioned in the centre of the screen, though the order of the traffic lights from left to right was 
counterbalanced across trials. On half the trials from left to right the traffic lights were positioned as 
follows; red, orange, green, while on the other half the trials the traffic lights were positioned in a 
green, orange, red order. The type of positioning across trials was randomised. Each traffic light 
square was 0.5° x  0.5°, the white selector frame was 0.6° x  0.6°, and the whole array subtended a 
width of 2.1°.
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Word Recognition Task Materials - 1057 4-5 letter words, with a maximum Thorndike-Lorge written  
frequency of 1000 and a minimum familiarity rating of 350 were selected from the MRC 
psycholinguistic database (Coltheart, 1981) as stimuli for our memory task. Any word that had 
identical pronunciation or was a semantic derivative (i.e. "vote, voter") of another alphabetically 
preceding word was deleted. Out of the remaining words the most imagable were also deleted until 
960 remained. This was done because a lack of a glucose facilitation effect has been found for highly 
imagable words but present for less imagable words (Meikle et al. 2005). Next, by removing every 
second word in alphabetical order and placing it into a second list two lists were formed, list A and 
list B. The two lists of words were not significantly different from each other in concreteness (t = 
1.26, p = 0.21), familiarity (t = 0.25, p = 0.81), imagability (t = 1.138, p = 0.26), Thorndike-Lorge 
written frequency (t = 0 .45 ,0 .65) and number of letters (%^  = 0.50, p = 0.48). One of the lists was 
used to generate all the word stimuli required in the first session, while the other word list was used 
to generate all the stimuli in the second session. The word lists used in each testing session were 
counterbalanced across participants.
The word blocks used in the experiments were constructed in the following way. Each word 
list was organised into 24 blocks of 20 words which were as identical as possible to each other in 
terms of their attributes. To achieve this we sorted the words into blocks of 20 words until there  
were no statistical differences between any blocks on concreteness, imagability, Thorndike-Lorge 
written frequency or number of letters. A series of ANOVAs confirmed there were no significant 
differences between blocks on the following attributes for list A (F ratios; concreteness = 1.30, 
familiarity = 1.87, imagability = 1.47, Thorndike-Lorge written frequency = 1.71, the value for the 
number of letters was 3.6) and for list B (F ratios; concreteness = 1.88, familiarity = 1.67, imagability 
= 1.32, Thorndike-Lorge written frequency = 1.70, the x^ value the number of letters was 2.51). All 
test statistics have an associated p value > 0 .05 .16  of the 24 blocks were used as study block in the
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encoding phase, while the remaining 8 blocks were used as new words in the recognition phase. The 
selection of blocks as study/new was counterbalanced across participants.
Procedure
Figure 6.3 provides a schematic illustration of the study procedure. Upon arrival at the laboratory at 
9.30 A.M. participants signed a consent form and the experimenters began setting up the EEG. At 
around 10.30 A.M., a first blood glucose measurement was taken. If the reading was < 5.5 
m m ol/litre then the first drink was administered. Further BGC measurements were taken in 15 
minute intervals and a further 3 drinks were given in 30 minute intervals. In case that the initial BGC 
reading was > 5.5 mm ol/litre the experimenter took further readings at 15 minute intervals until the 
BGC was < 5.5 m m ol/litre before administering the first drink. After the first drink, participants were 
given the set of questionnaires, i.e. the Edinburgh Handedness Inventory (Oldfield, 1971), the 
Hospital Anxiety and Depression Scale (HADS; Zigmond and Snaith, 1983) and the Horne-Ostberg 
Morningness-Eveningness questionnaire (Horne & Ostberg, 1976). Just before the second drink the 
participants also completed the Karolinska Sleepiness Scale (KSS) (Âkerstedt & Gillberg, 1990) and 
Daily Fatigue Impact Scale (D-FIS) questionnaires (Fisk & Doble, 2002) to assess their current 
sleepiness and fatigue levels. The memory task started immediately after the second drink. More 
specifically, the encoding and consolidation phases were performed between the second and third 
drink. This was followed by the recognition phase which was carried out between the third and 
fourth drink, and then for the following 26 minutes. Once the memory task was completed the  
Karolinska Sleepiness Scale (KSS) and Daily Fatigue Impact Scale (D-FIS) questionnaires were given 
again.
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Figure 6,3. Sequence of events during the experiment. -  = a drink was administered, ^  = a blood sample was taken. 
EEG Recording. EEG was recorded relative to an average reference from 32 standard electrode sites 
placed according to the International 10-20 System (Jasper, 1958). These were: Fpl, Fp2, Fpz, F7, F8, 
F3, F4, Fz, FC5, FC6, FCl, FC2, FCz, T7, T8, C3, C4, CP5, CP6, CPI, CP2, Cz, P7, P8, P3, P4, Pz, P07, P08, 
01 , 0 2  and Oz. Impedances were below 5 KO and the sampling rate was 500Hz. Recordings from the 
left and right earlobe were taken for offline re-referencing and eye movements were monitored 
with bipolar HEOG and VEOG electrodes.
Data Pre-Processing
ERP Processing. Initially data were offline re-referenced to the average of the left and right ear 
electrodes. Next, an Independent Component Analysis (ICA) (Jung, 2000) was applied to the raw 
data to remove eye blink artefacts. EEG data was then segmented into stimulus-locked epochs of 
1300ms (-100ms to 1200ms relative to word onset). Trials with remaining artefacts exceeding the 
threshold of ± 80 pV were also removed. Segments of the encoding phase were then classified as 
either (a) "later hits" - if the word was recognised at the subsequent recognition phase or as (b) 
"latter misses" - if the word was not recognised in the subsequent recognition phase. Segments of
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the recognition phase, were classified as (a) "hits -  previously studied words during the encoding 
phase that were correctly recognised, (b) "misses" -  previously studied words that were classified as 
new words, (c) "correct rejections" -  new words that were correctly recognised as new, and (d)
"false alarms" -  new words that were incorrectly identified as being studied during the previous 
encoding phase. Afterwards, segments within each response category were averaged to form two  
response conditions of encoding ERP, "later hit" or "later miss", and four categories of recognition 
ERP "hit", "miss", "correct rejection" and "false alarm". ERPs for the "later miss", "miss" and "false 
alarm" categories were not further analysed due to low trial numbers. Recognition ERPs were 
further processed by subtracting the "correct rejection" from the "hit" ERP in order to gain a 
difference measure that isolates electrophysiological activity related to recognition /  familiarity 
(FN400) and recollection (LP) processes. Four participants were excluded from further analysis due 
to low signal-to-noise ratios. ERP figures and difference waveforms were filtered at 25Hz for display 
purposes only.
Statistical Analysis
Blood Glucose Data - Blood glucose data were analysed in a 2 x 4 within-participants analysis of 
variance (ANOVA), comprised of the factors DRINK (glucose versus placebo) and TIME POINT (30 
minutes, 60 minutes, 90 minutes and 120 minutes post drink first drink administration).
Questionnaires - Both the KSS and the D-FIS were analysed in a 2 x 2 repeated measures ANOVA 
with the factors DRINK and TIME POINT.
Behavioural data
d' measures -  For each participant discrimination ability between old and new items was measured 
using d' (d' = Zhits-Zfaisealarms)/ the values calculated were analysed in a paired samples t-test with the 
factor DRINK.
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Baves Criterion -  As a measure of a criterion shift in the type of response (studied/new), Bayes 
Criterion was calculated for each participant, these values were submitted to a paired samples t-test, 
with the factor DRINK.
Response Confidence Analvsis -  responses were further subcategorised within each response type 
(hits, miss, correct rejection and false alarm) into guess, fairly sure and very sure responses based on 
the subjective rating given after each response. The percentage of responses within response type in 
each subjective rating level were then analysed in a 2 x 4 x 3 within-participants ANOVA, comprised 
of the factors DRINK, RESPONSE TYPE (hit, miss, correct rejection, false alarm) and CONFIDENCE 
(guess, fairly sure, very sure).
Encoding and Recognition Phase Event-Related Potentials 
Pre-Semantic Processing -  The mean amplitudes of the visual evoked potentials (P I, N1 and P3-like 
component) were analysed at electrode sites P7, P07, 0 1 , 02 , P08 and P8. The time windows for 
analysis were selected in order to capture the maximum amplitude of each potential, i.e. the P I 
(110 -1 5 0  ms), the N1 (170 - 220 ms), P3-like component (260 -  360 ms). Mean amplitude values 
were analysed in a 2 x 2 x 3 repeated measures ANOVA, with the factors DRINK, HEMISPHERE and 
SITE (parietal, parietal occipital and occipital). Recognition ERP analysis also included the factor 
TRIAL TYPE (hits versus correct rejections).
Semantic Processing -  Mean amplitude values of the N400 were analysed at midline electrode sites 
Fz, FCz and Cz in the time window of 320 - 520 ms. The N400 was found to be maximal at these sites 
and at this time window, also similar electrode sites and time windows have been used in previous 
studies investigating N400 effects to single words (Rugg, 1985). Mean amplitude data were then 
analysed in a 2 x 3 repeated measures ANOVA, composed of the factors DRINK and ELECTRODE. 
Recognition ERP analysis also included the factor TRIAL TYPE (hits versus correct rejections).
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Encoding Specific Event-Related Potentials 
LPC-The LPC component was found to be maximal at central-posterior sites and was therefore  
analysed at electrode sites Cz, CPI, CP2 and Pz in the time window of 600 -1 2 0 0  ms. Mean  
amplitude values were then analysed in a 2 x 4 repeated measures ANOVA with the factors DRINK 
and ELECTRODE.
Recognition Specific Event-Related Potentials 
FN400 -  based on the parameters of previous studies (Smith et al., 2009) mean amplitude values of 
the FN400 were analysed at electrode sites F3, Fz and F4 in a time window of 350 - 500 ms. Mean  
amplitude values were subjected to a 2 x 3 repeated measures ANOVA with the factors DRINK and 
ELECTRODE.
Lf -  Mean amplitude values of the LP component were analysed at electrode sites P3, Pz and P4 in a 
time window of 400 -  800 ms (again the same parameters used by Smith et al., 2009). Mean 
amplitude values were then analysed in a 2 x 3 repeated measures ANOVA comprised of the factors 
DRINK and ELECTRODE.
Results
Blood Glucose Data
Figure 6.4 shows that within the period of memory task performance BGCs were significantly 
elevated by glucose (6.50 ±0.12 M m ol/litre) compared to placebo (mean 4.57, S.E. ±0.12  
M m ol/litre). This was confirmed by a highly significant main effect of DRINK, F (1 ,1 5 ) = 168.61, p < 
0.01, n^= 0.92.
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Figure 6.4. Mean blood glucose concentrations for glucose (red) and placebo (blue) administration. The time period in 
which the memory task was performed is shaded in grey. Error bars represent the standard error of the mean
KSS Scores
Participants were sleepier following the experiment (5.67 ±0.53) compared to directly before (4.30 
±0.35), supported by a main effect of TIME POINT, F (1 ,15) = 9.03, p = 0.01, r|^= 0.38. However there  
was no main effect of DRINK, F (1 ,15 ) = 1.51, p = 0.70, r\^= 0.10 and no DRINK x TIME POINT 
interaction, F (1 ,15) = 0.82, p = 0.38, ri^= 0.5.
D'FIS Scores
We observed an increase in fatigue after the experiment (6.81 ±1.12) relative to directly before (3.09 
±0.5), this was evidenced by a main effect of TIME POINT, F (1 ,15 ) = 17.33, p < 0.01, ri^= 0.54. There 
was however no main effect of DRINK, F (1 ,15) = 0.49, p = 0.50, n^= 0.03, and no DRINK x TIME 
POINT interaction, F (1 ,15 ) = 3.61, p = 0.08, 0.19.
Behavioural data
d' measures - Successful discrimination between studied and new items was higher following 
glucose administration (d' = 1.40) relative to placebo (d' = 1.12), t (15) = 2.20, p < 0.05.
Baves Criterion -  There was no change in propensity to provide either a studied or a new response 
between placebo (c = 0.08 ±0.06) and glucose (c = 0.02 ±0.10) administration, t (15) = 0.62, p > 0.05.
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Response Confidence -  Figure 6.5 suggests that the subjective confidence of responses was 
modulated by drink condition. The percentage of trials given guess, fairly sure and very sure ratings, 
respectively, in the placebo condition was 2.93 ±0.56%, 19.10 ±1.99% and 27.66 ±2.29%, whereas in 
the glucose condition these figures were 2.45 ±0.45%, 21.08 ±2.19% and 26.02 ±2.33%. Statistical 
analysis revealed a borderline DRINK x CONFIDENCE interaction, F (2, 30) = 3.17, p = 0.06, rip^= 0.17. 
Post hoc analysis revealed that the difference between glucose and placebo (glucose minus placebo) 
in the percentage of response rated as "fairly sure" (1.98 ±0.95 %) was greater than the percentage 
of responses rated as a "guess" (-0.48 ±0.39 %), t (16) = 2.38, p = 0.03.
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Figure 6.5. Top - Subjective confidence ratings of the validity of responses for placebo (blue) and glucose (red). The 
reduction of guess ratings in favour of fairly sure responses for glucose compared to placebo was significant. Bottom -  
Difference measures (glucose minus placebo) indicating the change in confidence ratings given to responses following 
glucose compared to placebo administration. Error bars represent standard error of the mean.
Encoding Phase Event-Related Potentials
Pre-Semantic Processing 
P I Amplitude. Figure 6.6 shows that the P I amplitude was larger for the placebo condition 
compared to the glucose condition over right hemispheric electrode sites, but there was no 
difference between drink conditions for left hemispheric electrodes. This was confirmed by the 
absence of a main effect of DRINK, F (1 ,11) < 1, but the presence of a significant DRINK x 
HEMISPHERE interaction F (5, 55) = 8.31, p = 0.02, \\^ =  0.43. Post hoc analyses were conducted on 
amplitude differences calculated by subtracting the placebo condition P I values from those in the 
glucose condition. These values were submitted to a 2 x 3 ANOVA with the factors HEMISPHERE and 
SITE. This analysis revealed a significant main effect of HEMISPHERE, F (1 ,11 ) = 8.31, p = 0.02, r|p^  =
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0.43. The difference between drink conditions was larger over right hemisphere sites (-0.68 ±0.54 
pV) than over left hemisphere sites (0.08 ±0.44 pV).
N1 Amplitude. Figure 6.6 indicates a lateralised drink effect in which the N1 amplitude at right 
hemisphere parietal sites was greater in the glucose condition relative to placebo, whereas this 
difference between drink conditions was not observed at left hemisphere parietal sites. In contrast, 
at left hemisphere occipital sites the N1 amplitude is larger in the glucose condition compared to 
placebo, though highly similar at right hemisphere occipital sites. These observations were 
confirmed statistically with a significant D R IN K  x  HEMISPHERE x  SITE interaction, F (2, 22) = 3.74, p < 
0.04, rip^= 0.25.
P3-like Amplitude. Figure 6.6 suggests there was a lateralised effect of drink administration in which 
the P3-like component over right hemisphere parietal sites was elevated in amplitude by the 
placebo condition relative to the glucose condition. Statistical analysis revealed that there was a 
significant DRINK x HEMISPHERE x SITE interaction, F (2, 22) = 3.94, p = 0.03, r|p^= 0.26. Uncorrected 
post-hoc comparisons showed that the latéralisation effects of glucose, i.e. a larger P3-like 
component amplitude difference between glucose and placebo for the right hemisphere relative to 
the left hemisphere, was found to be significantly greater at parietal (P7/8) sites (1.16 ±0.65 pV) 
compared to occipital sites (-0.34 ±0.38 pV), t (11) = 2.73, p = 0.02.
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Visual-Evoked Potentials
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Figure 6.6. Top Panel - ERPs for the encoding phase for "later hits" at parieto-occipotal electrode sides (P7, P8, P07, PCS, 
01, 02). ERPs for the placebo condition are displayed in blue, and for the glucose condition in red. The grey bars indicate 
the analysis time windows for the P I (110 -  150ms) and subsequent N1 (170 -  220 ms) and P3-like component (260 -  360 
ms). Bottom Left Panel -  Top down view of the position of electrodes used for analysis. Bottom Right Panel - Difference 
topographies (glucose minus placebo) showing a reduced P I amplitude relative to placebo that is maximal over right 
occipital sites (110 -150m s). The N1 was increased in amplitude at right parietal and left occipital sites by glucose. The P3 
was more maximal at parietal sites in the placebo condition relative to glucose.
Semantic Processing
N400 Amplitude. Figure 6.7 suggests that the N400 in the glucose condition was more negative than 
in the placebo condition at FCz compared to other sites. This observation was supported by a 
significant DRINK x ELECTRODE interaction, F (2, 22) = 9.28, p < 0.01, rip^= 0.46. Bonferroni corrected 
pairwise comparisons revealed the difference in amplitude (glucose minus placebo) was significantly 
greater at electrode FCz (-1.91 ±1.01 pV) compared to Cz (-0.47 ±0.92 pV), showing a quantitative 
change in the scalp distribution of the N400 as a result of glucose administration. Post-hoc analyses 
were conducted to examine the relationship between the N400 amplification and memory
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facilitation effects following glucose administration. Specifically, a Pearson correlation was 
conducted to test the association between the glucose N400 amplification effect at electrode site 
FCz (glucose minus placebo condition amplitude) and the glucose memory facilitation effect (glucose 
minus placebo d' values). A significant relationship between the two variables was observed, r = -
0.68, p = 0.02.
LPC Amplitude (LTM Encoding/Consolidation). Figure 6.7 demonstrates that the mean amplitude for 
the LPC after glucose administration (2 ±0.88 pV) was markedly greater than for the placebo 
condition (0.55 ±0.81 pV) across central-posterior sites. A main effect of DRINK, F (1 ,11) = 7.41, p = 
0.02, r|p^= 0.40 demonstrated this effect to be statistically significant. There was no DRINK x 
ELECTRODE interaction, F (3, 33) = 0.69, p = 0.57, Pp^= 0.06.
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Figure 6.7. Top Panel -  ERPs for the encoding phase for "later hits" at midline electrode sides (Fz, FCz, Cz, CP2, CPI, Pz). 
ERPs for the placebo condition are displayed in blue, and for the glucose condition in red. The grey bars indicate the
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analysis time windows for the N400 (320 -  520ms) and subsequent LPC (600 -1 2 0 0  ms) amplitudes. Bottom Left Panel - 
Top down view of the position of electrodes used for analysis of the N400 (Fz, FCz, Cz) and of the LPC (Cz, CPI, CP2, Pz). 
Bottom Right Panel - Difference topographies (glucose minus placebo) show enhanced N400 and LPC amplitudes for 
glucose relative to the placebo condition.
Recognition Phase Event-Reiated Potentials
Pre -  Semantic Processing 
P I Amplitude. Figure 6.8 shows that on "hit" trials (correctly responded to study words) the P I 
amplitude was elevated over the right hemisphere following placebo administration relative to the 
glucose condition. This effect was absent on "correct rejection" trials (correctly responded to new  
words), as displayed in figure 6.9. Statistical analysis confirmed these observations with a significant 
DRINK X HEMISPHERE x TRIAL TYPE interaction, F (1 ,11 ) = 6.07, p = 0.03, rip^= 0.36. Post-hoc analysis 
demonstrated that the effect of drink was modulated by the hemisphere analysed only on "hit" 
trials, here a significant DRINK x HEMISPHERE interaction was observed, F (1 ,11 ) = 6.31, p = 0.03,
= 0.36. The difference between drink conditions (glucose minus placebo) was found to be greater 
over right hemisphere sites (-0.82 ±0.61 pV) compared to left hemisphere sites (-0.16 ±0.54 pV), F (1, 
11) = 6.31, p = 0.03, r|p^= 0.36. Such a DRINK x HEMISPHERE interaction was absent on "correct 
rejection" trials, F < 1.
N I Amplitude. Both figure 6.8 and 6.9 indicate that the N1 amplitude was unaffected by drink 
administration. This observation was supported by the lack of a main effect of DRINK F < 1, and the 
absence of any significant interactions between DRINK and any other factors.
P3-iike Amplitude. Both figure 6.8 and 6.9 suggest that the P3-iike amplitude was reduced by 
placebo administration relative to glucose at the left parietal site. These observations were  
supported by a DRINK x  HEMISPHERE x  SITE interaction, F (2, 22) = 4.40, p = 0.03, rip^= 0.29. Post- 
hoc testing revealed that lateralised glucose effects were only observed at parietal sites, here a 
significant DRINK x HEMISPHERE interaction was found, F (1 ,11 ) = 6.36, p = 0.03, Hp^= 0.37. The
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difference between glucose and placebo (glucose minus placebo) was found to be significantly larger 
over left hemisphere parietal site (0.63 ±0.61 |iV) than at right parietal sites (-0.36 ±0.50 |±V).
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Figure 6.8. Top Panel - ERPs for the recognition phase for "hits" at parieto-occipotal electrode sides (P7, PS, P07, PCS, 01 , 
02). ERPs for the placebo condition are displayed in blue, and for the glucose condition in red. The grey bars indicate the 
analysis time windows for the P I (1 1 0 -15 0 m s ) and subsequent N1 (1 7 0 -2 2 0  ms) amplitudes. Bottom Left P an e l-T o p  
down view of the position of electrodes used for analysis. Bottom Right Panel - Difference topographies (glucose minus 
placebo) showing a reduced P I amplitude relative to placebo that is maximal over right occipital sites (110 -150m s). The 
N1 amplitude difference was not significant. The P3-like component was more maximal compare to placebo at right 
parietal sites.
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Visual-Evoked Potentials (Correct Rejections)
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Figure 6.9. Top Panel - ERPs for the recognition phase for "correct rejections" at parieto-occipotal electrode sides (P7, PS, 
P07, P08, 01 , 02). ERPs for the placebo condition are displayed in blue, and for the glucose condition in red. The grey bars 
indicate the analysis time windows for the P I (110 -  150ms) and subsequent N1 (170 -  220 ms) amplitudes. Bottom Left 
Panel -  Top down view of the position of electrodes used for analysis. Bottom Right Panel - Difference topographies 
(glucose minus placebo) showing a reduced P I amplitude relative to placebo that is maximal over right occipital sites (110 
-150m s). The N1 amplitude difference was not significant.
Semantic Processing
N400 Amplitude. Figure 6.10 suggests that the N400 amplitude is highly similar between drink types 
across trial types. This was supported by the lack of a main effect of DRINK and the absence of any 
significant interactions between DRINK and any other factors, F < 1.
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Figure 6.10. Top Panel - ERPs for correctly responded to studied words (Hits) at recognition. The grey bars indicate the time  
window in which the N400 (3 0 0 -5 0 0 m s ) potential was measured. Bottom Panel L e ft -th e  position of the electrodes used 
to analyse the N400. Bottom Right Panel -  Difference topography (glucose minus placebo) of the N400, the amplitude 
difference was not significant.
Difference Measures
FN400 Amplitude. Figure 6.11 suggests that there is a larger FN400 for glucose at central and right 
hemisphere electrode sites. However a DRINK x ELECTRODE interaction just failed to reach 
significance, F (2, 22) = 3.22, p = 0.06, r)p^= 0.23. Post-hoc analysis showed that the difference in 
amplitude between drink conditions (glucose minus placebo) was significantly greater at the mid line 
site Fz (0.84 ±0.66 [iV) compared to the left hemisphere site F3 (0.09 ±0.63 |iV), t (11) = 2.89. P < 
0.02.
LP Amplitude. Figure 6.11 indicates that glucose decreased the IP amplitude at left and central 
parietal sites. Statistical analysis revealed a borderline DRINK x ELECTRODE interaction, F (2, 22) = 
3.02, p = 0.07, Hp^= 0.22. Post hoc analysis showed a trend for an increase in LP amplitude difference 
between glucose and placebo (glucose minus placebo) at the left hemisphere electrode site P3 (-6.78 
±0.53 |iV), relative to the right hemisphere electrode site P4 (-0.26 ±0.42 |iV), t (11) = 2.06, p = 0.06.
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Event-Related Potentials
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Figure 6.11. Top Panel -  Difference ERPs calculated as (hit) minus new (correct rejection) for placebo plotted as blue lines 
and glucose plotted as red lines. The FN400 is present on frontal electrodes (F3, Fz and F4) whereas the LP is found at 
parietal sites (P3, Pz and P4), the time windows of statistical analysis are indicated by grey shaded areas. Bottom left Panel 
-  Top down view of the position of electrodes used for analysis. Bottom right Panel -  difference topographies (glucose 
minus placebo) a trend an increased difference between glucose and placebo at electrode sites Fz relative to F3 was 
observed.
Discussion
The glucose facilitation of declarative memory is well established (Riby, 2004), and has often been 
used to support the "hippocampus hypothesis" due to the implication of the hippocampus in 
declarative memory encoding and recollection (Riby & Riby, 2006). However declarative memory 
encoding and recollection processes are built upon sensory and lexical/semantic stages of 
processing, which are thought to occur in non-hippocampal cortical areas. Therefore glucose could 
enhance these processes to facilitate memory performance, rather than directly affecting
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hippocampal encoding processes. Indeed, previously it has been shown that an enhancement of 
semantic processing can facilitate memory performance. For instance relating words to something 
meaningful leads to enhanced recall performance than simply studying the words' phonological 
properties (Craik & Lockhart, 1972). ERP evidence suggests this effect is linked to a stage of 
lexical/semantic processing that occurs independently of long-term memory encoding mechanisms 
(Nittono, Suehiro & Hori, 2002; Olichney et al. 2000). Furthermore, an enhancement of early sensory 
processing has been shown to enhance working memory encoding (Haenschel et al., 2007), leaving 
open the possibility that other mnemonic functions such as declarative memory might also be 
enhanced in a similar fashion. It is also possible that a modulation of sensory and lexical/semantic 
processes at retrieval could facilitate memory performance, though empirical data are lacking in 
support of this idea. In the current study we therefore sought to investigate glucose's affects on non- 
mnemonic sensory processing and lexical/semantic processes at both the encoding and retrieval 
phases of a word recognition task. In addition we also sought to investigate the effects of glucose on 
declarative encoding and recollection processes, thought to be mediated by the hippocampus, as 
well as familiarity based retrieval, subserved by the perirhinal cortex.
Our current study was successful in elevating BGC in the glucose condition relative to 
placebo, which is important as oral glucose administration is theorized to enhance memory 
performance by increasing the availability of glucose to the brain via the blood (Messier, 2004). 
Furthermore glucose administration enhanced the discrimination of studied items from new items at 
recognition, demonstrating the glucose facilitation effect of memory in the current study. In terms of 
the VEPS (P I, N l, P3-like component), related to sensory processing, we observed that for "later 
hits" at encoding there was a positive shift in amplitude from the P I onwards over the right 
hemisphere for placebo administration relative to glucose. The P I amplitude was greater in the 
placebo condition compared to the glucose condition across right hemisphere parietal, 
parietal/occipital and occipital sites. This amplitude difference between drink conditions at right 
hemisphere sites was significantly larger than the same difference at left hemisphere parietal sites.
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For the N l and P3-like potentials this effect was significantly greater at parietal sites compared to at 
occipital sites, rather than a general latéralisation effect as was found for the P I. Furthermore an 
N400 amplitude increase in the glucose condition, relative to placebo, was found to be significantly 
greater at the fronto-central midline compared to the central midline. Finally, we found that the LPC 
was increased in amplitude at central-parietal sites by glucose administration compared to placebo.
Similar effects of drink administration were observed at recognition for "hit" trials to those 
found at encoding. There was a general positive shift in the visual-evoked potentials. Again, The P I 
amplitude was larger in the placebo condition compared to the glucose condition across right 
hemisphere parietal, parietal/occipital and occipital sites. This amplitude difference was significantly 
greater than the difference in P I amplitude between drink conditions at left hemisphere sites. In 
contrast to the encoding phase there was no effect of glucose on the N l amplitude. However there  
was an effect of drink administration on the P3-like component. This component had a larger 
amplitude over right parietal sites following placebo administration compared to the glucose 
condition, and this difference was significantly larger than the difference between drink conditions 
over left parietal sites. Unlike the encoding phase, the N400 amplitude was not modulated by 
glucose. However glucose increased the FN400 amplitude (associated with familiarity based 
retrieval) at the frontal midline relative to the frontal left hemisphere, though this effect was only 
evident as a trend, and did not reach significance. Lastly, the LP component (associated with  
recollection based retrieval) showed a borderline effect for an increase in amplitude over the left 
parietal hemisphere following glucose administration relative to placebo, and this amplitude 
difference was greater than same difference observed over the right hemisphere.
The current study provides support for the hippocampus hypothesis. The finding that 
glucose modulates hippocampal encoding/consolidation mechanisms was supported by the finding 
that glucose increased the LPC amplitude relative to placebo. Previously an elevated LPC amplitude 
was found for items that are later recognised compared to forgotten (Palier, Kutas and Mayes,
1987), furthermore the amplitude of this component is positively correlated between participants
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with individual memory ability (Olichney et al., 2000). The LPC also appears to be generated, at least 
in part, by the hippocampus as damage to this area abolishes the typical effect that repeated word 
stimuli reduce the LPC amplitude, but has no effect on earlier components such as the N400 
(Olichney et al. 2000). In addition, intracranial recordings of the hippocampus indicate that this 
region generates an LPC like positive-going potential during the encoding of word stimuli (Friedman 
& Johnson, 2000). This potential diverges around 500ms post-stimulus onset for later recalled versus 
later unrecalled stimuli in a similar fashion to the LPC recorded from scalp electrodes (Olichney et al., 
2000), suggesting that the LPC recorded from scalp electrodes may be generated partly by the 
hippocampus.
In addition to the modulation of the LPC, in the current study we also found that glucose 
administration modulates non hippocampal processes, as indicated by glucose modulation of VEPs 
such as the P I, N l and a P3-like component. The P I is generated by extrastriate areas (Di-Russo et 
al., 2002) and is indicative of early visual processing, whereas the N l is generated by the occipital- 
temporal cortex and reflects VWF processing. Because of the temporal overlap in the P I and N l it is 
difficult to determine whether the amplitude decrease of the N l is due to the effects of glucose 
administration or whether this is simply due to the effects of glucose on the P I. Despite this issue, 
glucose's modulation of the P I is firm evidence that glucose administration can affect early visual 
processing during memory task performance. Furthermore the effects of glucose on VEPS was only 
observed on "later hit" trials at encoding and "hit" trials. In contrast, for "correct rejection" trials 
where recognition was not triggered there was no effect of glucose on the P I amplitude. This 
suggests that glucose may affect the P I for stimuli that are associated with the mnemonic processes 
of encoding and recognition, on "later" and "hit" trials respectively, but not on "correct rejection" 
trials where these processes are absent. The P3-like component was also modulated in a similar 
fashion to the P I. In previous studies the P3 has been related to stimulus classification, though this 
process was not required in the current study, making it unclear what process this component 
represents.
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Glucose was also found to elevate the N400 potential relative to placebo during encoding. 
This component is associated with lexical/semantic activation in response to text and spoken words, 
and has been localised to the middle posterior temporal lobe (Lau et al., 2008). Although 
lexical/semantic access was not explicitly required in the current task, this process occurs in an 
automatic and obligatory fashion in response to text stimuli (Glaser, 1992; Neely, 1991; Vogel, Luck 
& Shapiro, 1998). For example, even when words are processed without awareness an N400 can still 
be elicited, as shown in a study by Vogel, Luck & Shapiro (1998). In this study words were presented 
during a time period known as the "attentional blink", which occurs when attention is paid to 
processing an initial target at the expense of subsequent stimuli. Word identification accuracy was 
significantly reduced during the attentional blink, however the N400 was unaltered compared to 
normal word presentation conditions. The process of lexical/semantic access has been shown to 
affect memory, for instance elaborative semantic processing has long been associated with 
enhanced memory performance (Craik and Lockhart, 1972). Furthermore recent evidence has 
suggested the enhancement of lexical/semantic processing at encoding prior to the onset of 
hippocampal LTM encoding/consolidation processes can increase recall performance (Nittono et al., 
2002). This is relevant to the current study because not only did glucose administration elevate the 
N400 amplitude, but also the degree to which this occurred was correlated with the extent to which 
glucose enhanced memory performance. This therefore suggests that glucose may enhance memory 
performance at least partly by enhancing pre-mnemonic lexical/semantic access. Because this is a 
non-hippocampal process that takes place in the middle posterior temporal lobe, our current study 
speaks against a strong version of the hippocampus hypothesis in which glucose enhances memory 
by acting exclusively on the hippocampus.
At recognition we found a trend for glucose to modulate both hippocampal and perirhinal 
retrieval mechanism in terms of the FN400 and LP components respectively (for a review see Rugg 
and Curran, 2007). Previous research has also found a glucose modulation of the FN400 and the LP. 
Specifically, glucose has been found to increase the amplitude of both these components (Smith et
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al., 2009), the authors of this study also concluded that glucose modulates both recollection and 
familiarity. However the results of this study are different from the current study with respect to the 
LP, which we found was reduced in amplitude relative to placebo. The reasons for this discrepancy 
are unclear, however the procedure of the current study and Smith et al.'s (2009) study were quite 
different. For instance the duration of the task used in this previous study was only 43 minutes post 
initial drink administration, and was much shorter than the 120-minute duration of current study. 
Habituation over time to elevated extracellular glucose concentrations might have played a role in 
the current study and may explain the discrepant findings with respect to the LP component, though 
this is only a tentative explanation and needs to be explored further in future studies.
In terms of a physiological mechanism that can explain our findings it has previously been 
shown that glucose administration can increase the rate of acetylcholine synthesis (Ricny et al.
1992), a neurotransmitter which has been found to be widely distributed across the whole brain (lyo 
et al. 1997). Therefore an increase in pre-synaptic acetylcholine release could result in higher voltage 
of excitatory post-synaptic potentials, resulting in elevated N400 and LPC amplitudes after glucose 
administration, relative to placebo. However this explanation has trouble explaining why glucose 
reduced the P I, N l and P3-like components relative to placebo.
In summary the current study provides evidence that glucose administration affects 
hippocampus dependent encoding/consolidation processes as well as tentative results suggesting 
that hippocampal retrieval process are also affected by glucose. However we also observed the ERP 
components related to both early sensory and lexical/semantic processing were modulated at 
encoding by glucose, and early sensory processing at recognition for studied items. Furthermore the 
size of the increase in N400 amplitude following glucose administration at encoding correlated with 
memory performance. This suggests that glucose may partially act on lexical/semantic processing in 
the middle posterior temporal cortex to facilitate declarative memory. Furthermore at recognition 
we also found a trend for glucose to increase the amplitude of the FN400 component suggesting 
that the process of familiarity, linked to perirhinal cortex activation, is affected by glucose. Together
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these results provide support for the hippocampus hypothesis, though they also suggest that glucose 
acts on other non-hippocampal processes to facilitate declarative memory performance, in 
particular lexical/semantic access during encoding.
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Chapter 7: General Discussion
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7.1. Previous Literature and Aims
Many cognitive domains have been found to be facilitated by glucose administration such as working 
memory function (Martin & Benton, 1999; Kennedy & Scholey, 2000), attention (Messier, Gagnon & 
Knott, 1997) and declarative memory long-term memory (LTM) (Messier, 2004). Indeed, it has been 
proposed that any cognitive task can be facilitated by glucose administration provided it is difficult 
enough (Kennedy & Scholey, 2000; Scholey, Harper & Kennedy, 2001). However, despite the 
necessity of sensorimotor function to human life, the effects of glucose administration on this 
domain have never been investigated previously. Due to the success of the task difficulty hypothesis 
in explaining glucose effects on cognitive performance (Kennedy & Scholey, 2000; Scholey, Harper & 
Kennedy, 2001), we predicted that glucose might enhance sensorimotor function, provided the task 
we used was difficult enough.
The aim of our research program was therefore to conduct a detailed investigation of the 
effects of glucose on sensorimotor function. Typically sensorimotor function is conceived of 
comprising several separate sub-stages; stimulus detection, stimulus identification, stimulus- 
response mapping, response selection, response programming and response execution (for a review  
of these processes see Sanders, 1998 chap. 3). Therefore we sought to understand which of these 
processes were affected by glucose, using ERPs and behavioural methodology.
Previous research had also suggested that glucose administration enhances response 
conflict processing (Gailliot et al. 2007). However successful response conflict processing requires 
two separate processes. Firstly the activation of an erroneous response needs to be detected (Carter 
and Van Veen, 2007) and then the incorrect response needs to be deactivated and/or the correct 
response activation needs to be increased (Gratton, Coles and Donchin, 1992). From Gailliot et al.'s 
(2007) study it is impossible to determine which of these processes glucose effects. Therefore to 
clarify this issue we recorded ERP potentials to determine glucose's affects on the N2 potential.
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associated with response conflict detection (Heil, 2000), and the LRP, associated with modulations in 
response activation (Gratton, Coles and Donchin, 1992; M iller and Hackley, 1992).
Previously it has been argued that glucose may preferentially facilitate declarative memory 
performance due to the finding that glucose facilitates this domain of cognitive performance more 
than any other (Riby, 2004). However declarative memory relies on separate sensory and 
lexical/semantic processes and glucose may possibly facilitate these processes to enhance memory 
ability, rather than specifically affecting declarative memory processes. By using ERP measures which 
allow a high-temporal-resolution decomposition of the effects of glucose on sensory, 
lexical/semantic and long-term encoding/consolidation processes we were better able to determine 
the nature of glucose effects on declarative memory performance.
7.2. Summary of studies
7.2,1. Glucose Administration Effects on Sensorimotor 
Function, Investigations with the Hick Task
Our initial study was designed to determine whether the administration of glucose drinks could 
affect sensorimotor function. Previously it had been demonstrated that elevated BGC prior to the 
start of the Hick task was associated with faster sensorimotor performance (Donohoe and Benton, 
2000). However, this study did not investigate the affects of glucose administration, and instead only 
assessed the effects of inter-individual variability in BGC following breakfast. Furthermore, Donohoe 
and Benton (2000) did not provide measures of central tendency or dispersion for their high and low 
BGC conditions, in which participants were grouped based on whether their BGC was <4.1 or >5.2 
M m ol/litre. Therefore it is difficult to determine the similarity between the high BGC in this study 
and the typical BGC following glucose administration, again making it difficult to predict the effects 
of glucose on sensorimotor function, we therefore designed our initial study to clarify this issue. 
Furthermore we separately manipulated stimulus and response difficulty, through variations of the
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Hick Task, so as to determine the locus of glucose's effects at sensory or motor processing. That is to 
say, an interaction between drink type (glucose vs. placebo) and stimulus difficulty would indicate 
that glucose affected stimulus processing, whereas an interaction between drink type and response 
difficulty would indicate that glucose affected response processing. The results of this study showed 
that there was no effect of glucose on behavioural performance. This was despite glucose 
administration successfully elevating BGC concentration and our difficulty manipulations successfully 
increasing task difficulty, as evidenced by an increase in error rates/RTs at hard difficulty 
manipulations relative to easy conditions. The results of this study therefore suggest that glucose 
has no effect on sensorimotor function.
7.2.2. Glucose Administration Slows Reaction Times when 
Individuals are Unpractised at the Arrow Flanker Task
From the results of our initial study we concluded that glucose does not affect sensory or motor 
processes. However, previously it had been reported that glucose administration affects response 
inhibition (Gailliot et al., 2007), an important process in sensorimotor function. W e therefore 
designed our second study to investigate response conflict processing by using an arrow version of 
the Eriksen Flanker task to induce response conflict. Furthermore, we improved upon the design of 
previous research by using an appropriate sweetness matched placebo-control condition. In addition 
we recorded EEG simultaneously to task performance from which ERP measures of response conflict 
detection and motor modulation processes could be derived, allowing an in-depth analysis of 
glucose's effects on response conflict processing.
Our findings were that glucose had no effect on response conflict processing. However we 
did find that glucose slowed RTs when participants were inexperienced at the flanker task on the 
initial block of 120 trials performed, but not on subsequent trials. There are several explanations for 
this effect, firstly it is possible that stimulus-response mapping was low at the start of the 
experiment and became stronger with more practice, explaining why we observed a speeding of RTs
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across successive blocks. Glucose could therefore possibly affect S-R mapping when the association 
between stimulus and response is low, but not when it becomes stronger. Alternatively, another 
explanation is that glucose may affect sensorimotor processing in general but only for a limited 
period of time, for instance the brain may become habituated to the effects of glucose thereby 
explaining the lack of an effect of glucose after the first block of trials. This explanation may seem 
invalidated by the lack of an effect of glucose on RTs in study 1, though the between participant 
variability in RTs was greater in this task, and may explain the lack of an effect of drink.
Aside from the ambiguity as to the reason for glucose's slowing of sensorimotor function, we 
also lacked sufficient power to make firm conclusions about the effects of glucose. This was because 
we used a within-participants design in which participants attended two sessions, being 
administered glucose in one session and placebo in another, in a counterbalanced fashion. Therefore 
in order to assess the effects of glucose on the first session we analysed the effects of drink in a 
between participants fashion, which halved our sample size per drink condition.
7.2.3. Glucose Administration Slows Reaction Times in a 
Flanker Task with Arbitrary Stimulus-Response Mapping
In order to confirm the glucose slowing effect and the reasons for it, we conducted a third study.
Here we intended to keep S-R mapping consistently low for the entire duration of the study in order 
to disentangle whether glucose specifically affects S-R mapping or simply sensorimotor function in 
general but for a limited amount of time. In order to achieve this we used a letter-version of the  
Eriksen flanker task in which we changed the stimulus set after each block of 80 trials. We 
hypothesised that if glucose slowed sensorimotor function in a time limited fashion then we should 
only observe a glucose slowing effect at the beginning of the task. However, if glucose effects were 
not time limited and slowed the process of S-R mapping whenever S-R association was low then we 
should observe a glucose slowing effect throughout all blocks of this task.
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Our results confirmed the later hypothesis, that RTs were consistently slowed for the 
duration of task performance, suggesting that glucose slows the process of S-R mapping when S-R 
association is weak, and that this effect is not time-limited. There was no effect of glucose 
administration on error rates, indicating that the observed effect was not a speed accuracy trade-off. 
In addition, we again observed that glucose had no effect in ameliorating the effects of response 
conflict. Specifically glucose had no effect on error rates or RTs on incongruent trials.
7.2.4. Glucose Modulates Mnemonic and Non-Mnemonic 
Mechanisms Related to Declarative Memory Encoding
In our final study we shifted our focus from studying the effects of glucose on sensorimotor function 
to glucose effects on declarative memory. Previous behavioural research (Sünram-Lea et al., 2002) 
has had difficulty determining whether glucose specifically facilitates declarative memory processes 
or the sensory and lexical/semantic processes that declarative memory is based upon. Therefore we 
used ERP measures of sensory processing, lexical/semantic activation and LTM 
encoding/consolidation processes to observe how glucose affects these processes in response to 
text stimuli at encoding and recognition during a declarative memory task. W e also investigated 
glucose effects on ERP correlates of the hippocampal based process of recollection versus the 
perirhinal mediated processes of familiarity during retrieval. Previously it had been found that ERP 
measures of both of these processes were modulated by glucose in an adolescent sample (Smith et 
al. 2009), and we therefore sought to determine if the same effects could be observed in young 
adults.
W e observed that glucose modulated the P I and N l ERP components at encoding, therefore  
signifying an effect of glucose on early sensory processes (Di Russo et al., 2002; Hopf, Vogel, 
Woodman, Heinze & Luck, 2002). Glucose also elevated the amplitude of the N400 potential relative 
to placebo, indicative of enhanced lexical/semantic access (Lau, Phillips & Poeppel, 2008). 
Furthermore, the degree of N400 amplitude enlargement following glucose administration, relative
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to placebo, was correlated with the extent to which glucose increased discrimination between 
studied and unstudied items, relative to placebo. These findings are therefore evidence against a 
strong version of the hippocampus hypothesis, as both early sensory potentials (P I, N l)  have been 
localised to striate, extra-striate regions and fusiform regions (Di Russo et al., 2002; Hopf, Vogel, 
Woodman, Heinze & Luck, 2002; Brem et al., 2006), whereas the N400 in response to single words 
has been localised to the posterior middle temporal cortex (Lau, Phillips & Poeppel, 2008). 
Furthermore the correlation between glucose's effects on the N400 and behavioural performance is 
strong evidence that glucose may act on lexical/semantic access to enhance memory performance, 
rather than exclusively on the hippocampus during declarative memory encoding. However, glucose 
did elevate the amplitude of LPC component, associated with hippocampal LTM encoding (Friedman 
& Johnson, 2000), this finding is therefore congruent with the notion that glucose acts on the 
hippocampus during the encoding of declarative memories. Furthermore, at the recognition phase 
there was a trend for glucose to modulate ERP correlates of both familiarity (FN400) and recollection 
(LP). These results are therefore also consistent with the idea that glucose affects both hippocampal 
and perirhinal systems during recognition.
7.3 General Conclusions
One of the main findings of this study is that glucose can impair sensorimotor function by slowing 
RTs. This finding suggests that glucose administration may not always facilitate cognitive function, 
and that school reports that glucose can worsen concentration (Park, 2008) may have some truth.
The reasons for a glucose impairment effect are not clear at the present time but may be due to the  
neurotoxic effects of elevated glucose concentrations in the brain, which have been shown to slow 
neural conduction velocity (for a review see Tomlinson & Gardiner, 2008).
The finding that glucose slows RTs on sensorimotor tasks at the beginning of task 
performance, when responses were slowest, ostensibly supports the task difficulty hypothesis.
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Although without fMRI data it is difficult to exclude the possibility that the tasks used in studies 2 - 3 
may have involved a hippocampal component in remembering S-R associations, therefore it is 
difficult to discount the hippocampus hypothesis based on these studies. However study 4 provides 
stronger evidence in favour of the task difficulty hypothesis, or at least the idea that non- 
hippocampal processes can be facilitated by glucose. While we observed that the LP component was 
enhanced by glucose administration, a potential inked to hippocampal function, we also observed 
glucose modulation of the P I, N l  and N400 potentials which have all been linked to non- 
hippocampal processes. Source localisation studies indicate the extrastriate cortex generates the P I 
potential (Di Russo et al., 2002), whereas the fusiform gyrus generates the N l potential during word 
reading (Brem et al., 2006). The N400 in response to single words appears to be generated by the 
middle posterior temporal cortex based on a meta-analysis of fMRI evidence (Lau, Phillips &
Poeppel, 2008). The results of our final study suggest that glucose facilitation effect found on 
memory tasks may not entirely be due to glucose's effects on declarative memory processes, but 
may also be due to an influence on non-mnemonic processes upon which memory representations 
are formed. Unfortunately a detailed investigation of glucose's effects on the complete encoding 
retrieval information processing cascade has been missing from the previous glucose literature, and 
further research is needed to clarify whether glucose's effects on non-mnemonic processes are 
causally related to glucose's facilitation effects on memory.
7.4. Future Research -  Glucose and Sensorimotor 
Function
7.4.1 Glucose and S-R mapping mechanisms
The nature of the glucose slowing effect in study 2, in which we observed that sensorimotor function 
was slowed during the initial stages of task performance, but not at subsequent time points, could 
be investigated further. The effect we found could be due to a switching of the neural mechanisms
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used to store S-R associations as task practice increases. For instance in an S-R learning task, in which 
S-R mapping was kept constant for the entire task duration, it was observed that parietal cortex 
activity decreased with practice, while activation in the caudate nucleus (a structure of the basal 
ganglia) became greater (Toni et al., 2001). The practise dependent changes in activation of these 
two neural systems is important as they have each been linked with the storage of S-R associations, 
indicating a potential switching from parietal cortex to basal ganglia based S-R associations.
Support for the involvement of the parietal cortex in S-R associations comes from an fMRI 
experiment (Bunge et al., 2002). In this study participants performed a letter version of the Eriksen 
flanker task in which participants were presented with congruent and neutral trials. The flankers in 
both conditions were physically different from the target, though in the congruent condition the 
flankers were mapped to the same response as the target, whereas in the neutral condition the 
flanking stimuli had not been mapped to a response. In a comparison of the blood-oxygen-level- 
dependent (BOLD) response between congruent and neutral flanker trials, congruent trials were 
associated with an increase in parietal cortex activation relative to neutral trials. The authors 
concluded that the parietal cortex activity reflects the activation of S-R associations. This conclusion 
was based on the idea that congruent flankers activate a greater number of S-R associations, i.e. two  
traces, one for the target and one for the flankers, whereas neutral flankers only involve the 
activation of one S-R association in response to the target. The basal ganglia have also been 
associated with the learning of S-R associations in a gradual habit like fashion (Poldrack et al., 1999; 
for reviews see Packard and Knowlton, 2002; Yin and Knowlton, 2006). Furthermore animal studies 
suggest that the striatum (a structure of the basal ganglia) is not simply involved in the learning of a 
habit, but also in the production of motor behaviour (Attalah et al., 2007).
The decrease in parietal cortex activity and increase in basal ganglia activation observed 
during S-R learning (Toni et al. 2001) could therefore reflect a switching away from parietal cortex S- 
R associations in favour of S-R associations stored in the striatum. Consequently it is possible that 
the paradigm used in study 3, in which the stimulus set was changed every 80 trials, could have been
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effective in ensuring that a parietal cortex based representation was always used for S-R 
associations, and prevented the degree to which the striatum assumed this role. Future studies 
could use fMRI to reveal whether a paradigm such as the one used in study 3 is successful in 
maintaining the use of parietal cortex based S-R associations throughout task performance. 
Furthermore, if the glucose slowing effect on RTs was replicated, and glucose was found to alter 
parietal cortex activity, then this would suggest that glucose impairs parietal cortex based S-R 
associations to slow sensorimotor function. In addition, fMRI studies may reveal that keeping the 
stimulus set constant for the entire duration of a task results in a greater degree of activity in the 
striatum and a reduction in parietal cortex activity across task performance (Toni et al. 2001), 
perhaps as S-R mapping becomes based more in the striatum as task practice increases. Such a 
switching from parietal cortex to striatum based S-R associations may have occurred in study 2 and 
may explain why glucose had no effect on sensorimotor performance after the first block of trials.
For instance if glucose selectively impairs parietal cortex S-R mapping, then as S-R mapping becomes 
more dependent on striatum function the effect of glucose on this process would be reduced. Future 
studies using fMRI could confirm whether the abolishment of the glucose impairment effect on 
sensorimotor function is associated with a decrease in parietal cortex activation and/or an increase 
in striatum activity, indicative of a switching from parietal cortex to striatum based S-R mapping.
7.4.2 Glucose Effects on the Stimulus-Response Cascade
Glucose may alternatively work on mechanisms other than S-R mapping to slow sensorimotor 
function, for instance glucose could impair the processing of novel stimuli by the visual cortex. 
Thereby changing the stimulus set during testing every 80 trials, as was done in study 3, may be 
associated with a glucose impairment effect by preventing habituation of the visual system to a 
stimulus. One way to investigate this hypothesis would be to record ERPs during the performance of 
the letter-flanker task used in study 3. The P I and N l potentials could be used to determine whether 
glucose affects sensory and/or response processing.
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7.5. Future Research -  Glucose and Memory
A drawback of study 4 is that it is difficult to determine why we observed a trend for glucose to 
modulate potentials associated with familiarity (FN400) and recollection (LP). One possibility is that 
the trends we found were due to glucose directly affecting the metabolic activity of these retrieval 
processes. For example glucose could provide more energy for the hippocampus and perirhinal 
cortex to retrieve a memory trace. According to this hypothesis BGC would need to be elevated at 
recognition in order to demonstrate effects of glucose administration on ERP components related to 
retrieval process. However, alternatively it could be that glucose has no effect on the metabolic 
activity of retrieval processes, and instead the changes in FN400 and LP components are only due to 
the effects of glucose at encoding. For example, an enhancement of encoding processes could 
enable augmented retrieval processes regardless of extracellular glucose levels during the 
recognition phase. For instance retrieval of a more richly encoded memory trace with more 
contextual details detail is likely to be different from retrieval of a memory with less contextual 
details. Crucially, according to this hypothesis BGC would not need to be elevated at recognition in 
order to observe effects on recognition ERP potentials.
One way to disentangle these two possible effects of glucose would be to only administer 
glucose prior to recognition in order to selectively target recognition processes. This paradigm could 
employ a 24-hour interval between encoding and recognition so as avoid glucose administration 
effects on consolidation processes which occur shortly after encoding. Finding glucose 
administration effects again during the recognition phase would therefore indicate that glucose 
directly affected the metabolic processes associated with retrieval.
Furthermore we noticed that glucose affected sensory processing (P I, N l ERP components) 
at encoding for items that were later recognised and during recognition for correctly identified 
studied items. However, there was no influence of glucose on the sensory ERP components for 
correctly identified new items during the recognition phase. This suggests that glucose may only
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affect sensory processing when mnemonic processes are actively engaged. Therefore it may be 
interesting to investigate how glucose affects these components in an incidental memory paradigm 
(Stark & Okado, 2003), in which participants are not aware that they should memorise stimuli at 
encoding. This could determine whether sensory processing is affected by glucose only when 
intentional mnemonic systems are engaged.
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